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(Abstract)

To accommodate an expanding global population, a renewable raw material

resource base, in conjunction with new building technologies, must be applied to the

residential housing sector.  Desirable characteristics of housing systems are economy,

safety, environmental sustainability, durability, design flexibility and a long service life.

The system should be acceptable to the end-user, consist of renewable, indigenous

resources, and require a minimum investment in labor and equipment for both production

and erection.

The objective of this research was to develop a ready-to-assemble (RTA) framing

system.  Integral to the framing system is a nail plate connector, developed in this project,

that laminates wood or wood composite elements into larger building components.  The

laminated components can be bolted together to form various structural configurations.

Decisions on the development of the RTA system were structured according to an

Innovation Development Decision Model (IDDP) that was constructed from previous

adoption and diffusion research.  The IDDP model elucidates and illustrates the

innovation process from conceptual idea to product adoption.  The critical issues for

product acceptance include system performance in terms of safety, cost, and building

code approval.  The objective of the experimental portion of the research was to test the

performance of the RTA connection system in specific modes and to develop a theoretical

method to predict the strength of the connection.  A series of experiments to quantify the

shear strength and stiffness of six joint configurations assembled with the



RTA connector were designed and conducted.  The joints were fabricated from solid

sawn lumber and three different wood-base composites.

The experimental results indicated that the strength of the RTA connector in

perpendicular-to-grain and parallel-to-grain orientations can be predicted from a

theoretical dowel yield model.  The material properties used in the yield model were

adjusted for duration of load and safety.  Empirical test values were within ±6.3 % of the

predicted values from the theoretical model.  Joint stiffness was evaluated, modeled and

quantified in the linear and non-linear ranges.  A structural analysis program was used to

design and model a simple RTA building for realistic gravity and wind loads.  The

structural model was used to predict joint forces that the RTA connector must resist in-

service.  The computer model predictions were compared to the empirical joint test data.

The results indicate that the RTA system can be designed to meet safety and

serviceability criteria.  A comparison between the estimated costs of a RTA building and

the costs of traditional on site construction of a building of equal dimensions indicated

that the RTA system is economically competitive.
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Chapter 1

1. Introduction

The world is rapidly changing.  By the middle of the twenty-first century the

world’s population is expected to double from its current figure of 5.9 billion to 12 billion

people (Population Reference Bureau 1996).  The ramifications of this geometric

progression in population growth are enormous.  The stresses on the environment caused

by the existing population, such as, pollution and a depletion of finite resources, will

continue to escalate, and, unless addressed, will ultimately change the global ecosystem,

as we know it.

Of immediate concern is housing the increasing numbers of homeless families and

individuals.  To be consistent with environmentally responsible action certain

understandings and criteria must be met.  First, because the majority of increasing

populations are occurring in the poorer underdeveloped countries, the greatest housing

shortages are in these geographic areas.  Imported housing systems or high tech

manufacturing techniques are not sustainable due to the large capital investment required.

These poorer countries must utilize indigenous materials, local labor and technologies

that are consistent with the country’s skilled labor level and ability to finance the

technology.  The preferred indigenous resources are ones that are renewable.

Housing shortages are critical in underdeveloped countries, however shortages are

not limited to third world countries.  For example Russia, a former super-power is now

struggling to house many of its citizens.  The United States (US), the wealthiest country

in the world, has not been able to solve the problems of affordable housing, substandard

housing and homeless populations.  Therefore design, development, and implementation

of alternative housing systems is global in need, and not limited to developing countries.

The housing deficit is a result of increasing housing costs.  The first impact is on

the poor, however as housing costs continue to escalate all socioeconomic-economic

groups are affected.  In the USA housing costs have risen to one third of a family’s

monthly income compared to one forth only a few years ago (Mohan 1993).

Exacerbating the problem of rising housing costs is the trend of stagnant or decreasing
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real income.  From the end of World War ΙΙ to 1973 income in the USA more than

doubled.  Since 1993 real income has risen only 6% for white-collar workers and has

fallen in most years for blue-collar workers (Krugman 1994).

The problem is not only how to provide housing for the existing homeless

population, or for the vast numbers of people entering the world population pool, but how

to make housing more affordable to all sectors of the world’s population and how to

minimize housing’s impact on global pollution and the earth’s finite resources.

Numerous innovative concepts that address affordable housing have and continue to be

put forth as partial solutions to the global housing shortage.  For the most part, these

solutions although conceptually viable are not adopted for a variety of reasons.  The

answer to the question of how to provide housing extends beyond the technology of

building and must include a process that addresses the sociological, physical, economic,

environmental and regulatory issues of housing.

Traditional housing in the US is constructed with thousands of wood building

components joined together with nails.  Whether installed on site or in a factory, these

nailed joints are primarily fabricated by hand.  These joints become the structural weak

link in the building.  The vast number of joints and the variation in joint quality due to the

human factor makes accurate structural analysis of wood frame construction difficult.  A

reduction in the number of joints, the time to fabricate a joint, a reduced skill requirement

for joint fabrication, quality control of fabricated joints, and the ability to model and

analyze joints within a structure would represent a significant improvement over current

construction techniques in terms of safety, quality, and cost.

This dissertation presents the development of an innovative method for

connecting and assembling wood components into safe, effective and efficient buildings.

The innovative method of assembly uses a nail plate connector developed in this project,

to laminate wood elements into larger components that are the basis for a ready to

assemble (RTA) construction system.
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1.1 Objectives

1.1.1 Global Objective

The global objective is to develop a construction system that is, economically

competitive, can utilize indigenous renewable resources (when available), and can be

erected quickly by low skilled labor using minimal specialized equipment.  The intention

is to eventually implement the system on an international scale.

The dissertation research focuses on the US market because satisfying the strict

building code requirements in the US will facilitate global acceptance of the RTA system.

1.1.2 Dissertation Objective

The dissertation objective is to develop an economically competitive, high

performance, framing system for use in the USA that incorporates the product adoption

and diffusion issues of technology, social acceptance, physical environment, economy,

and government regulations in the system design.  Diffusion theory was used to guide the

development of a ready–to-assemble (RTA) construction system.

To complete the dissertation objective the following sub-objectives were

identified and addressed.

1. To construct and apply an Innovation Development Decision (IDDP) process model

to guide the development of RTA system from conceptual idea to market acceptance.

2. To investigate and document the process for obtaining building code approval.

3. To design, fabricate and test connectors for strength and stiffness in anticipated

service conditions.

4. To develop a method for predicting connector strength.

5. Design and construct a small structural frame with the developed framing concept

6. To compare the cost of the innovative framing concept to competing systems.

1.1.3 Scope

The scope of this project is divided into two parts.  Part 1 is to integrate Rogers’

(Rogers 1995) models of the Innovation-Development Process and the Innovation-

Decision Process into an Innovation Development Decision Process (IDDP) model and to
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use and illustrate this model in the development of the RTA construction system targeted

at the US market.

In Part 2 the IDDP model is used to identify certain engineering properties

necessary for product development.  A theoretical model was developed based on yield

theory for dowel type connectors and validated through experiments.  Tests were

conducted to determine the joint strength and stiffness of the RTA connector in lateral

loading and moment-rotation, to simulate beam-to-column and column-to-roof

connections.  Nominal 2” x 4” cross-sections of Parallam®, TimberStrand®, yellow-

poplar laminated veneer lumber, southern yellow pine laminated veneer lumber and

Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF) were tested in six different loading conditions.  Each of the five

products were tested with a) the long axis of the RTA connector parallel to the long axis

of the wood product and b) perpendicular to the long axis of the wood product.  The

parallel and perpendicular connector placements were loaded at 0°, 45°, and 90°.  Each

specimen was monotonically loaded to failure to determine the strength and stiffness

properties of the connection.  The data from the tests were used in a preliminary

economic and structural analysis of the RTA construction system.

Figure 1 shows the steps taken to accomplish the objective of developing the RTA

system.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the steps to complete the dissertation objective.
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1.2 System Concept for Affordable Housing

The preliminary concept was of a construction system that could be rapidly

assembled by small crews of unskilled labor using common hand tools.  The system

building components are laminated in a factory and shipped to the site for assembly.

Integral to the system is a mechanical fastener inspired by a nail plate connector

developed by Piskunov at the Center for Research Engineering Building Systems

(CREMBS) in Kirov, Russia (Piskunov 1993). The CREMBS connectors were designed

to resist shear forces in built-up beams.  The RTA connectors developed in this project

are designed to build-up structural member cross-sections, to resist shear and moment

forces, and to provide a mechanism to assemble built-up components into structural

frames.  Some of the attributes of the RTA system are:

• A connection with high shear strength capable of fabricating one large component

from two or more small components.

• Building components that are easily fabricated from a wide variety of lumber species,

dimensions and moisture contents.

•  Minimal equipment requirements for component fabrication.

• Design flexibility to assemble portal frames, trusses and numerous other useful

configurations.

• Housing components designed for economical delivery to the site, ready for assembly.

• An easily assembled system that reduces labor costs in terms of skill level and man-

hours required for building construction.

• Reduced capital expenditure for construction equipment by eliminating the

requirement for expensive on site equipment for building erection, such as cranes.

• Building component simplification through connector standardization and

interchangeability.

The first generation prototype building frame shown in Photograph 1 was

constructed with four different connectors, each designed for specific connection

conditions (Figure 2).
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Photograph 1: Prototype Building Module of the RTA Construction System
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Figure 2: Connector types used in the first generation prototype building (Plate A: column-rafter, rafter-rafter and
beam-column connections, Plate B: rafter-column connection @ 45 degrees, Plate C: Column-beam connector to join
bents, D: Beam-column connector for end walls)

1.3 Dissertation Organization

Chapter 2 reviews some of the literature pertinent to the research objective of

developing the RTA construction system.  Diffusion theory and the importance of

integrating that theory in the development of housing technology are given specific

attention.  Background and previous attempts at housing innovation plus attributes and

potential uses of the RTA system are discussed.  Chapter 3 illustrates how a generalized

Innovation Development Decision Model, constructed for this research project, guides

design decisions and identifies barriers that need to be addressed in order to develop a

successful product.  Chapter 4 details the experimental procedure used to obtain strength

and stiffness data of joints fabricated with the RTA connector.  Chapter 5 contains the

analysis of the experimental data, a discussion of the theoretical method for strength

predictions, and an economic evaluation of the RTA system.  Part 1 of Chapter 5

compares the RTA system to conventional site built construction.  Part two compares

RTA utility building costs to commercially available utility buildings.  The final chapter

covers the conclusions, recommendations for future research and the project summary.
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Chapter 2

2. Literature Review

The literature review provides background information on methods for the

development of the RTA connection system.  A long-range objective is application of the

RTA system for affordable housing on a global scale with a near term objective of

developing the RTA system for the United States (US).  The chapter begins with an

overview of global housing issues, the history of housing in the US, and an examination

of the barriers to US housing innovations.  Principles of diffusion research were used to

develop the RTA system; therefor an extensive review of diffusion research is presented.

Past and present affordable housing programs in the USA are presented to evaluate

failures and successes and to identify programs that could benefit from the RTA

technology.  The most notable housing technology program in the history of the USA is

Operation Breakthrough.  This HUD sponsored program is evaluated in order to learn

from the Operation Breakthrough experience.  Potential wood components of the RTA

system are introduced, as are connectors that have some relation to the RTA connector.

Connector design methods conclude the literature review.

2.1 Global Issues

This research began with the examination of the global problem of how to provide

housing for the world’s population.  The focus is on housing structures, however it is

realized that site conditions such as provisions for sanitary living conditions through safe

water and waste disposal systems are integrally linked to acceptable housing.  Acceptable

housing standards are defined as much by geography as by square footage and available

utilities.  The standard for housing in developing countries is different from that in

industrialized countries.  A structurally sound one room dwelling with engineered

outdoor sanitation, and water facilities, in many regions of the world would be a vast

improvement over existing housing and considered not only acceptable, but a desirable

standard of living.  Those same conditions in USA would not be acceptable.  Given this

housing disparity, the assumption was made that development of USA residential
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outbuilding such as a garage, workshop or storage shed could have applications for low-

cost housing in developing countries.

Currently there is a critical housing shortage in developing countries, and that

shortage will escalate as the global population increases.  The United Nations Global

Report on Human Settlements (1986) examined the severity of the problem and noted

that developing countries do not have the resources to meet their housing needs (Spence

1992).  The recommended course of action for developing countries was:

• To create environments conducive to self-help and mutual aid housing.

• To foster settlement programs that are locally determined, self-organized and self-

managed.

The UN report contends that in developing countries, housing must be solved on

the local level.  The RTA system is conducive to self-help in developing countries

because it is designed for rapid assembly by small crews of unskilled labor using common

hand tools.  The RTA system is designed to use a minimal number of standardized and

interchangeable building components.  This reduction in the number of different building

components simplifies the logistics of organizing and managing a building materials

inventory for the development of multiple housing units.  Local determination in the

context of implementing the RTA system is more restrictive.  Local determination

requires the physical resources and the manufacturing capability within the locality to

produce the building components or an outside entity willing to supply those components.

When a locality is unable to meet its housing demand the responsibility to supply the

citizens with an appropriate building technology resides with the governing body of the

developing country.  In cases where research and development of appropriate

technologies is beyond the resources of the developing country, support from the global

community is necessary (Spence 1992).  The need to develop appropriate building

technologies for geographic regions based on the resources of that region precludes a

single technology as a solution.  One technology may apply to several regions and several

different countries but will not be applicable in all situations.  The RTA system is an

effort to provide an appropriate technology to localities in developing and developed

countries that have the resources to produce and implement the system.
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2.2 Housing in Industrialized Countries

The housing shortage in industrialized countries is not as critical as in developing

countries.  However, when considering the resources available to these countries the

housing shortage is less justifiable.  The United Nations (UN) concept of enabling

strategies using appropriate technologies is applicable to industrialized countries as well

as developing countries.  In fact, appropriate technologies offer a better solution for

industrialized countries than for developing countries.  The disadvantage to the

appropriate technology concept in developing countries is the need to respond to

individual resource inventories that vary greatly between communities.  In theory, in an

industrialized country such as the US, the resource homogeneity allows the application of

a single appropriate technology to the nation as a whole.  In practice, national acceptance

of a single appropriate technology is unlikely.  However, due to resource and social

homogeneity national acceptance is more attainable in the US than in a developing

country.

Appropriate technologies developed by industrialized countries are not restricted

to permanent structures or use by that country.  There is a need for rapid delivery housing

systems to provide humanitarian assistance for victims of natural disasters and to wartime

refugees.  An attribute of the RTA system is the ability for rapid assembly by bolting the

components together.  This feature of assembly use, disassembly and reuse has particular

application in all areas of temporary housing construction.

2.3 History of Housing in the USA

The dissertation research focuses on the development of the RTA system for the

US market therefore a brief synopsis of the history of US housing is presented.  The

seventeenth century settlers of what is now the US brought with them from their native

countries the skills and tools to build timber frame structures.  The initial availability of

iron fasteners in the 17th and 18th centuries provided the option of substituting

handcrafted timber joinery with metal fasteners.  This substitution permitted building

construction by individuals without the specialized skill of timber joinery (Laquatra and

McCarty1992).  Westward expansion into unsettled areas without the infrastructure to
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support the processing of building materials such as fasteners and dressed timbers,

necessitated the use of a technology that required little skill and minimal material

processing; the log cabin.  Invention, adoption and diffusion of the balloon frame

construction began in the 1830s.  The mass production of nails and milled lumber gave

balloon framing an advantage over timber frame construction.  Balloon framing reduced

the skill level, number of workers, and construction time when compared to timber frame

construction.  Platform framing evolved from the balloon frame as a resource and labor

driven innovation.  In a two story balloon frame, members are twice the length, more

expensive, in shorter supply, and are harder to handle than the platform frame

counterparts.  Platform construction is easier to build because the platform provides a

working surface from which to construct additional levels.  Platform framing is the

predominant residential construction system currently in use in the US and Canada.

Recent framing innovations developed after the platform frame are typically in methods

of assembly and materials within the platform frame system.  Innovations in methods of

assembly include mechanical fasteners, gas, air and electric powered equipment and full

or partial factory assembly of housing components and units.  The framing material

innovations include engineered wood products, steel framing, and possibly plastic

composites that are still under development.  A framing system innovation in the early

stages of adoption, which is significantly different from the platform frame, is the

structural insulated panel (SIP).  Improvements in cost, long-term performance and panel-

to-panel connections must be made before SIP systems can become a large component of

the USA light frame construction market.

2.4 Need for Product Development

Due to technological innovations in communication and transportation, markets

that once were local or regional are now national and international.  In order to compete

in a global marketplace, a long-term commitment to innovation and continuous product

improvement is necessary.  Japan embraced this philosophy developed by Professor

Deming and now either finances or manages more than 30 % of the USA construction

market.  A key to product innovation is a research and development program.  The
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Japanese forest products industry spends over 2% of its sales on R&D, compared to less

than 0.1 % spent by its USA counterparts (Tichy 1994).

2.5 Four Barriers to Innovation

The residential housing market is slow to accept innovative ideas.  According to

the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) it takes 15 to 20 years for most

builders to adopt an innovation.  The reasons are interrelated and complex but have been

identified as 1) a fragmented organizational structure in the construction industry, 2) rigid

building codes, 3) uninformed contractors, and 4) conservative consumers and lenders

(Jones 1992).

2.5.1 Barrier 1: Fragmented Organizational Structure

Figure 3 illustrates the fragmented organizational structure of the residential

construction industry.  In the context of this research the organizational structure of the

residential housing industry includes all the entities that typically participate in the home

building process.  The inefficiencies in this organizational structure lie in the relative and

in some cases total autonomy within each entity.  There is no common objective that

binds the separate groups together allowing them to function as a cohesive unit.  The

structure is not only fragmented, it is enormous in size.  The 1992 US Construction

Census listed 107,284 single family residential contractors that had at least one person on

the payroll.  The majority (77.5%) employed one to four people.  Only 1.8% employed 20

or more workers (Ahluwalia 1996).  The largest builder has less than 1% of the market.

The fragmentation and lack of a strong industry leader is a major factor for the low levels

of R&D funding in the industry.  Even the largest company does not have the resources to

fund R&D and recoup those expenditures.

Consider the typical homebuilding process.  The landowner initiates the process

by making land available for potential building sites.  The developer must satisfy building

inspectors, zoning officials and his financing entity as he improves the land for building

sites.  At this early stage zoning ordinances can prohibit the use of certain building types

whether innovative or traditional.  As an example many localities write zoning ordinances

that effectively exclude the placement of mobile homes in selected areas.  The developer

makes the land available to the builder who either builds for a specific client or builds
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with the intention of selling the home prior to or as soon after completion as possible.

The builder has little incentive to innovate.  He views his client as conservative

consequently innovations pose a risk to sales.  Innovation exposes the builder to new

materials or techniques that could fail.  Potential failures translate into a poor reputation

and potential lawsuits.

The effects of the fragmented organizational structure can be appreciated by

comparing the housing industry to the more integrated automobile industry.  Both

industries produce expensive products that are constructed with thousands of parts

supplied by outside contractors.  A major difference between the two industries is the

number of companies that produce the respective products.  Less than ten companies

produce virtually all of the automobiles sold in the USA as opposed to over 100,000

single family residential home construction companies.  With large market shares

automobile companies can and must dedicate significant resources to R&D in order to

continually innovate and remain competitive.  Automobile companies design an

integrated product and direct sub-contractors to produce components of the product to

given specifications.  The housing industry does not have a structure that supports an

integrated design approach to housing as a mass produced product.  HUD code or mobile

homes are the most successful form of mass produced housing in the USA however they

are not integrated products in the same sense as automobiles are integrated products.

Mobile home manufactures use existing construction materials and exert little influence

on product manufacturers to develop construction components outside of the mobile

home industry that can be integrated into an innovative product design.
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Figure 3: Fragmented organizational structure of the residential construction process.
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2.5.2 Barrier 2: Building Codes

Local building codes are derived from a complex structure of local state and

federal laws that are based on independent code writing agencies.  The process does

improve building safety, but, in doing so it can stifle innovation.  The innovation

“unfriendly” code process has been recognized by the code agencies and is currently

undergoing a major restructuring.

2.5.2.1 The Regulatory Barrier

Legal permission to build residential structures with a new technology requires

one of the following circumstances:

1. Building in a locality that does not require building code approval.

2. Inclusion of the technology in the building code.

3. Approval of the local building code official.

Virtually all circumstances fall in category #3, therefore, efforts are directed

toward satisfying the requirements of local building code officials.

Three independent code agencies, Building Officials and Code Administrators

International (BOCA), the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO) and the

Southern Building Code Congress International (SBCCI) regulate separate geographic

regions in the US.  These three organizations have come together to form the

International Code Council (ICC).  By the year 2000 the three building codes will be

integrated into one national code that will be administered through the three existing code

organizations.  The ICC operates the National Evaluation Service (NES).  The NES is

comprised of representatives from each of the three code organizations and is authorized

to issue National Evaluation Reports (NER).  A NER is certification that a building

product has been evaluated and approved for use by the NES.  National Evaluation

Reports are automatically sent to all building officials affiliated with any of the three

building code agencies.  A NER can be issued by a single code agency however in that

case the NER is valid only in the jurisdiction of the issuing organization.  Prior to

formation of the ICC, producers desiring national acceptance submitted NER proposals to

all three code organizations.  If a technology is certified with a NER then local building

officials will normally permit the use of the technology.
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The need for building code approval is obvious, however, the method for approval

depends on the product.  The NES publishes Evaluation Guides for submission of new

products that fall under existing technologies.  In cases of new products where no

Evaluation Guide exists it is up to the producer of the product to develop an evaluation

procedure that is acceptable to the NES reviewing committee.

A National Evaluation Service - Building Innovation Center (NES-BIC) program

designed to address innovative technologies that do not have an evaluation protocol

began in the summer of 1997 following the recommendation of the Civil Engineering

Research Foundation (CERF).  The purpose of the NES-BIC as stated in the operation

rules is to “Expedite the introduction of new innovative technology in to the market

place...”(NES-BIC, 1997 p.9).  Five technologies were selected as test cases and are

currently under evaluation.  Questions regarding what technologies are appropriate for the

NES-BIC program have not been resolved.  In discussions with the two primary NES-

BIC contacts regarding the RTA connector a consensus on whether the RTA was a

candidate for the NES-BIC program was not reached.

2.5.2.2 Economic Effects of Regulation

Building codes economically impact innovation through code approval costs and

costs associated with code compliance.

2.5.2.2.1 Code Approval Costs
The most effective method to gain code acceptance is through the issuance of an

NER.  The initial NER application fee for prefabricated components or buildings is

$16,680. Depending on the circumstance additional charges may be assessed by the NES.

The NER is valid for one year.  To remain valid NER re-examination fees are required.

The application for a one year re-examination for a prefabricated component of building

is $11,050; a two year re-examination fee is $18,510.  These fees do not include the

testing of the innovation.  All laboratory data must come from a testing agency acceptable

to the NES.  Acceptable agencies are NES approved Testing Lab, Compliance Assurance

and/or Inspection Agencies or an unlisted testing lab that has been approved by the NES.

A one year application fee for a Compliance Assurance or Inspection Agency is $13,820.

A one year application fee for a Testing Lab is $10,030.  An unlisted Testing Lab can be
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approved for data submission through the application of an unlisted laboratory review and

a fee of $1,300.  Re-examination fees apply to all test facilities/agencies.  The NER

procedure is geared more toward products that have established testing protocols for

product evaluation.

The NES-BIC fee structure includes the development of a testing protocol for

products that fall outside the existing NES evaluation guides.  The itemized breakdown of

the NES-BIC fee is: application - $2,500, plan development - $22,500, evaluation -

$10,000, renewal - $10,000.

The costs associated with obtaining building code approval are significant to a

small business or individuals and act as a barrier to market entry for innovative products.

2.5.2.2.2 Cost Associated with Code Compliance
Cost of code compliance applies to standard and approved construction practices

as well as innovations.  The problem of rising regulatory cost in house construction so

alarmed President Bush that in 1989 he directed Jack Kemp the Secretary of Housing and

Urban Development to research the problem.   In 1991 Secretary Kemp presented the

research findings which concluded that “...exclusionary, discriminatory, and unnecessary

regulations constitute a formidable barrier to affordable housing, raising costs by 20 to 35

percent in some communities” (Kean 1991).

2.5.3 Barrier 3: Uninformed Contractors

Contractors will accept an innovation if it is in their self-interest and the

innovation is within their “closed system of operation”, i.e., it must not disturb the normal

routine of construction (Friedman and Cammalleri 1993).  This second condition is

related to the first in that businesses exist to make profits.  If an innovation does not fit

within a builder’s normal routine his efficiency and therefore his profit are potentially at

risk.  The reluctance to accept a technology that is outside the builders closed system of

operation effectively restricts him from adopting technologies that are in fact in his self-

interest.  Technologies that save time, improve quality, produce a better product and

generate increased profits.
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Builders are reluctant to innovate even with approved technologies because they

view their customers as conservative.  In the event that a builder is sued he stands a better

chance of winning the case if he has built according to standard building practices.

2.5.4 Barrier 4: Conservative Consumers

Consumer conservatism is socially and economically based.  It is fundamental

human nature to resist change.  People are comfortable and secure with the known and

must be adventuresome or rewarded before they will risk an unknown.  Financially a

house represents the single largest investment that most families ever make.  It is

therefore understandable that many people prefer to purchase the status quo housing in

order to protect the future resale value of their largest investment.  Even those families

that are willing to risk trying a new technology are often thwarted by the inability to

obtain financing from traditionally conservative institutions.

2.6 Construction Innovations in the USA

Despite the organizational structure of the construction industry, regulatory and

economic barriers, many innovative structural components and housing systems have

gained either partial or widespread acceptance within the last fifty years.  Those

innovations that have gained, or are gaining widespread acceptance are generally housing

components rather than systems.  Sheathing examples are plywood, particleboard and

oriented strand board (OSB).  Structural components are wood I-beams, glulam,

laminated veneer lumber (LVL) and parallel strand lumber (PSL).  The common bond

between these sheathing and structural components is that the new innovation is not a

drastic departure from the old product in either use or method of assembly into the

structure.  These small changes demonstrate the conservative nature of the industry and

its reluctance to accept change.  The smaller the change the greater the prospect for

acceptance.

There are thousands of other innovations in components, equipment and systems.

One of the most important and successful components is the pre-fabricated roof truss

made with metal plate connectors.  These plates are made of a light gauge steel (20, 18,

12, etc.,) with teeth punched perpendicular to the plane of the steel plate.  The lumber that

is to be connected is placed on a “truss table”, the connector is placed so that it spans two
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or more pieces of lumber, then the connector is hydraulically pressed or rolled into the

lumber.  Prefabricated roof trusses meet the builder’s requirements of economic self-

interest, and fit within the framework of typical light frame construction.  Builder self

interest is met in two ways.  Simple roof trusses can be purchased and erected at an equal

or lower cost than either site-fabricated trusses, or the alternative ridge beam rafter roof

system.  Secondly, conventional roof trusses can span the width of most houses resulting

in the elimination of load bearing interior walls.  This allows more freedom in interior

partition design, which translates into increased consumer demand for roof truss systems.

Manufactured roof trusses are not a major departure from standard construction methods

and give a relative advantage over the alternatives in terms of in-place costs.  As a result

of these attributes, roof trusses are used in the majority of new residential construction.

Successful equipment innovations also meet these two requirements for

acceptance.  Equipment innovations stem largely from tools designed for factory use.

Pneumatic, gas and battery powered tools give the carpenter more mobility and increased

production capacity thereby meeting the economic requirement.  The new tools substitute

machine power for manpower while performing the same function.  They therefore fit

within the builder’s method or routine of construction.

Systems are the last and most resistant area of innovation.  By examining the two

builder’s criteria for acceptance one can understand why builders resist innovative

housing systems.  The first issue is economic self-interest.  Due to economies of scale,

initial research and development, product promotion and code approval procedures,

systems begin with an economic disadvantage.  The innovation must be so economical as

to recoup these development costs, while at the same time compete with the standard

construction practice.  Assuming this can be done the builder is faced with the possibility

that the consumer will be reluctant to purchase the new technology.  Consequently builder

economic self-interest is at risk.  Secondly, the builder must be comfortable with the

method of construction of the new system.  Requirements for new equipment, skills, or

management techniques to construct new system technologies threaten the builder’s

profit.
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The two builder criteria of economic self-interest and assimilation into the

construction routine are not exclusive.  The builder must also satisfy financiers, building

inspectors, zoning officials and the consumer.  Financing is crucial to the construction

process.  Financing institutions are reluctant to back an untried idea.  Building inspectors

have the power to prohibit methods of construction that they feel pose a risk to public

health and safety.  If the inspector is not familiar with the building system, he may not

approve its use in his jurisdiction.  Local zoning ordinances can range from no zoning to

specifying building dimensions, materials and the color of exterior paint.  Consumer

acceptance is paramount.  If every technical and regulatory obstacle is overcome, the

technology will still be rejected if consumer sociological issues are not satisfactorily

addressed.  All the above criteria are related to profit.  If a new technology can make the

builder a greater profit without increasing his risk or sacrificing product quality, the

technology may be successful.

2.7 Perspective on Technological Innovation

Technology theorists’ conceptions of technological innovation can be classified as

either narrow or broad.  Theorists in the narrow category have a commercial bias that

relates innovation to the creation of marketable commodities.  The product is the

invention and the innovation is the process of successful entry of the invention in the

marketplace.  Theorists in the broad category view the innovation process spanning basic

research through successful product entry continually influenced by social and

organizational interactions throughout the process (Jamison 1989).  A broad based theory

approach employing diffusion research was used to develop the RTA system.

2.8 Diffusion of Innovations

This study relies on the research of Everett M. Rogers whose expertise in the

diffusion of innovations spans over 40 years.  Rogers defines diffusion as “... the process

by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the

members of a social system.  It is a special type of communication, in that the messages

are concerned with new ideas” (Rogers 1995 p.5).  This definition identifies four main

elements of diffusion: the innovation, communication channels, time, and the social
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structure in which the diffusion occurs.  An understanding of the complex interaction of

these four elements can assist the inventor in design, development and distribution of an

innovative product.  It is a mistake to believe the old adage “build a better mousetrap and

the world will beat a path to your door.”  Rogers cites the following historical examples

of good, proven innovations that were either implemented slowly, or not at all.  In 1601

an English sea captain discovered that three teaspoons of lemon juice per day for each

crewmember prevented scurvy.  Scurvy at that time killed more sailors than war,

accidents or any other cause of death.  This was clearly a medical innovation that one

would expect to diffuse widely and quickly through the British Navy, however that was

not the case.  It was not until 1747 almost 150 years later that a British Navy physician,

James Lind, verified Captain Lancaster’s technique for the prevention of scurvy.  Forty-

eight years later, in 1795, the British Navy finally adopted the policy of providing citrus

fruits for long voyages.  When this was done, scurvy was immediately wiped out.  The

British Board of Trade adopted a similar policy for the merchant marine fleets in 1865,

seventy years later.  The reasons for this slow diffusion process are not clearly known.

Other innovations of that time, such as cannon design, diffused rapidly through the

British Navy.  The assumption is that a failure to properly communicate the preventative

cure, through the most receptive channels, to the correct individual or group of

individuals, caused the delay in the acceptance of the scurvy cure.  An innovation that has

been proven more efficient than the status quo, yet to date has not been implemented, is

the typewriter or computer keyboard.  The current QWERTY keyboard was designed in

1873 to slow down typing speed.  The early manual typewriters were limited by

mechanical design to a relatively low typing speed.  Fast keystrokes would jam the

mechanism.  The QWERTY keyboard slowed typists by the inefficient placement of keys

causing more finger movement.  Professor August Dvorak of the University of

Washington designed an alternative keyboard, named after the inventor, in 1932.  The

Dvorak keyboard was designed and refined through time and motion studies.  Intelligent

key placement significantly increases typing speed and decreases the time it takes to learn

the key layout.  Again the interaction of the four elements of diffusion were not

addressed, consequently diffusion did not occur.  The passage of time with the resulting
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investment in keyboard equipment and training makes future diffusion unlikely but not

implausible.  One component of the Innovation element of the diffusion process is

relative advantage.  The increased incidence of carpal tunnel syndrome could renew

interest in the Dvorak keyboard.  On the Dvorak keyboard 70% of typing is done on the

home row, 22% on the top row and 8% on the bottom row.  Key placement is designed so

that the dexterity and strength of each finger is proportionate to the amount of work

assigned to that finger.  If it could be proven that the Dvorak significantly reduces carpal

tunnel then a new advantage relative to the QWERTY could be used as a persuasive tool

to encourage the adoption of this innovation.

2.8.1 History of Diffusion Research

Gabriel Tarde, a French lawyer and judge did the first analytical research on

diffusion in the early 1900s.  Tarde observed that only 10% of innovations conceived at

the same time were successfully introduced.  He was the first to notice the S-shaped curve

produced by plotting innovation acceptance over time.  Diffusion research remained in

obscurity until the landmark American Hybrid corn experiment conducted by Ryan and

Gross in 1943.  This study illustrates the four main elements of diffusion.  The

Innovation, hybrid corn produced 20% more corn, was more drought resistant and better

suited to mechanical harvesting than the traditional open-pollinated corn planted by the

farmers.  The only negative to hybrid corn was that seed had to be purchased every year

because the seed produced by the field corn did not maintain the superior characteristics

of the mother plant.  A seed salesman generally first communicated awareness of the

innovation to the farmers.  The most effective communication in terms of persuasion was

one farmer to another.  A certain percentage of farmers were persuaded by the seed

companies to try the hybrid corn.  The positive experience of the first farmers to try the

hybrid variety was conveyed to fellow farmers.  Over the 13 year time period of the study

(1928-1941), 257 of the 259 farmers included in the study, had adopted the hybrid corn.

The rate of adoption was plotted over time that resulted in the S-shaped curve previously

discovered by Tarde (Rogers 1995).
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2.8.2 Adoption Curve

The result of plotting the cumulative number of adopters over time is generally an

S-shaped curve for successful innovations as depicted in Figure 4.  A successful

innovation is one that is adopted by nearly all of the potential adopting population.  The

slope of the curve varies with the rate of acceptance of the innovation, the greater the

speed of adoption the steeper the curve.  The curve begins with a select group adopting

the innovation.  This adoption is based on knowledge of the innovation through mass

media communication channels.  As the number of adopters increase, the communication

channel shifts to interpersonal contact, a much more effective tool in persuading a

potential adopters, compared to mass media channels.  The critical stage in the diffusion

process is the 10 to 20% adoption levels.  At this point the innovation has generated

enough momentum to propel the innovation through the diffusion process.

2.8.3 Adopter Categories

The cumulative S-shaped diffusion curve, when plotted as a frequency curve,

results in a normal distribution.  The mean and standard deviation are used to divide the

bell curve into five categories: innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and

laggards (Figure 5).  Characteristics of the members of each category are identified.  This

adopter categorization method is nearly exclusive in diffusion research.  The categorical

boundaries are approximations and the attributed characteristics are generalized.  Rogers

(1995) summarized previous adoption research on innovativeness variables into 26

generalizations under three headings: socioeconomic characteristics, personality

characteristics, and communication behavior.  The first encompasses all three headings

and states that, adopter distributions follow a bell shaped cure and over time approach

normality.  This segmentation of adopter types with accompanying characteristics gives

the opportunity to adjust a market strategy that targets specific adopter categories.  As the

innovation moves through the diffusion process the strategy should change to

accommodate the prevalent adopter category.  Given that successful innovations reach a

self-sustaining momentum at 10-20% adoption, the appropriate strategy is to concentrate

marketing efforts in the early adoption phase.
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Figure 4: S-shaped adoption curve (Rogers 1995)

Figure 5: Normal distribution of adoption divided into 5 adopter categories (Rogers 1995)
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2.8.3.1 Characteristics of Adopter Categories

The following are generalizations of adopter characteristics listed by Rogers in his

book Diffusion of Innovations fourth edition (Rogers 1995).

2.8.3.1.1 Socioeconomic Characteristics
• Earlier adopters are not different from later adopters in age.

• Earlier adopters have more years of formal education than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters are more likely to be literate than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have a higher social status than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have a greater degree of upward social mobility than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have larger social units than later adopters.

The above generalizations indicate a positive linear relationship between

innovativeness and social status.  This correlation has been challenged but not disproved.

The Cancian Dip theory suggests that in the early stages of adoption when uncertainty is

high lower income groups are more innovative because they have less to lose.  In the

latter stages of diffusion when uncertainty is minimized the higher income groups are

more innovative due to their willingness to use their greater resources.

2.8.3.1.2 Personality Variables
• Earlier adopters have greater empathy.

• Earlier adopter may be less dogmatic than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have a greater ability to deal with abstractions than do later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have greater rationality than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have greater intelligence than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have a more favorable attitude toward change than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters are better able to cope with uncertainty and risk than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have a more favorable attitude toward science than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters are less fatalistic than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have higher aspirations than latter adopters.
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2.8.3.1.3 Communication Behavior
• Earlier adopters have more social participation than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters are more highly interconnected through interpersonal networks in

their social system than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters are more cosmopolite than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have more change agent contact than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have greater exposure to mass media communication channels than

later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have greater exposure to interpersonal communication channels than

later adopters.

• Earlier adopters seek information about innovations more actively than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have greater knowledge of innovations than later adopters.

• Earlier adopters have a higher degree of opinion leadership than later adopters.

2.8.3.2 Dominant Characteristics of the 5 adopter categories

2.8.3.2.1 Innovators
Innovators make up 2.5% of the population.  They are venturesome and seek out

new ideas.  They are cosmopolitan in their social contacts.  They have the financial

resources to insulate them from the consequences of unsuccessful innovations.  They

have the ability to understand complex technological ideas and the disposition to handle a

high degree of uncertainty.

2.8.3.2.2 Early Adopters
Early adopters make up 13.5% of the population.  They have close ties to a local

social system and have the respect of members within that system.  Members of the early

adopter’s social network seek out advice in order to make their own adoption decision.

The influential role of early adopters as opinion leaders makes them a target for direct

marketing via change agents.  The role of a change agent is to persuade the opinion

leaders to adopt the innovation that leads to adoption by the other members of the social

network.  A change agent comes from outside the social system and acts on the behalf of

the unit seeking adoption.
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2.8.3.2.3 Early Majority
The early majority makes up 34% of the population.  They make slow deliberate

decisions and are generally followers not opinion leaders.  They make up one third of the

adopting population so they have a strong influence on the rate of adoption.

2.8.3.2.4 Late Majority
The late majority makes up 34% of the population.  Their motivation for adoption

may be economic necessity and pressure from their peer group.  They will not adopt until

uncertainty is minimized.

2.8.3.2.5 Laggards
Laggards make up 16% of the population.  They are traditionalists and very

resistant to change.  Their social contacts are limited to those who share similar beliefs.

Change occurs only when the innovation is assured of success.

2.9 Affordable Housing Programs in USA

2.9.1 Operation Breakthrough

Operation Breakthrough was officially announced by George Romney the United

States Secretary of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) on May 8, 1969, as a

response to the Housing Act of 1968.  This Act proclaimed a national goal of a decent

home for every American family.  The Act directed HUD to investigate the potential of

technological innovations to mass produce affordable housing.  HUD estimated that 2.6

million homes per year from 1969 to 1978 would need to enter the US housing stock in

order to achieve the national goal.  Previous to this time the peak annual housing starts

were 2 million in 1959 and averaged 1.6 million from 1959-1968.  The intent of

Operation Breakthrough was to “break through” the barriers that restricted mass

production of quality housing; to bring the efficiencies and economies of scale in the

automobile industry, to the home building industry.  The major barriers to industrialized

housing identified by HUD were financing, labor and material shortages and local codes

(HUD 1974a).
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2.9.1.1 Operation Breakthrough Achievements and Contributions:  A HUD

Perspective

From HUD’s point of view some of Operation Breakthroughs contributions to the

nation were:

• Creation of the country’s first large-scale demonstration housing project, a laboratory

for continuous learning (HUD 1974a).

• Advancements in industrialized housing technology.

• Advancement in transportation technology.  The Housing System Providers (HSP) in

Operation Breakthrough were required to prepare plans for transportation handling

systems and packaging for their systems from the factory to site erection

(HUD 1974b).

• Development of the “Guide Criteria” for the evaluation of innovative construction

methods and materials.

• Incorporation of industrialized housing in State Building Codes.

• Encouragement of new labor agreements as represented in the Tri-Trades Agreement

of 1969.  National carpenter, plumber, and electrician unions allowed factory

completion of their trades in factory settings.

• Roll back of Interstate Commerce Commission tariff rates for Operation

Breakthrough homes.

• Involvement of states in housing finance.

• Stimulation of investment in the industrialized housing sector.

2.9.1.2 Operation Breakthrough:  Participant Perspective

Housing System Providers (HSP) of Operation Breakthrough and those who

submitted unsuccessful proposals were surveyed at the end of the project to determine

their perception of Operation Breakthrough.  The general perception of the unsuccessful

applicants was that Operation Breakthrough failed in encouraging research and

innovation.  Awards went to big companies with proven technologies.  Results from HSP

survey group generally indicated that the project was noble, but over-ambitious and thus

failed to meet expectations.  The respondents indicated several problems with HUD.
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HUD did not satisfactorily coordinate or enforce local agreements to wave certain code

requirements.  HUD did not coordinate with the Federal Housing Authority (FHA) to

overcome code and cost barriers inherent in FHA rules and regulations.  HUD did not

sufficiently promote the concept of industrialized housing to developers or consumers.

Survey results indicate that a relatively small number of the participants considered their

involvement successful, and those that did, attributed their success to their own efforts

with HUD’s contribution rated marginal (Charlton 1974).

2.9.1.3 Operation Breakthrough:  Resident Perspective

Over 2,000 face to face interviews were conducted with Operation Breakthrough

residents and residents of conventional planned housing developments.  The conventional

planned housing development sites were as similar as possible in price, site amenities,

site layouts, building size and variety as the Operation Breakthrough developments.  The

results of the survey indicated that overall Operation Breakthrough residents were at least

as satisfied with their living conditions as residents of conventional housing in planned

developments.  However on the specific question of the quality of building construction,

conventional housing was favored over Operation Breakthrough housing

(Margulis 1975).

2.9.1.4 Operation Breakthrough:  Guide Criteria

A major hindrance to technological innovation in US housing has been and

continues to be building code acceptance.  An innovation without a prior history can not

be evaluated for health and safety by a local building official, consequently it is difficult

for a building official to approve the use of the innovation.  A continuing dilemma is how

to evaluate innovative technologies in a timely and cost effective manor.  A condition for

site acceptance for an Operation Breakthrough development was an assurance of

cooperation from state and local authorities in waiving existing building codes applicable

to the proposed site.  To assure public health and safety HUD enlisted the expertise of the

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) to establish Guide Criteria in lieu of local codes.

The Guide Criteria was written as a performance based code to ensure that an

approved home would meet the intent of the building codes, the minimum FHA property
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standards, and would address functional efficiency and users comfort (HUD 1974c).  The

Guide Criteria identified 12 built elements that were tested against nine attributes (when

relevant).  The 12 built elements were: 1) Structure, 2) Interior Walls and Door Inter-

Dwelling, 3) Interior Walls and Doors Intra-Dwelling, 4) Interior Floor-Ceiling, 5)

Exterior Walls, Doors and Windows, 6) Exterior Roof-Ceiling, Ground Floor, 7) Fixtures

and Hardware, 8) Plumbing, 9) Mechanical Equipment and Appliances, 10) Power,

Electrical Distribution, Communication, 11) Lighting Elements and 12) Enclosed Spaces.

The nine attributes were: 1) Structural Serviceability, 2) Structural Safety, 3) Health and

Safety, 4) Fire Safety, 5) Acoustic Environment, 6) Illumination Environment, 7)

Atmospheric Environment, 8) Durability as a Function of Time, and 9) Spatial

Characteristics and Arrangements.  The difficulty with the Guide Criteria was that it

exceeded the FHA minimum requirements.  This was a critical issue because HUD had

guaranteed sale of the Operation Breakthrough units through FHA mortgages.  The FHA

valuation procedure was to base the home value on the cost of conventional construction

meeting FHA minimum requirements.  Life cycle costs that factored energy savings could

not be considered in home valuation.  The end result was that the HSP had to meet the

higher Guide Criteria standards, but their product was valued by the lending institution as

if it were produced at the lowest standard using inexpensive, conventional construction

methods and materials.

A major pitfall of the Guide Criteria is that the testing done by the HSP to satisfy

the Guide Criteria was not accepted by the various code agencies (IF 1975).  In order to

build outside of Operation Breakthrough, firms were required to re-test their innovations

to specifications determined by the code that governed the building site.  This was a

costly; unnecessary, avoidable expense that was directly opposed to the intent of the

Guide Criteria.  In effect the contribution of the Guide Criteria ended with Operation

Breakthrough.

2.9.1.5 Lessons from Operation Breakthrough

The intent of Operation Breakthrough was excellent, the execution and results

were poor.  The 50 million dollar HUD investment did not produce any real innovative

construction technologies that survived the project (IF 1975).  By 1975 over half of the
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original 22 participants had either abandoned industrialized housing or gone bankrupt.

Of the surviving firms, only seven felt they had achieved any degree of success and of

those seven none were satisfied with the project as a whole (Charlton 1975).

The lessons from Operation Breakthrough serve as an example of what does not

work and are summed up by John K. Stewart, vice president of Community Technology

Corporation, a HSP.  “In my view, the benefits of the Breakthrough program will come to

those companies which did not participate; having the advantage of the observer they can

now enter the market focusing on low R&D, (and) medium capital investment systems

(based on the manufacture of selected building components -- such as structural panels

and wet cores-- which lend themselves to factory production)” (IF 1975 p.42).

A list of criteria for successful housing innovation taken from the experiences of

Operation Breakthrough is:

• Use of building components that can be manufactured without high capital

expenditure.

• Use of building components that can be packaged for economical transport.

• Entry into a market where the aggregated demand is sufficient to recoup the

investment in R&D, building code acceptance and continued operations.

• Development of a system that can obtain building code acceptance in the aggregate

market.

• Development of a system that is acceptable to the insurance, financing, and political

institutions that govern the aggregate market area.

2.9.2 Sweat Equity in Affordable Housing

“Sweat equity” is a term used to describe a form of self-help housing.  In general

it applies to the do-it-yourself home owner in any income group.  In the context of

affordable housing, sweat equity programs are structured to allow a family or an

individual the opportunity to reduce the cost of their home by contributing time and labor

in the house construction under the auspices of a governing body.  In the USA sweat

equity programs are sponsored by non-profit organizations, by state, local or federal

government or a combination of these agencies.
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Sweat equity programs do increase the stock of affordable housing but their

contribution is limited.  Houses are constructed with conventional methods and materials

that require a skill level beyond that of the typical applicant in sweat equity programs,

thereby reducing the applicant’s effective contribution.  For example the Acorn Housing

Corporation of Pennsylvania estimates that participants in their low cost housing

development reduce construction costs of each unit by only $2,000 to $3,000 (HUD

1993).  A requirement to qualify for most sweat equity programs includes sufficient

financial resources to pay back the mortgage.  There are various programs that reduce or

eliminate the down payment, and reduce the interest rates, however qualification depends

on the ability to repay.  A housing technology that permits a greater participation of the

sweat equity applicant in construction serves to reduce initial costs and lowers the

monthly repayment obligation.

2.9.2.1.1 The Home Program
The federal government supports the concept of sweat equity through the Home

program created under Title II the Home Investment Partnership Act of the National

Affordable Housing Act of 1990.  The Home Program supplies funds to state and local

affordable housing efforts sponsoring sweat equity programs.  The funds are available for

the purchase of land, infrastructure, and materials.  Home funds can be applied toward

labor provided the contracted labor is not within the capacity of the sweat equity

participants.  The Home program can be considered part of a local Comprehensive

Housing Affordability Strategy (CHAS).  An approved CHAS is required before a

jurisdiction can receive any HUD funds.  A participating jurisdiction (PJ) with a sweat

equity program receives federal funds for the sweat equity program as well as qualifying

for other HUD programs through the establishment of a CHAS.

Benefits of sweat equity programs go beyond the addition of affordable housing

stock.  Volunteers and program participants receive some training in construction that can

lead to new job skills and employment opportunities.  Projects build a spirit of

cooperation and self-reliance, that contribute to community revitalization (HUD 1993).
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2.9.2.1.2 Self-Help Housing Loan Program
The Rural Development Agency formally known as the Farmers Home

Administration administers the 523 Self-help Technical Assistance program.  Six to ten

families join together in a cooperative effort to build homes for each family.  The Rural

Development Agency provides funds to a local government, public or private non-profit

corporation with the expertise to supervise the program.  The funds are used to train and

equip the future homeowners in the skills required to construct their homes.  Each

homeowner must contribute a minimum of 700 hours labor to the group effort.  Each

homeowner is responsible for obtaining their own mortgage; however, mortgage

assistance is usually provided through Section 502 Homeownership Loan Program.  No

family can occupy their home until all of the homes are completed (HUD 1993).

2.9.2.1.3 Non-Profit Self Help Housing
Habitat for Humanity International (HFH) is as an ecumenical Christian housing

ministry founded in 1976 by Millard and Linda Fuller.  The mission of HFH is to

eliminate housing poverty throughout the world.  Habitat for Humanity operates through

a network of 650 USA affiliates and over 100 projects in 33 countries.  In order to be

eligible for a HFH home the prospective owner must agree to participate (“sweat equity”)

in the construction of the home.  Numerous other non-profit housing organizations are

active in the USA.  The Federation for Appalachian Housing Enterprises (FAHE) an

organization of 28 non-profit builder groups and Virginia Mountain Housing (VMH) an

organization of over 100 employees with assets over $17 million, along with HFH have

reviewed the RTA construction system.  All three organizations have written letters of

support to the United States Department of Agriculture to encourage continued funding

for research on the RTA system.

2.9.3 Disaster Relief

Large-scale destruction by natural disasters can leave thousands of families

homeless in a matter of hours.  The US response has been to supply disaster victims with

temporary housing.

The Federal Assistance Disaster Act of 1950 marked the beginning of the use of

federal funds for disaster relief.  The devastation of the 1964 Alaska earthquake, the
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Northwest flood disaster of 1965, hurricane Betsy in 1965 and hurricane Camille in 1969

led to the expansion of federal assistance with the Disaster Relief Act of 1970.  In the

aftermath of Tropical storm Agnes in 1972, 15,000 mobile homes at a cost to the

government of $8,265 per unit (per last use 1972 dollars), were put in service.  This cost

represented the mobile homes only; state and local governments were responsible for

sites and utilities.  The expense of temporary housing for the victims of Tropical storm

Agnes in 1972 was the impetus for funding the Building Research Advisory Board

(BRAB) to study and recommend the most cost effective means to supply temporary

housing to disaster relief victims.  The BRAB identified the following as criteria for

disaster relief housing:

• Livability:  2-3 bedrooms, 1 bath, kitchen and eating area and living room.

• Transportable:  road or rail

• Storable:  conventional storage with minimal preparation

• Site Erection:  “The housing system(s) is to have the capability of being quickly and

easily erected on site, with minimum requirements for site preparation and skilled

workmen.  Utility hook-up is to be simplified and adaptable to varying site

conditions” (Abeles 1974 p.9).

• Maintenance:  minimal

• Economics:  Competitive price, low cost in transport, storage, site preparation,

maintenance, and rework for reuse.

• Delivery Time: available for mass production in order to meet immediate demand in a

short time frame.

• Special considerations:

1. Disposable after one use

2. Ability to relocate and to expand to a permanent home

3. Reuse and Storage

 The BRAB examined the existing literature and solicited designs from architects,

engineers, the military and private industry.  The BRAB narrowed the scope to the

designs that best meet the established criteria.  Those designs were: mobile homes,

containers modified for housing, sectional and knock down boxes, a mechanical core with
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a panelized structure, a mechanical core with a dome structure, and a mechanical core

with a metal structure.  A numerical model including acquisition, erection, maintenance,

inter-mission, number of uses and salvage value was developed and applied to the

selected housing alternatives.  According to the numerical model the single wide mobile

home adapted for disaster relief was the most cost-effective solution.  The model does not

include the expense of relocating families after one year of temporary housing to

permanent housing.  Therefore the commission recommended that fast delivery

permanent housing be considered as a complement to temporary mobile home housing.

The cost to the taxpayer would be the same but the benefit to the disaster victim would be

greater.

2.9.4 Military Housing and Camp Housing

The transitory nature of some military operations requires rapid deployment in

remote or undeveloped areas for extended periods of time.  Industrial operations such as

logging, mining, and oil drilling have similar needs of supplying temporary housing in

isolated areas.  Housing systems with specialized attributes of: ease of transportation,

quick assembly, and the ability to disassembly and reuse at a latter date are particularly

well suited to the specialized needs of some military and industrial operations.

2.10 Wood as the Material of Choice

As previously mentioned in the global objective, the material preference for

housing systems is a renewable resource.  While it is recognized that wood is not the best

choice of material for all regions of the world, in many cases wood is the preferred

material for the reasons listed below.

2.10.1 Renewable

Wood is essentially the only renewable resource that meets the economic,

structural, and architectural demands of construction.  Aside from the renewable aspect

there are other global considerations that support the use of wood as a primary building

material.
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2.10.2 Low Energy Requirement

On a weight/volume basis more wood is used globally than all wood substitutes

combined (Sutton 1993).  Substitution of non-wood products for wood has significant

energy use implication.  The energy that is required to manufacture and deliver non-wood

building materials to the site is higher than the energy requirement for wood materials

(Koch 1991).  A comparison of wood and non-wood materials based on energy

requirements in Btu’s of oil energy is listed below:

Table 1: Energy requirements for the manufacture and site delivery of wood and non-wood construction materials

Product Million BTU’s

(oil equivalent)

Wood Studs

Steel Studs

2.91

26.67

Wood Tongue and Groove Flooring

Carpet and Pad (man made fibers)

2.91

12.27

Wood Joist with Plywood Sub-floor

Four inch Concrete Slab

4.14

41.75

The differential in energy expenditures between wood and non-wood products

demonstrates that large scale substitution for wood is not feasible without a technological

breakthrough in the production of clean inexpensive energy.  In fact, substituting wood

for steel, plastics, cement and aluminum would decrease global energy consumption

without decreasing the standard of living (Sutton 1993).

Carbon storage in wood is relatively small and is not an effective means to offset

carbon emissions (Buchanan and Levine 1996).  The benefit of using wood is in reduced

emissions from product processing and delivery.  For each billion board feet of non-wood

substitutes used in construction an average of 7.5 million tons of CO2 is added to the

atmosphere (Koch 1992).  Precise effects of CO2 build-ups on global warming are not

known.
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2.10.3 Available—Sustainable Supply

Projected global timber supply is an educated guess.  Political and technological

considerations make accurate predictions difficult.  The current projection through 2035,

taking in to account population increases and subsequent timber demands, is that the

global supply will be adequate.  The question is, will that global stock be available for

industrial uses?  The growing environmental movement is a worldwide phenomenon.

From 1960 to 1985 protected land increased from 100 million to 400 million hectares,

with the protectionist trend expected to continue (Sedjo 1993).

2.10.4 Engineered Wood Products

Engineered wood products (EWP) are an alternative to solid sawn lumber.  They

can be manufactured from small diameter fast grown species such as yellow-poplar

(Liriodendron tulipifera), southern yellow pine (Pinus spp.) and aspen (Populus spp.) and

are superior in strength, stiffness and dimensional stability when compared to solid sawn

lumber.  Engineered wood products efficiently utilize the wood fiber resource with

minimal impact on old growth timber and energy use in production.  Lumber yield on

solid sawn lumber is 50% compared to an 80% yield from EWP (TJM 1996).  All the

energy required for the manufacture of EWP can be generated from on site boilers fired

by the wood and bark byproducts of the raw material resource.  The largest obstacle to

wide spread use of EWP is a 5-10% higher cost than solid sawn material.  The higher cost

is a result of a more complex manufacturing process, larger capital expenditure for

manufacturing equipment, the additional product input of wood adhesive and the

amortization of research development and marketing expenses.  This cost differential

fluctuates as solid sawn lumber prices react to economic and regulatory pressures.

Engineered wood product prices remain relatively constant as the fast grown small

diameter timber supply is easily managed and is not subjected to the same regulatory

pressures that affect older growth timber reserves.  As large diameter timber reserves

diminish, the price differential will narrow, demand for EWP will rise and economies of

scale will accrue.  Eventually EWP should become less expensive than solid sawn lumber

especially in larger sizes.
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Often the superior physical properties of EWP are not fully utilized because most

wood structural failures occur in the connections.  Traditional fastening techniques do not

take advantage of the superior properties of EWP.  The RTA connector is designed to

transmit and distribute high loads throughout a structural system thereby utilizing the

strength and stiffness of EWP.  Maximizing the capacity to transmit loads from member

to member permits an optimization of the member cross-sections, which in turn

minimizes cost.

2.10.4.1 Parallel Strand Lumber

Parallam® is the trade name for the only Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL) product

currently commercially available.  Parallam® is manufactured from rotary peeled yellow

pine and yellow-poplar veneers.  The veneers are dried, screened for defects and cut into

strands up to eight feet in length with cross-sections ranging from 0.8 – 0.1 inches x

0.125 – 1.0 inches.  The stands are coated with an adhesive, longitudinally oriented and

cured under pressure with microwave energy.  Parallam® is continuously extruded up to

66 feet in length and cut to the required profile.  The largest readily available column

cross-section is 7 x 7 inches.  The largest readily available beam cross-section is 7 x 18

inches.

2.10.4.2 Laminated Strand Lumber

TimberStrand® is the trade name for the Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL) that

was used in the RTA connector experiments.  TimberStrand® is manufactured from

rotary peeled yellow poplar and aspen veneers.  The veneers are dried, scanned for defects

and cut into nine inch flakes with cross-sectional ranges of 0.3 - 0.4 inches x 0.75 – 1.25

inches.  A deliberate interlocking flake alignment in the manufacturing process greatly

enhances the shear strength of TimberStrand®.  TimberStrand® billets are produced in

48 foot lengths and cut to the required dimensions.

2.10.4.3 Laminated Veneer Lumber

Laminated Veneer Lumber is produced under various trade names.  The process is

to lay up veneers with a glue line between each veneer layer.  The veneer sheets share the

same grain alignment, which gives LVL a directional strength.  Depending on the
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manufacturer veneer defects can be removed or included in the product.  Even with

inclusion of defects the directional strength of LVL is superior when compared to the

same species of solid sawn material.  The defects in LVL are distributed throughout the

products as opposed to defect concentration that occurs in solid sawn material.  The laid

up veneers are cured under pressure and sawn to the required dimensions.

2.11 Connectors

Integral to this study is the development of a novel connector based on the Center

for Research Building and Manufacture of Buildings Systems (CREMBS) nail-plate

design.  A design criterion for the connector is that it is economically viable, structurally

sound and aesthetically pleasing.

2.11.1 Aesthetics of Connectors

Visible connections can contribute to the aesthetic of the structure.  Award

winning Thorncrown Chapel, designed by Fay Jones is an excellent example “... a

wonderfully intricate and elegant structural form relies on highly articulated joints which

themselves embody the essence of architecture” (Charleston 1993 p.12).

The traveling IBM building by architect Renzo Piano is another example of the

blending of architecture and engineering in joint design.  Peter Rice, the structural

engineer for the project describes the connection:  “The joint at the timber was an

evocation of the properties of the timber.  An aluminum casting was made with a set of

fingers overlapping with the timber.  A large surface of contact with timber was thus

created.  In this way the low shear modulus of timber is compensated”

(Charleston 1993 p.12).

The above examples are atypical in that they were custom designed for a

particular building and have not been reproduced.  However, the concept of aesthetic as

well as functional attributes applies to mass-produced connections.  The proposed system

is not in the realm of connector aesthetics occupied by Thorncrown Chapel and the IBM

exhibit, however, the aesthetic implications of connector integration into the building

system are given consideration as design criteria.
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2.11.2 Types of Connectors

The proposed RTA connector is a compilation of three existing connector types,

spike grids, shear transfer plates and the CREMBS nail-plate.

2.11.2.1 Spike Grids

Spike grids are used in heavy timber construction.  Various shapes of grids can

accommodate joinery between flat-sawn and round cross-sections.  Spike grids are only

one component of the connection.  They are used in conjunction with a large diameter

bolt that secures the grid between the two members being connected.

2.11.2.2 Shear Transfer Plate

Post-frame buildings involve large posts for their construction.  It is becoming

more difficult and expensive to obtain high quality solid sawn, stress-rated 8 x 8-inch

material.  Alternatives include glulam posts and mechanically laminated posts.

Mechanical lamination is cheaper and allows the fabricator to place pressure treated

laminates only at points of ground or water contact.  A method of building up 2 x 8-inch

material is with mechanical fasteners called shear transfer plates (STP).  These are steel

plates with teeth punched in both sides of the plate.  Sandwiching the plates between

them joins the laminates.  STP are not a common connector and therefore there is not a

significant amount of data on their performance.  Experiments to determine load-slip

behavior of the connections were undertaken by Ron Wolfe and Dave Bohnhoff from the

USDA and University of Wisconsin.  “Variables included fabrication methods, plate size

and type, joint confinement, load orientation with respect to grain, and wood

species/specific gravity” (Wolfe and Bohnhoff 1991).  Two methods were used to

fabricate the beams, which were made of three parallel laminates.  In the one stage

method, the STP were placed between the laminates and pressed in one operation.  In the

two-stage method the STP were first pressed into the center laminate, then the two outer

laminates were aligned and pressed on to the center laminate.  The research of Wolfe and

Bohnhoff on strength and stiffness of STP connections led to the following conclusions:

• “The two stage method of joint fabrication is preferable to single-stage pressing.
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• Further study is needed to verify/quantify a plate size effect.  Additional studies

should consider wood member size relative to STP size as a variable.

• Results affirm a strong direct relationship between joint strength and member

specific gravity.

• The effect of load orientation with respect to wood grain direction appears to be

species dependent.  Although it was not significant at the 90-percent confidence

level, the effect of load orientation was most noticeable for Douglas-fir joints.

• Further study is needed to relate test boundary conditions to in-use conditions.”

The most interesting aspect of these experiments is the finding that the one stage

method of fabrication required 25% more energy and produced joints that were only 75%

as strong and 85% as stiff as the two-stage method (Wolfe and Bohnhoff 1991).

A novel shear transfer plate was developed and tested for use in wood bridges.

The shear transfer plate was fabricated by welding the flat surfaces of two strips of

toothed metal plate together.  The metal teeth projected 3/8 inch from the 4 inch wide

strips in both directions from the welded surface.  Identical bridge structures were

fabricated with two different connection methods.  Method one used bolts with oversized

holes and method two used the novel continuous shear transfer plates.  Results of full

scale flexural testing indicated that the bridges constructed with continuous shear transfer

plates were on average 2 ½ times as stiff and 1 ¾ times as strong as the bolted bridges

(Stern et. al. 1996).

2.11.2.3 The CREMBS Nail-Plate Connector

Russia, though not considered an underdeveloped third world country, shares

many of the same constraints as underdeveloped countries.  The past political structure of

the former USSR has had an adverse impact on construction in two discrete ways.  A

disproportionate percentage of their GNP was spent on defense at the expense of,

including but not limited to, developing a construction industry infrastructure.  For

example structural plywood and insulation are for the most part, unavailable.  Secondly

buildings, until recently, have been state owned.  As a matter of practice the state would

construct a building and never return for scheduled or even emergency maintenance.  This
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has left Russia with a huge inventory of deteriorated, though relatively new structures,

and a shortage of habitable structures.

The Center for Research Engineering Material Building Structures (CREMBS) at

the Kirov Polytechnic Institute (KirPI), in Kirov, Russia, assessed the Russian economic

and resource constraints and designed and tested a series of nail-plate connectors for

building efficient, effective structures.  These connections represent an environmentally

responsible, low-tech, low capital, method of using a renewable, indigenous resource.

Russian structures require large members to support the high snow loads.  The

thick walls are the primary insulation, because materials such as fiberglass or foam

insulation are either unavailable or are too expensive.  The available Russian timber

resource consists of smaller trees which must be connected together to produce large

members.

CREMBS developed a solution that could be implemented in a relatively short

period of time.  Their objective was to design a system of mechanical fasteners that

would allow the use of sawn or round timber with no constraints on moisture content.

The fasteners permit increased cross-sections through joining, increased length through

scarfing, and allow angular connections.

Numerous experiments have already been performed on the nail-plates i.e., nail

diameter, plate thickness, nail spacing within the plate, nail plate spacing within the

joined members and other related experiments.  However, the objectives, methods, and

results of these various tests are not yet available in English.  Some studies have been

empirically based and design theory has been developed to predict the strength and

stiffness of the connectors.

Piskunov (1993), lists four criteria for evaluating a connector:

1) A “constructive index”, which measures the strength of the connection, while

taking into account the specific shear strength of the contact area and the

specific inherent strength of the nominal section.

 Specific shear strength is the ability of the connecting elements to sustain

applied forces and specific inherent strength is the ability to transfer stress.

An illustration can be seen in the punched metal plates extensively used in the
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USA.  Punching more teeth into the plate increases the shear strength but

decreases the cross-sectional area of the plate, which decreases its specific

inherent shear strength.

2) The “functional index” is a measure of the versatility of the connector, i.e.,

how many different types of connections can be made with different sizes of

material.

3) The “technological index” considers the expenditures for connector

fabrication, as well as expenditures for application in material, equipment, and

labor.

4) Connector “special features” are resistance to environmental influences and

the opportunity for additional fabrication options.  Special features include the

group of connectors called “assembling nail plates (MP)”, in which bolting

hardware projects beyond the assembly in order to connect one built-up

component to another.  Resistance to environmental influences of rust and

corrosion depend on the type of metal chosen for connector fabrication and the

exposure conditions of the connector (Piskunov 1993).  An environmental

condition of concern is condensation on the connector and the resulting

corrosive effect on the metal as well as the moisture content of the

surrounding wood.

The CREMBS nail-plate connector is currently being used successfully, on a

limited basis in Russia for the production of residential, commercial, and industrial

buildings and for railroad bridge stringers (Loferski 1993).

2.11.3 Connector Design/Analysis Methods

Built-up structural components are extensively used in construction.  These

components are fabricated with a myriad of fastener types and fastening schedules, and

are subjected to numerous types of loading and load duration’s.  In the absence of a

predictive model, expensive full-scale laboratory tests are needed to determine strength

and stiffness properties.

There are three basic approaches to predicting connector behavior: empirical

methods, theoretical methods and the finite element method, (FEM).
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2.11.3.1 Empirical Method

The empirical method derives connector properties by conducting a statistically

significant number of tests on various connector geometries and lumber species.  Prior to

1991 allowable connector designs in the USA were primarily based on empirical tests.

Data was tabulated adjusted for safety and published in the National Design Specification

for Wood Construction (NDS).  The NDS has undergone several revisions since the first

printing in 1944.  The empirical data was extrapolated to cover species and connector

geometries that were not empirically tested.  The relationship between connector

properties and specific gravity was incorporated in the extrapolations.  The 1991 edition

was a major change in the derivation of design values published in the NDS, moving

from the empirical to the theoretical.

2.11.3.2 Theoretical Method

The present dowel type connector design recommendations for nails, bolts and lag

screws in the NDS and the Eurocode 5 European Timber Construction Design Standard

are based on the European Yield Theory.  Johansen (1941) derived the yield model for

prediction of the ultimate load carrying capacity of dowel type connections.  Meyer

(1957) and others expanded the theory and successfully applied it to nailed and bolted

connections of wood members.  The model is based on the assumption that fastener and

wood behavior are perfectly plastic, and failure of the connection is due to crushing of

wood or yielding of dowels.  Probable splitting of wood as a mode of failure is not taken

to consideration in the model.  Further assumptions are that there is no friction among the

members and nail withdrawal resistance at large deformation of the connection is

neglected.  Series of failure modes for single and double shear connections were

considered.  The principle of equilibrium was used to solve for location of plastic hinges

in the fastener.  Equations were derived to calculate load bearing capacity (yield load) of

each possible failure mode.  The lowest yield load value determines the prevailing mode

of failure.  Connection geometry, bolt yield strength, and wood embedding strength are

the governing properties to determine the load bearing capacity of the connection.

Although the yield theory predicts the ultimate strength of the connections with a great

degree of accuracy, the model does not provide load-displacement characteristics and
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translational stiffness of connections. Furthermore, this model can not be applied to

predict the moment-rotation and rotational stiffness of connections.

The NDS gives lateral design equations and values for wood-to-wood and wood

to metal single and double shear connections.  Equation 8.3-3 (Equation 1) is for double

shear bolted connections with a mode IIIs failure: the failure method observed in all the

RTA connector tests.  The nail and bolt equations for a mode IIIs failure are very similar.

The KD factor in the nail equation when applied to the RTA connector is 3.0 compared to

a 3.2 factor in the bolt equation (single shear).  The bolt equation also contains a grain

angle factor that is not included in the nail equation.  Grain angle is known to have an

effect on the RTA connector strength therefore the NDS bolt equation was used to derive

connector design values in this dissertation.

Figure 6: Mode IIIs failure as defined by the NDS, crushing of the wood and bending in the dowel (NDS 1991)

Equation 1: NDS lateral design equation 8.3-3 for double shear bolted connections.
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= thickness of main (center) member in inches
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= dowel bearing strength of main member, psi
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es 

= dowel bearing strength of side member, psi

F
yb 

= bending yield strength of nail or spike, psi

D = nominal bolt diameter in inches

K
θ =1 + (θmax/360°)

θmax = maximum angle of load to grain (0° ≤ θ ≤ 90°) for any member in a

connection

2.11.3.3 Finite Element Method

The finite element method of connector design is to generate a two or three

dimensional representation of the connector with a computer program.  The model is

comprised of a computerized mesh that represents individual finite elements, their

properties, and the boundary conditions of each element.  If the connector is properly

modeled the connector response to a load can be predicted.

2.11.4 Structural Analysis

Structural analysis can be accomplished through classical methods, matrix

structural analysis or the finite element method.  The classical method employs closed

form mathematical solutions derived from classical mechanics.  Solutions apply only to

the particular case being analyzed.  Matrix analysis is essentially computerization of the

classical mechanics.  Finite element analysis is a more complex form of matrix structural

analysis.

2.11.4.1 Kamiya’s classical method for nail layered beams

Kamiya (1984) developed a closed form equation for calculating the stiffness of

nailed layered beams.  The method applies only to built-up beams consisting of two or

three layers with the following limiting assumptions.

1. The stress of the axial force distributes uniformly at any section of the beam.
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2. The applied load and the nailing pattern are symmetrical with the midspan

(Kamiya 1984).

Kamiya’s method can only be applied to three-layered beams loaded in shear, if

the two outer laminates have the same cross-section and modulus of elasticity (MOE)

values, plus the slips and resistance must be equal at both interfaces with the center

laminate.

The modeling theory consists of a series of 16 equations, 17 for the three layered

composite.  The inputs for the model are MOE values for the laminates, nailing schedule,

and the load-slip characteristic of a single nail, determined from empirical testing.  Once

the load-slip relationship for a single nail is determined, slips and resistance for all nails

at an arbitrary bending moment applied to the built-up beam can be computed through

Kamiya’s 16 equations.  With load-slip data for the entire beam known, the deflection can

be predicted.

The procedure for calculating the load-slip behavior in all the nails requires a

computer program.  Kamiya devised a simplified approximation technique that does not

require computer application.  Load-slip plots of nailed beams vs. beams without

connections were compared.  “This figure shows that, as the slip becomes large, the slip

distribution of the nailed beam approximates to that of the no connections beam.

Therefore the assumption ‘the slip distribution of the nailed beam is equal to that of the

no connections beam is set.”  With this assumption made, predictions of bending moment

and deflections can be calculated by setting the slip in the first nail and substituting into

the equations derived by Kamiya.

Kamiya developed a factor K to express the effect of the number of nails on

stiffness.  For no connections K=0, for an infinite number of connections K=1.  Of

interest is the fact that as K doubles the number of nails does not double.  The rate of

increase in K decreases at a gradual rate as the number of nails increases.  This

demonstrates the non-linear nature of the nailed joint.

Experiments indicated that nailed beams were sensitive to loading method while

solid or no connection beams were independent of loading method.  Stiffness in center
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point loading was less than two point loading for the nailed layered beams.  Kamiya’s

predictions were in close agreement with his experimental data.

The difficulty with Kamiya’s method is its restrictive nature of nailing pattern and

laminate requirements.  Any deviation in nailing schedule or number of laminates

requires a new set of derivations constructed for that particular situation (Kamiya 1984).

2.11.4.2 Blass Equation to Model the Characteristic Strength of Non-predrilled Nail

Connections.

The European Yield Theory predicts the ultimate strength of single nail

connections.  The NDS accounts for multiple fastener joints by multiplying the single nail

design load by the number of fasteners in the connection.  H.J. Blass designed a series of

experiments to determine if the number of nail rows and the number of nails per row had

an effect on joint strength.  Blass first modeled the variability of load slip behavior of

1,288 single nail tension tests performed on double shear specimens.  A nonlinear

function fitted to the empirical nail slip data resulted in an equation that modeled the load

slip behavior of a single non-predrilled nail joint.  The Blass equation simulates single

nail slip curves through the identification of four curve parameters, K1, K2, K3 and

maximum load.  The curve parameters are identified in Figure 7 and Equation 2.  Blass

validated the equation by calculating the ultimate loads of 1,088 load slip curves from a

previous study and comparing those values to predicted ultimate loads using Equation 2.

A Monte-Carlo simulation testing the effect of the number of nail rows and the number of

nails per row on ultimate strength was preformed.  The influence of the number of nails

per row could not be ascertained.  A conclusion of the research was that the ultimate load

per nail increases with an increasing number of nail rows (Blass 1994).
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Figure 7:  Blass’s fitted function used to represent nail load slip data (Blass 1994).

Equation for the nail load slip curve fitted in Figure 7.

φ(ξ) = (Κ1 + Κ3 3 ξ) 3 (1−εξπ(−Κ1 3 ξ / Κ2)) < Φµαξ                            [3]
where:

f(x) = load at displacement x

x = displacement

K1 = initial tangent stiffness

K2 = intercept of final tangent on the load axis

K3 = final tangent stiffness

Fmax = maximum load

2.11.4.3 Matrix Structural Analysis

To analyze a structure one must determine the stress (force) and displacement of

each member.  Strains are a function of force and displacement, therefore strain is easily
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computed once force and displacement are known, assuming the modulus of elasticity is

known.

As the structure becomes more complicated the number of unknowns increases.

The relationship between the unknowns and the given data is expressed in a system of

simultaneous equations.  In linear elastic behavior, an algebraic linear system of equations

can be constructed to solve for the unknowns.

Matrix notation is a method that provides a means to denote and solve large

systems of simultaneous equations.  A matrix is an array of elements arranged in rows

and columns (a matrix can consist of a single row or a single column).  Laws of matrix

algebra dictate the various mathematical procedures that can be performed on the

matrices.  The actual mechanics of matrix manipulation is beyond the scope of this

literature review but the interested reader is directed to: Computer Analysis of Structures

by Siegfried M. Holzer, Elsevier Science Publication Inc., 1985 or Theory and Problems

of Matrices by Frank Ayres Jr., McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1962.

Element modeling requires an element stiffness matrix and a model for the

connector elements, i.e., the fasteners.

An element stiffness matrix, k defines element properties (Equation 4).

p = kd [4]

where:

p = the vector of nodal forces

d = the vector of corresponding nodal displacements.

To model wood structures the joint elements are normally represented by a spring

element between two nodes.  The nodes represent the boundaries of the element

(Equation 5).

p = kδ      [5]

where:

p = direct force or moment

k = spring stiffness
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δ = movement in the direction of p.

Simply stated, unknown values, in the form of equations, can be placed in

matrices and solved via simultaneous equations, providing the matrices are determinant.

2.11.4.4 Finite Element Analysis

The finite element method, FEM is the most versatile procedure that offers a

numerical solution.  The versatility is demonstrated by its ability to model and analyze

irregular shapes, loads, boundary conditions, and mixed elements with different

properties.  The FEM can be used to model torsion, fluid flow, seepage flow, magnetic

potential, electric fields, heat conduction as well as structural analysis.

The FEM technique is an extension of matrix structural analysis.  In the structural

matrix method, modeling is restricted to beam elements in axial, bending, and torsion

behavior.  In FEM, an analogue mesh composed of finite elements (i.e., quadrilaterals,

triangles, etc.) connected by nodes is designed by the user.  This mesh can give a three

dimensional approximation of the structure being analyzed.  Each finite element

represents a piece of the structure.  The elements are given boundary conditions and

stiffness values that represent the actual structure.

As with all models, the difficulty is that often the boundary conditions or stiffness

values are not known, and there is no empirical data upon which to draw.  Material

properties, i.e., stiffness of connections and fasteners, are often approximate values rather

than exact values.  Care must be taken in interpretation of the data because the FEM

model gives deflections of the mathematical model, not of the actual structure (Cook

1981).  Therefore experimental validation is used to test the model.

Of the three methods considered the matrix structural analysis and finite element

analysis are more powerful and versatile.  The classical solution, using partial differential

equations is difficult to apply to the complex geometry and loading conditions

encountered in typical construction.

2.12 Chapter Summary

The literature review presents a contextual frame of reference for the development

of the RTA system.  The chapter begins with global housing issues, then the focus is
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systematically narrowed by brief reviews on issues pertaining to: 1) housing in

industrialized countries, 2) housing in the United States, 3) the need for housing

innovations, 4) the barriers to housing innovations, 5) a process to overcome barriers to

housing innovations, 6) examples of past and present US housing programs and 7) the

materials that comprise the proposed RTA construction system.  Chapter three covers a

process that is designed to guide the development of the RTA system so that the barriers

to an innovative construction system can be overcome.
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Chapter 3

3. Innovation Development Decision Process (IDDP) Model

This chapter presents the Innovation Development Decision (IDDP) model that

was developed for use for the RTA connector.  Innovation research has been examined

from sociological, psychological, economic and political perspectives (Pierce and

Delbecq 1977).  The IDDP model was developed from research conducted by Everett M.

Rogers, which incorporates aspects of, sociology, psychology, economics and politics.

Two models from Rogers’ research describe the Innovation-Development Process (Figure

8) and the Innovation-Decision Process (Figure 9).  The IDDP model (Figure 10)

combines these two models and organizes them as a process model designed to identify

pertinent issues for the innovator to address during innovation development.  The IDDP

model is generic in nature, but is illustrated in this chapter through its application in the

RTA development process.

3.1 Justification

The conceptual idea to address low-cost housing was to design an inexpensive

building system that could be assembled quickly by small crews of unskilled labor using

common hand tools.  Integral to the system was a modification of the low cost CREMBS

nail plate connector.  The CREMBS building technology was designed to use green

lumber in either prismatic or round, unprocessed cross-sections.  Little capital investment

was required for processing, manufacturing, or erection equipment.  Assembly time was

rapid and could be completed in harsh environmental conditions.  Performance criteria of

the CREMBS building technology is supported by 20 years of engineering research and

resulted in several Russian patents.  An important question is what restricted the diffusion

of such an effective low cost building technology to only a small region in Russia?

Failure of the CREMBS system to diffuse as well as historical examples of slow

or no diffusion of superior products, led to the decision to incorporate diffusion and

adoption theory in the development of the conceptual low-cost building system.  The

assimilation and modification of two of Rogers’ innovation process models structures the
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IDDP from conceptual idea to marketable product.  Previous models by Rogers are used

after diffusion has occurred rather than in the design phase of product development.

Diffusion is a social process based on communication theory (Mahajan 1990),

consequently to ignore the complexities of this issue is inviting failure.  Modification of

these two models provides the inventor/innovator with the sociological issues that should

be considered in the product design.  Inclusion of these factors in product development

can only enhance the probability for product success.
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Figure 8: Innovation- Development Process Model (Rogers 1995)

Figure 9: Innovation-Decision Process Model (Rogers 1995)
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3.2 Application of the IDDP Model to the RTA Connection System

The model is presented as a sequential series of questions and requirements that

must be answered and met in order to continue with a successful product design and

subsequent successful diffusion.  The following sections illustrate the application of the

IDDP process model to the ongoing development of the RTA System for use in the USA.

Although the model is sequential, the design process is fluid rather than linear.  Each

decision necessitates a review of the entire model to assess the overall implication of the

decision.  A complete documentation of the reiterative process of applying the model,

evaluating the compatibility of the innovation with the model and redesigning the

innovation for model compatibility when necessary is beyond the scope of the

dissertation. The following sections briefly illustrate how IDDP model was used to

develop the RTA system.

3.2.1 Innovative Concept

Most innovations are the result of an idea for a solution to an existing problem.

Regardless of how the innovative concept originates, for it to be successful certain criteria

must be met.  The model helps shape the design of the innovative concept by identifying

issues that the innovation must address in order for it to be accepted.

A fastening system that provides an alternative method of assembly for light-

frame wood construction, designed to reduce the resource requirements of skill level, man

hours and equipment is the innovative concept of the RTA connection system.  This

concept is illustrated in the following series a photographs.  Building components are

fabricated in a factory by pressing the RTA connector between two are more pieces of

wood.  The components are compactly packaged at the factory and shipped to the site

ready for assembly.  The building components are laid out in preparation for assembly,

connections that can be assembled on the ground are aligned and bolted.  The walls and

roof frames that were assembled on the ground are raised vertically for final frame

assembly.  The final frame assembly (Photograph 1) was presented in the introduction.
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Photograph 2: Joint fabrication sequence (left to right - connector prior to fabrication, connector insertion into first
component element, the second construction element is pressed onto the connector to complete joint fabrication.

Photograph 3: RTA building components as they arrive on the site ready for assembly

Photograph 4: RTA building components laid out in preparation for assembly
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Photograph 5: Connection alignment prior to assembly

Photograph 6: Bolted connections
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Photograph 7: Partially assembled frame

3.2.2 Define the Boundaries of the Social System that Applies to the Innovation

Initial decisions on the scope of the innovation must be determined by the

innovator.  The scope is free to change during the development process.  However, to

apply the model a social system of application for the innovation must be selected.  Once

a system is defined, the organizational structure can be charted and the dynamics

evaluated.

Initial application of the RTA connection system is the USA market for wood or

wood-based frame construction.  Of the numerous potential applications of the RTA

system low-cost housing was chosen as a focus for product development.

3.2.3 Identify a Specific Need/Problem Within Social System

The identified need for low-income housing is illustrated in the 1993 median

housing affordability deficit of $40,000.  The affordability deficit is defined by the US

Census Bureau as the difference between what a family can afford and the median price

of a home.  One third, or 23.9 million USA households (including the homeless) can not

afford to buy a house with conventional 30 year fixed rate financing priced at $20,000

(US Census Bureau 1997).  Policy options stated by the Census Bureau to improve
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affordability are (1) lowering interest rates, (2) requiring a lower down payment, and (3)

Providing a down payment subsidy to home buyers (Savage 1997).  These measures do

impact the median families but they do little to promote home ownership for the nearly

23.9 million families that can not afford a $20,000 home.  The objective of the RTA

system is to make housing more affordable.  However it will take more than the RTA cost

reductions achieved though an improved method of assembly and material efficiency to

bridge the affordability deficit.  Solutions to housing low income groups in the US will

require significant changes in political, social and financial systems.

3.2.4 What are the Existing Market Conditions that are Related to the Innovation?

3.2.4.1 Previous practice

The government’s primary method of addressing the affordable housing issue has

been through policy not technology.  The policy is to fully or partially subsidize housing

for low-income citizens in the form of public housing projects or rent subsidy vouchers.

The housing industry’s response is through the production of HUD code homes

commonly referred to as mobile homes.  The non-commercial private sector response is

through non-profit home building programs such as Habitat for Humanity.

3.2.4.2 Felt Needs/Problems

The need for more affordable housing is well recognized.  The problem is how to

address the need.  Public sentiment is moving away from subsidies without offering a

reasonable alternative.

3.2.4.3 Innovativeness

Innovation in the housing field lags far behind other industries such as

communications, transportation, and medicine.  To overcome an industry’s reluctance to

innovate the barriers must be identified so that a strategy can be devised to overcome

those barriers.

3.2.4.4 Norms of the Social System

Strategies to introduce innovative concepts must recognize what constitutes

credible and acceptable behavior within the social system.  Innovative behavior
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particularly in conservative social systems is viewed as deviant, consequently the

innovator has little or negative influence on the group as a hole.  Opinion leaders are

respected members within the system to whom others look to for guidance.  An effective

strategy to gain acceptance for an innovative concept or product is to persuade the

opinion leader to adopt the innovation.  The role of a change agent is to influence the

opinion leaders to adopt the innovation.  Change agents are professionals with a high

status who are employed by those seeking to have the innovation accepted.

3.2.5 Characteristics of the Decision Making Unit

Socioeconomic characteristics, personality variables, and communication

variables are the three categories of the decision-making unit that need to be identified.

Acquiring knowledge of these characteristics builds a profile of the targeted adopter.

Segmenting the market into the five adopter categories further refines the profile.

Information on these categories can be obtained through the National Association of

Home Builders (NAHB). The National Association of Homebuilders publishes

information on builder profiles such as number of firms, number of employees per firm,

number of units produced per year and total volume of production in dollars.  Further

information useful for determining the characteristics of builders such as education level,

age, and personal, personal income has been compiled by the NAHB and will be

published in the near future (Ahluwalia 1997).  Unscientific generalizations based on

industry associations and extrapolations from the existing builder profile can be applied

to residential contractors.

3.2.6 Adopting Units Perceived Characteristics of the Innovation

The five categories of perceived characteristics of innovations give the inventor

guidance in product design by establishing product criteria.  The five categories of 1)

relative advantage, 2) compatibility, 3) complexity, 4) trialability and 5) observability,

have been generalized from past research.  Successful innovations were examined to

determine what perceived characteristics influenced the decision-making unit to adopt.

Generalized categories do not have discrete boundaries consequently some perceived

characteristics could be included in one or more categories.  The important issue is not to

focus on category boundaries but to insure that the categories identify as many
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characteristics as possible.  Rogers suggests that these generalized characteristics can be

used to predict the rate of adoption for an innovation.  Armed with knowledge of the

characteristics of the decision-making unit, the designer has the opportunity to shape his

invention so that it is favorably received in each of the five categories.

3.2.6.1 Relative Advantage

Diffusion research indicates that “relative advantage” is one of the best predictors

of an innovation's rate of adoption.  The primary components of relative advantage are

either economic benefits or social prestige, depending on the product.  Other studies link

“observability” with the relative advantage of economic savings as the most important

characteristics of an innovation.  For acceptance, an innovation must be perceived as

superior to the existing product.  The superior nature of a new innovation is judged by its

profitability, its initial low cost, a savings in time and effort, the immediacy of the reward,

an increase in prestige and an increase in comfort.

The primary relative advantage of the RTA system in USA residential

construction is economic (i.e., savings in construction time and labor).  Timesaving

reduces finance cost; labor is reduced by the number of labor-hours required for the job,

and the lower wage rate/hour for unskilled labor.  Shipping costs are minimized by the

compact nature of the building components.  Volume of the framing components is

marginally greater than the raw materials required of conventional 2 x 4 site built

construction if the preferred sheathing option of structural insulated panels is used.  This

option offers greater structural performance characteristics, consequently safety as well as

economic benefit can be considered advantages of the RTA system.  Ready-to-assemble

connector tests show that the RTA joints are highly ductile thus offering the possibility to

dissipate cyclic energy as in earthquakes or high winds.  An additional advantage of the

system is that it can be assembled, used, disassembled, transported and reused numerous

times.  This is an advantage for temporary shelters such as disaster relief or military

housing, however it can not be considered an advantage from the perspective of a typical

homebuilder.
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3.2.6.2 Compatibility

Adoption of an innovation means change.  Change brings uncertainty and

uncertainty is uncomfortable for the adopter.  The objective is to make the innovation

compatible with the adopter’s, sociological values and beliefs, previously introduced

ideas and adopter needs (Rogers 1995).

Compatibility reduces uncertainty and increases adoption potential.  Previous

research has not considered compatibility to be as important as relative advantage.  Two

possible explanations are the difficulty in measuring compatibility and the type of

previous research.  Most studies are primarily postdiction, an analysis of successful

innovations.  An innovation that is not compatible with the adopting unit can immediately

fail, consequently it would not be included in a postdiction study.

3.2.6.2.1 Innovation Classifications
Innovations are classified as continuous, dynamically continuous, or

discontinuous.   The classifications represent the degree of change required by the adopter

to accept the innovation.  The less disruptive an innovation the greater the chance of its

acceptance.  There is a positive correlation between disruption and innovation: the greater

the innovativeness the greater the disruption.  A strategy to overcome this phenomenon is

to introduce a series of continuous innovations that lead to an end product, that when

viewed without the intermediate stages would be considered highly disruptive.

3.2.6.2.1.1 Continuous Innovations

A continuous innovation is the least disrupting to a potential adopter.  It requires

minor changes in established behavioral patterns.  A continuous innovation is a

modification of an existing product rather than an entirely new product.  A construction

industry example of a continuous innovation is the use of oriented strand board (OSB) in

place of plywood.  OSB can be substituted directly for plywood.  No new skills or

equipment are needed to implement the innovation.  It fits within the builders closed

system of operation.

3.2.6.2.1.2 Dynamically Continuous Innovations

Dynamically continuous innovations are more disruptive; they require a major

change in an unimportant behavioral pattern.  Prefabricated roof trusses are an example of
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a dynamically continuous innovation.  Use requires a major change in construction

technique.  Hand built rafters and ridge beams are substituted with prefabricated roof

trusses placed with a crane.  The changes are unimportant, but beneficial in cost.

3.2.6.2.1.3 Discontinuous Innovations

Discontinuous innovations require are a major behavioral change in an area of

importance.  Geodesic domes and steel residential construction are both examples.  They

require construction skills outside the builders closed system of operation.

The RTA system could be classified as either dynamically continuous or

discontinuous.

3.2.6.2.2 Compatibility with Cultural Values and Beliefs
Rogers sites several examples of failed or retarded innovations due to a lack of

understanding of the adopting culture.  The USA made Nova automobile failed in Mexico

because No Va in Spanish means no go.  In 1970 when IBM designers developed bar

codes for grocery items they limited the scanning total to six digits, in US dollars a

maximum of $9,999.99.  The designers did not consider monetary unit for other

countries.  For example, in Italy, in 1970 a loaf of bread was 10,000 lira; consequently the

system could not function (Rogers 1995).  Conformity with religious convictions and

societal norms are practically essential for an innovation to be adopted.

The RTA system does not conflict with USA cultural values and beliefs.  The only

readily available consideration is a perceived association with the general category of

inferior manufactured housing.  Prior to 1970 mobile homes were notorious for poor

quality and durability.  Natural disasters such as hurricanes and tornadoes would decimate

mobiles while surrounding site built homes remained intact.  This safety issue led the

USA government to establish a national code that applied solely to mobile homes; called

the HUD code.  The HUD code includes standards and construction methods that

dramatically improved the structural integrity of mobile homes.  However, they are still

not accepted equally with site built homes or modular construction.  The perceived poor

quality of the 1970 vintage mobile home still applies, to some degree, to contemporary

mobile homes.  This same poor quality characterization has extended to include modular

homes.  Modular homes are perceived as mobile homes nailed together and carry the
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same negative perception.  Modular housing is in fact as strong if not stronger than

typical site built housing.  The RTA system developers must guard against an association

with a perceived inferior product.  The association of modular with mobile homes is due

primarily to the method of site delivery.  They are both factory built and transported on

the highway in complete units or modules units.  The RTA components are factory built

but site assembled.  This important distinction should preclude the negative connotation

that is sometimes attributed to factory built housing.

3.2.6.2.3 Compatibility with Previously Introduced Ideas
Rogers illustrates the strength of previously held ideas with farm tractor diffusion

in Punjab India.  The tractors that replaced oxen were not maintained by the farmers and

broke down within two years.  The importance of maintenance was individually discussed

with the farmers but to no avail.  A traveling blanket salesman who provided blankets for

covering oxen in cold weather entered the region and within weeks every tractor was

covered with a blanket.  The farmer’s previous experience with oxen did not include

maintenance but it did include keeping the animal warm in cold weather.  Stated in terms

of the construction industry, the innovation must fit within the builders closed system of

operation (Friedman and Cammalleri 1993).  The innovation can not be beyond the

bounds of the builders’ familiarity or skill level.  The RTA system although innovative

maintains a familiarity with previous practice.  Engineered wood products are routinely

incorporated in conventional construction.  The RTA system is based on a four foot

building module that is designed to be dimensionally compatible with currently produced

roofing and sheathing material.  The plan and elevation views of a completed the RTA

system can, in some cases, be identical to traditional construction.

3.2.6.2.4 Compatibility Adopter Needs
Adopter needs may be either known or unknown to the adopter.  Identification of

adopter needs can be accomplished through focus groups, surveys, and interpersonal

contacts.  The key component in identifying adopter needs is the ability to empathize with

the adopter.

The need to increase the supply of affordable housing is a societal need rather than

a builder’s need.  The builders’ priority is to make a profit.  Profits are made by fulfilling
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real or perceived needs of the market.  A means of making a profit is the delivery of

affordable housing to fill the existing market demand.  To deliver affordable housing, the

builder needs a method to reduce costs without reducing his annualized profit.  The RTA

system is a technology to deliver housing at reduced costs while maintaining builder

profit.  A barrier for use of the RTA system is to meet the builder’s need to deliver a

product within the existing home delivery system.  Building code approval and financing

are integral to housing delivery in the USA.  Without code acceptance, in most

jurisdictions, RTA structures could not be built.  Typically, financial institutions will not

provide construction or mortgage loans on a building without code approval.  It would

take an extraordinary effort by a builder to obtain building code approval and financing

for one project using the RTA system.  Each additional project would require the same

effort.  This obstacle negates the relative advantage of the RTA system compared to

exiting construction systems that have code and financing acceptance.  Therefore, code

approval is a significant barrier to new building technologies.

3.2.6.3 Complexity

Uncertainty restricts the free adoption of innovations.  The less uncertain an

adopter is, the greater the adoption potential.  Uncertainty is diminished by

understanding.  Therefore, less complex innovations result in greater adoption potential.

The RTA system is a simple, and easy to understand building method with a low degree

of complexity for the user.

3.2.6.4 Trialability

An adopter seeks to minimize risk and reduce uncertainty in the trial of an

innovation.  The less risk, the greater the trialability.  Products that can be introduced

incrementally, reduce risk, consequently, they are adopted at a faster rate.  The adopter

has the ability to evaluate the innovation at each incremental stage.  The financial risk for

a builder when constructing a RTA system without building code or financial institution

acceptance is great.  Therefore, the high risk involved in a trial of the RTA system has a

negative correlation with adoption.
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3.2.6.5 Observability

Observability is the extent to which the attributes of an innovation can be

communicated to the decision-making unit.  The easier it is to observe the relative

advantages of the innovation, the less uncertain the adopter becomes.  An inherent

attribute of the RTA system is its observability.  The speed of system erection can be

observed and measured.  The finished product can be observed and inspected for quality

and structural integrity.

3.2.6.6 Innovation Development Decision Based on the Evaluation of Potential

Adopting Units Perceived Advantages

A summary of the five perceived adopter advantages are as follows:

Relative Advantage: The proposed RTA system has numerous advantages over

conventional construction, they include: economic savings; ease of transport; rapid

assembly; assembly with small crews of unskilled labor; assembly with common hand

tools; ability to resist high wind and seismic forces; ability to assemble, use, disassemble,

and reuse.

Compatibility:  The proposed RTA system is compatible with standard

construction practices.  However it is not currently compatible with US building codes.

Complexity:  An objective of the RTA system is to simplify construction

consequently the RTA system has a relatively low complexity.

Trialability:  Trialability relates risk to adoption.  As risk increases propensity to

adopt decreases.  The RTA system has a high degree of risk consequently a low

trialability

Observability: An attribute of the RTA system is the ease and speed of assembly.

The assembly process is visible and easily measured, therefore the observability is high.

As previously stated relative advantage and observability are considered good

indicators for adoption.  The positive response to relative advantage and observability

indicate the RTA system has good potential for adoption, however the low responses in

trialability and compatibility were considered significant.
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3.2.6.7 Re-application of the IDDP Model to the RTA Concept

The RTA system was not compatible with the model in its current form.  The

RTA system was reintroduced in the IDDP model at the Conceptual Idea stage.

3.2.6.8 Boundaries of the New RTA Concept

To reduce risk and increase compatibility the strategy for introducing the RTA

housing concept was revised.  An incremental approach to RTA adoption was planned.

The RTA would be introduced as small, residential, utility buildings such as garages,

garden sheds and workshops.  Risk is significantly reduced by lowering acquisition costs,

and compatibility is improved because many jurisdictions do not impose building code

requirements on small outbuildings.  The reintroduction of the RTA system as a small

utility changed some of the responses to the sequential steps in the model.

3.2.6.9 Prior Conditions Within the defined Boundaries of the New RTA Concept

Small utility buildings are produced as completed units delivered to the site, site

constructed by a contractor or a skilled homeowner or, sold to the do-it-yourself

homeowner in kit form.  Product distribution ranges from small roadside outlets to

national distribution through direct merchandising or lumber supply businesses.

3.2.6.10 The Need or Market Niche Addressed by the New RTA Concept

The need addressed by the RTA system for use in assembling utility buildings is

the availability of high quality easily assembled product at competitive prices.  The

design flexibility allows an unskilled homeowner the option of sheathing the RTA frame

with an inexpensive product or sheathing with siding to match the existing structures on

their property.

3.2.6.11 Knowledge of the Characteristics of the Decision Making Units

Changing the product from a low-cost housing system to a residential utility

building expands the potential adopter class and broadens the adopter profile, every

homeowner with available land is a prospective adopter.  With a large adopter class,

information pertaining to the characteristics listed in section 2.8.3.1.1 is accessible

through commercial mailing lists, government and academic institutions.
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3.2.6.12 Perceived Characteristics of the New RTA Innovation

The perceived characteristics of the RTA system are not different from those

listed in section 3.2.6.

3.2.7 Basic and Applied Research

Research in this context applies to the technical development of the innovation.

Therefore a research program must be conducted to develop the technical data to fulfill

the conceptual idea.  Research is needed to prove the viability from a performance

standpoint and demonstrate to applicable regulatory agencies that the innovation protects

the public health and safety.  In the case of the RTA system the research includes a testing

program designed to evaluate and predict the strength and stiffness of RTA joints in a low

cost residential structure.  The incremental approach to introducing the RTA system as

small residential utility buildings that may or may not require code approval does not

negate the overall strategy of obtaining code approval for a broader application of the

RTA system.

3.2.7.1 Identify research objectives

Successful innovations include research that addresses issues that are critical to

product acceptance.  Critical issues are identified in the section of the model labeled

Adopting Units Perceived Characteristics of the Innovation (Figure 10).  Within this

section Relative Advantage is generally considered the most important characteristic.

However, relative advantage alone does not guarantee a successful product.  Relative

advantages of the RTA system vary with the end-users.  The dissertation objective is to

develop a small economically competitive, framing system for use in the USA, however,

the global objective is to develop a construction system for worldwide use.  Global and

US market issues were considered in the identification of the research objectives.

Potential end-users of the RTA system include governments (foreign and domestic),

builders (profit and non-profit), and the do-it-yourself market.

3.2.7.1.1 Government Agencies
The relative advantages from the USA government perspective vary depending on

the government agency.  The military branch has a need for structures that can be erected

quickly, are portable, and can be reused.  The Federal Emergency Disaster Agency
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(FEMA) has a similar need for rapidly deployed temporary or permanent housing for

disaster victims.  The Rural Development Agency sponsors a self-help housing program

that brings groups of families together in order to build homes for the entire group.  The

families are often unskilled however they must contribute a minimum of 700 hours to the

construction effort.  A technology that reduces the skill level offers the opportunity for

greater participation of the unskilled members in the group.  The United States

Department for Housing and Urban Development provides extensive housing relief for

numerous situations each of which has individualized requirements.  The RTA

construction system has a relative advantage of efficient resource utilization from the

environmental perspective of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).  The

issue of protecting the public health and safety is paramount to all building officials on

the federal, state, and local level.  A potential yet undocumented advantage of the RTA

system is its performance in earthquakes and hurricane force winds.  The connector is

highly ductile in monotonic tests however cyclic tests are required to verify the ability of

the RTA system to dissipate earthquake and hurricane forces without collapse.

3.2.7.1.2 Builders

3.2.7.1.2.1 For-Profit Builders

For profit builders are interested in reducing costs without a reduction in quality

or an increase in risk.  A cost reducing technology must be easy to implement, be readily

acceptable to the work force, the customer, financing institutions and regulatory agencies

such as local building code officials.

3.2.7.1.2.2 Non-Profit Builders

Non-profit organizations participate in supplying housing to homeless, displaced

or low-income groups.  Habitat for Humanity is the best known and builds over 11,000

houses per year.  The goal of these organizations is to efficiently provide safe,

comfortable housing that is acceptable to the families in need and to the community at

large.  In the case of disaster relief, the International Red Cross has encountered barriers

and difficulties with imported housing systems.  In some cases pre-fabricated housing

was brought to the disaster sites but was not inhabited because it was too foreign to the

displaced victims.  In other instances temporary housing was brought in and readily
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occupied by the disaster victims.  Once the permanent housing was available the

occupants of the temporary housing were asked to relocate.  Even though the permanent

housing was considered by the Red Cross to be more desirable, the disaster victims

refused to leave their temporary homes.  The community at large was unhappy with the

situation as they considered the temporary homes an eyesore.  An additional barrier to the

use of imported housing for disaster is the economic effect.  In a disaster area the local

economy is devastated along with buildings and infrastructure.  It is therefore often

desirable to rejuvenate the economy through building methods and materials that are

indigenous to the local area.

The experience of the International Red Cross demonstrates the importance of

considering all the adopting units perceived characteristics.  Imported housing can offer

the advantage of safe, rapid, low-cost delivery; however, it can be rejected on the basis of

any or all of the remaining perceived characteristics.  In the Red Cross case, the chosen

imported housing was not compatible with the victims as evidenced by their refusal to

occupy the homes or by the community that considered them an eyesore.

3.2.7.1.2.3 Do-it-Yourself (DIY) Market

In the DIY market backyard buildings such as garden sheds, gazebos, garages,

green houses, and free standing home offices can be constructed by homeowners that

otherwise would not have the construction capability in terms of skill and or equipment.

In addition to economy, the intangible aspect of homeowner self–satisfaction gained from

erecting a RTA structure is a relative advantage of the proposed RTA system.

3.2.8 Assessment of Compatibility of Innovation with Model

This stage of the model qualitatively evaluates the innovation with the issues

identified in the model.  The goal is a positive response to every issue raised by the

model.  It is unlikely that any innovation will meet with 100% model acceptance.  It is the

negative responses that provide the innovator with design guidance. At this point the

designer re-invents the idea and reapplies the model.  Design changes in response to one

aspect of the model can influence another.  If the inventor is unable to achieve what

he/she considers an acceptable agreement with the model and the innovation then he/she

should be prepared to abandon the idea.
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At this stage the innovation is still conceptual, therefore, assumptions are

necessary in order to apply the model to the innovation.  Relative advantage is one of the

most critical adoption characteristics, therefore all assumptions regarding relative

advantage must be challenged throughout the process model.  For example in the RTA

connection system it was assumed that the RTA system has the relative advantage of

economy.  All assumptions must be challenged throughout the research and development

of the connector and the design corrections made whenever the assumptions deviate from

reality.

3.2.9 Prototype Development & Compatibility Assessment

A working prototype is a means to judge the compatibility of the innovation with

the need it was developed to satisfy.  Compatibility assessment results in several options:

1) accept the prototype and continue with a commercialization strategy, 2) refine the

prototype to meet the requirements of the IDDP model, 3) if the prototype is not

compatible with the original need, explore alternative applications, 4) abandon the

development process.

3.2.10 Commercialization Strategy

Cost effective communication and product delivery through channels that the

adopter groups of “innovators” and “early adopters” are most receptive to, is the objective

of a commercialization strategy.

3.2.11 Market Introduction

Market introduction is the initiation of the commercialization strategy.

3.3 Model Validation

Experimental validation of the IDDP model is not an objective of this research,

however a prima facie case can be made for the validity of the IDDP model.  Rogers’

models describe the Innovation-Development Process (Figure 8) and the Innovation-

Decision Process (Figure 9).  The Innovation-Decision model is a subset of the

Innovation-Development Process model.  The IDDP model is a compilation of Rogers

two models into one.  If one accepts the premise that the models presented by Everett M

Rogers, are valid, it can be deduced that the IDDP model is valid.
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To further illustrate the validity of the IDDP model an abbreviated summary of

the Projection and Assessment of Adopting Units Perceived Characteristics of the

Innovation section of the IDDP model as it applies to a successfully adopted product,

oriented strand board (OSB) is described.  Oriented strand board is a structural panel

product made by compressing stands of wood coated with wax and adhesives under heat

and pressure.  A complete application of the IDDP model to OSB adoption would

examine the five components of a successful innovation 1) relative advantage, 2)

compatibility, 3) complexity, 4) trialability and 5) observability within the context of a

thoroughly defined sociological, economic, political and organizational structure that

encompasses the innovation.  For illustrative purposes it is sufficient to demonstrate the

applicability of the model by addressing the five components of a successful innovation.

Rogers’ models identify the process.  The IDDP model is structured to influence

the design of the product so that it conforms to the process.  The objective is to design a

product that is completely congruent with the all five perceived characteristics of the

innovation.  In the OSB example the first component, relative advantage, is meet through

a cost reduction.  Historically OSB sells at a 15% discount to southern pine plywood

(World Wood Review 1998), the predominant competing material.  The structural panel

market is highly volatile consequently the discounts can vary widely as they respond to

market complexities.  Initial discounts at product introduction were 30% (Sinclair 1992).

In 1997 largely due to over capacity OSB discounts to southern pine plywood were as

high as 42% (World Wood Review 1998).  Another component of relative advantage is

product performance. Early in the adoption process OSB was perceived as a product

similar to non-structural particleboard.  This negative perception dissuaded potential

adopters from using OSB.  In use OSB is a direct product substitution for plywood.  The

dimensions are the same, and the same tools, skills, and labor-hours are used for product

installation.  Therefore the OSB is a compatible innovation from the installation

perspective but was not initially compatible with major building codes.  Oriented strand

board is a simple, easy to use product therefore it meets the criteria of minimal to no

complexity.  Trialabililty of OSB in the early stages of adoption was low.  Builders could

save money on the initial structure but risked product failure over time.  The long-term
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performance of the product was an unknown.  If the OSB failed through delamination or

any other unforeseen mechanism the builder could face legal actions and incur substantial

repair costs.  Observability of immediate use of the product was high, however upon

completion of construction projects observability was low.  During construction OSB use

is readily observed however after construction one can not easily determine if the

sheathing is OSB or plywood.

The IDDP model predicts a slow early adoption of OSB due to perceptions of an

inferior product because of an association with non-structural particleboard, low

compatibility with building codes, and low trialability (high risk).  The relative advantage

of a discounted price and high observability would induce small numbers of innovators

and early adopters to try the product.  Continued adoption would depend on the results

achieved by these two groups.  Comparing the model to the actual adoption and diffusion

of OSB demonstrates the validity of the model.  Initial adoption, which occurred in the

late seventies, was slow however in the early 1980’s the compatibility issue changed.

Building codes changed from specification based standards to performance based

standards.  This shift made the use of OSB compatible with building codes.  Concurrently

with improved compatibility, trialability improved.  OSB had been placed in service by

early adopters for several years with no adverse effects.  Risk was reduced and product

perception improved.  By the late eighties the attributes of OSB were congruent with the

five perceived characteristics of an innovation.  Consequently, adoption of OSB

dramatically increased from 17% of the total US structural panel consumption in 1987 to

51% in 1998 (World Wood Review, 1998).

It is acknowledged that it is not a requirement for a successful innovation to be

completely congruent with the five components of perceived characteristics of

innovations.  As noted in the OSB example the five perceived characteristics can change

during the adoption process.  Current diffusion research does not offer a quantitative

measure to evaluate the degree and completeness of congruency with the five perceived

characteristics of innovations necessary for an innovation to be successful.  The approach

of the model is to accommodate each of the five characteristics to the greatest degree

possible.
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3.4 Chapter Summary

The construction of the IDP model from previous diffusion research was used to

make development decisions on the RTA connection system.  The original concept was to

develop lost-cost residential housing for the USA market and subsequently expand to

international housing export.  Issues identified in the model altered the RTA development

strategy.  The revised plan was to develop a system for residential utility buildings such

as garages, workshops, storage sheds and detached home offices.  A safe, effective, and

efficient utility building designed for US consumption could, with minor modifications,

be adapted for export housing to developing countries.

To achieve economic competitiveness, assure structural integrity and obtain

building code approval performance testing was targeted as a research priority.  A

methodology to predict structural performance is a requirement for USA building code

acceptance.  Data from performance research would be used for building code approval

and as input parameters for finite element modeling of structures built with the RTA

system.  The computerized structural models offer a methodology to optimize the

connector and wood components, thereby increasing the economic competitiveness of the

RTA system.  The optimization procedure is beyond the scope of the dissertation.
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Chapter 4

4. Experimental Methods

This chapter describes the experimental design, how the experiments were

conducted and why the experiments were chosen.

4.1 Experimental Justification

The IDDP model identifies relative advantage as a strong indicator of adoption

potential.  To have a relative advantage a product must be as available for use as market

competitors.  In the case of building technologies availability for use is dictated by

building code approval.  Building code approval is arguably the single biggest barrier to

innovation in the construction industry.  Without approval, an innovation can not be

implemented consequently all other issues are moot.  The importance of building code

approval was demonstrated in the Operation Breakthrough project through the

establishment of Guide Criteria, which was essentially a building code for Operation

Breakthrough technologies.  At the termination of Operation Breakthrough building code

approval authority reverted back to local building codes.  The Operation Breakthrough

technologies were not approved under the existing building codes consequently the

building technologies were not available for general use.  This barrier to use was cited by

participants in Operation Breakthrough as a major obstacle to the implementation of new

technologies.  The advantage of a uniform national building code is demonstrated in the

growth of mobile home (HUD code homes) industry.  The HUD code supercedes all local

codes, therefore, an approved HUD code technology can be implemented anywhere (in

the absence of restrictive zoning) in the USA.  The flexibility of national code acceptance

and the relative advantage of initial low cost has given mobile homes an 18% share of the

USA residential housing market (Automated Builder 1998).  The only practical method to

obtain national acceptance is through a National Evaluation Report (NER).  A NER

requires the evaluation of engineering data provided by a source acceptable to the

National Evaluation Service.  The NES provides acceptance criteria to develop pertinent

engineering data for new products that fall within existing product cases.  As an example
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the ICBO Acceptance Criteria for Wood Thermoplastic Composite Lumber Products

specifies specific ASTM standards for use in performance evaluation.  No acceptance

criteria exist for innovations that fall outside of existing product classes such as the RTA

connection system.  Therefore testing protocols must be designed, implemented and the

results submitted to the NES.  The testing protocol in this chapter was designed to

provide acceptance criteria for a NER.

4.2 Experimental Objectives

The experimental objective was to understand and predict the behavioral and

performance characteristics of the in-service RTA connectors so that safe, efficient,

buildings acceptable to USA building codes, can be designed and built with the RTA

connection system.  Therefore experiments simulating in-services conditions were

designed and conducted to measure connector strength and stiffness loaded parallel-to-

grain, perpendicular-to-grain, and at a 45° to the grain in five specimen groups.

Experimental tasks were:

1. To design and manufacture a RTA connector for experimental testing.

2. To develop tests to measure strength and stiffness of the RTA connector in expected

service conditions.

(a) To examine the effect of nail1 pattern on RTA connector joints fabricated

with a wood-based composite.

(b) To examine the effect of rabbeting on RTA joints fabricated with

TimberStrand®.

(c) To examine the performance of RTA joints fabricated with solid sawn and

composite lumber.

                                                
1 By definition a nail has a head, shank, and a point.  In the RTA connector a “nail” is a steel dowel with points on both

ends.
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4.3 Scope

The experimental procedure was limited to tests on two species of laminated

veneer lumber (LVL): {Liriodendron tulipifera, (yellow-poplar), and Pinus spp. (southern

yellow pine)}2, Parallam®, TimberStrand®, and solid sawn Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF).

Four RTA connector designs were tested: parallel-to-grain/linear nail pattern,

perpendicular to grain/linear nail pattern, parallel-to-grain/circular nail pattern, and

perpendicular-to-grain/circular nail pattern.  These connector designs were used in six test

conditions that were selected to represent the spectrum of load conditions that the

proposed framing system will be exposed to.  The conditions were defined by a grain

direction and a load angle of 0°, 45°, or 90°.  The grain directions of either perpendicular-

to-grain or parallel-to-grain refer to the angle of the grain of the wood or the longitudinal

axis of the wood composite, relative to the long axis of the RTA connector.  The load

angle refers to the angle of load direction relative to the long axis of the connector plate

(Figure 11).  Performance characteristics were limited to the collection of incremental

directional, and rotational stiffness in the XY plane, correlated with strength up to and

including failure.

                                                
2 Southern yellow pine (SYP) is a classification that includes twelve species, four of which make up 90% of the

classification.  The four major species are Pinus palustris (longleaf pine), Pinus echinata (shortleaf pine), Pinus taeda
(Loblolly pine), and Pinus elliottii (Slash pine).  The anatomy and physical properties of these species are so similar
that for marketing and performance purposes they are grouped into the single category of southern yellow pine
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Figure 11: Illustration of grain and connector orientation nomenclature

4.4 Experimental Block Design

Selected wood products and testing configurations are shown in Table 2.  Each

test yielded a load vs. translation or a moment vs. rotation curve on a connection loaded

monotonically to failure.  After testing, the moisture content and specific gravity were

measured in compliance with the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)

standards.

Grain Direction

Long Axis of 
Connector Plate

Parallel
 @45°

Parallel
 @90°

Parallel
  @0°

Grain Direction

Long Axis of 
Connector Plate

Perpendicular
       @90°

Perpendicular
       @45°

Perpendicular
       @0°

Parallel-to-Grain

Perpendicular-to-Grain

Y

X
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Table 2: Experimental Block Design (unless noted nail patterns are linear & joint fabrication is rabbeted).

|| @
0°

|| @ 0°
Circular
Unrab.

|| @
45°

|| @
90°

⊥ @
0°

⊥ @
45°

 ⊥ @
90°

⊥ @ 0°
Unrab

⊥ @ 0°
ular

Unrab.

Total

Parallam® 15 0 15 15 15 15 15 0 0
TimberStrand® 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

SPF 15 0 15 15 15 15 15 0 0
LVL (poplar) 5 0 5 5 5 5 5 0 0
LVL (pine) 5 0 5 5 5 5 5 0 0

Total 55 15 55 55 55 55 55 15 15 375
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4.5 Procedures

The steps required to complete the experiments in the block design are detailed in

the following sections.

4.5.1 Connector Design

The RTA connector geometry did not develop in a vacuum. It was initially

derived from the CREMBS nail-plate connector brought back from Kirov, Russia and

introduced to the author by Dr. E.G. Stern and Dr. J. R. Loferski of Virginia Tech.  The

vast majority of the Russian research is either unavailable or has not been translated into

English.  However, CREMBS supplied important basic concepts of their research results.

RTA plate thickness and nail diameter were close approximations to the CREMBS

connectors.  CREMBS data helped to establish nail spacing, and end, and edge distances

of the connector nails in relation to the wood and the connector (Salenikovich 1995).  The

CREMBS linear nail pattern of two rows, one with three nails and one with two nails, as

shown in (Photograph 8), was given preferential consideration as it was a result of years

of previous research.  An advantage attributed to this nail pattern was little wood splitting

during connector insertion.  The RTA connector was designed to be compatible with solid

sawn 2” x 4” dimension lumber.  Several factors influenced this decision.  Two by four

lumber is the most economical and common material in typical USA residential

construction.  The advantage of a common material, familiar to the adopters, is a step

toward reducing uncertainty and the commodity product pricing of 2 x 4 lumber provides

an economic benefit.  The plate-to-plate portion of the connector, (the area that extends

beyond the wood) was designed to receive four bolts.  The four bolt arrangement

(Photograph 6) provides a moment resisting connection.  This arrangement was chosen

because it permits the construction of rigid frames without the need for a bottom chord as

in a truss, and the four bolt pattern simplifies assembly.  System assembly is similar to

timber frame construction.  Bents are completed on the ground then tilted into a vertical

position.  To arrange four bolt holes in the metal-to-metal portion of the connector an area

of 3 ½ x 3 ½ inches was selected.  This area is sufficient to accommodate the placement

and spacing of four ½ inch diameter bolt holes within the American Institute of Steel

Construction (AISC) standards (AISC 1989).  The ¾ inch bolt hole edge distance in the
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RTA connector is equal to the value found in Table 1.16.5.1 Minimum Edge Distance of

the Manual of Steel Construction.  The bolt hole spacing requirement as stated in section

1.16.4.1 of the Manual of Steel Construction shall not be less than 2 2/3 of the fastener

holes (AISC 1989).  Actual spacing between bolt holes is 1.4 inches which is greater than

the 1.3 inch minimum spacing requirement.  Adhering to the AISC standards results in

design capacity in excess of the forces that will actually be transmitted through the metal-

to-metal connection.  Failure will occur in the wood/plate interface before the metal to

metal connection.  At this stage of development, the benefit of conforming to established

standards outweighs the increased cost of over capacity.  Latter design refinements will

optimize the connector and decrease the excess capacity, if that decrease is beneficial in

terms of overall cost and performance.

4.5.1.1 Nail Pattern Effect

The validity of the linear nail pattern used in the CREMBS connector was

examined.  The CREMBS connector was developed to resist shear and was not subject to

moment forces.  The RTA connector was designed to resist both shear and moment

forces.  An alternative to the linear nail pattern (Figure 12) was designed, fabricated and

tested.  The circular nail arrangement (Figure 13) maintained the same rules of spacing,

end and edge distance that were applied to the linear nail pattern design.  Tests were

conducted to determine if there was a difference in either the strength or stiffness between

the two configurations.

4.5.1.2 Steel Specifications

The connector plates were fabricated from A-36 structural grade hot rolled flat bar

steel and the nails were fabricated from ¼ inch CR1018 (cold rolled) round stock.  Both

steels are commonly available and were chosen for beneficial cost/performance ratio.

4.5.1.3 Connector Dimensions

The criteria of a linear nail spacing pattern, nail end and edge distance, placement

of four bolt holes in the plate to plate portion of the wood, and the decision to use 2 x4

inch lumber resulted in the connector dimensions illustrated in (Figure 12).  The circular

nail pattern illustrated in Figure 13 was fabricated and tested to determine if connectors
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with the circular pattern had a higher moment capacity than connectors with the linear

nail pattern.

Photograph 8: CREMBS connector illustrating the linear nail pattern.
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Figure 12: Test connector with linear nail patterns for parallel and perpendicular-to-grain orientations

Figure 13: Test connectors with circular nail patterns for parallel and perpendicular-to-grain orientations
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4.5.2 Connector Fabrication

Connector fabrication was preformed at two locations.  All connector plates used

in the LVL samples were fabricated the Brooks Forest Products Center of VA Tech.  The

connectors used for the Parallam®, TimberStrand® and SPF specimens were fabricated

by MAZE Inc. of Salem VA.

Fabrication Procedure at VA Tech

All of the connectors were fabricated from hot rolled A-36 flat bar steel and

commercial quality (CQ) ¼ inch diameter cold rolled round stock.  Both steel types were

purchased in 20-foot lengths from a local supplier.  A power hacksaw was used to cut the

steel plates to the length.  A milling machine was used to drill the holes in the steel plate

for nail insertion and attachment to the test machine.  A metal band saw was used to cut

the ¼ inch cold rolled commercial quality (CQ) rod to length to 2 ¼ (6 1/16) inch lengths

for nail fabrication.  An electric grinder was used to grind the points on both ends of the 2

¼ inch steel rods.  Two 4-inch lengths were cut from each 20 foot rod in order to

determine the variability in nail yield strength.  The flat bar length was fabricated to the

drawing plus ¼ inch (to allow for milling) and cut on the power hacksaw.  A sawn edge

was then milled to create a 90° angle with the length of the plate.  The milled and factory

edges were used to locate centers for the six holes that were drilled in each plate.  The

nail holes were drilled with a “C” drill bit that creates a 0.242-inch diameter hole.  The

center hole used to attach the plate to the crosshead fixture was drilled with a 5/8

diameter bit.

Two 6-inch long ¾ inch diameter steel rods were used to drive the ¼ inch nails

through the undersized holes in the plate.  The center of the ¾ inch rods were drilled to a

diameter 0.260 inches: rod 1 to a depth of 1 ¾ inches and rod 2 to a depth of 1 ¼ inches.

The cut and sharpened nail was inserted in rod 1, the exposed nail point inserted in the

pre-drilled hole in the plate, then the top of rod 1 was struck with a hammer until the

bottom of the rod made contact with the plate.  This drove the nail ½ inch through the

opposite side of the plate.  Rod one was then removed and rod 2 placed over the partially

inserted nail.  Rod 2 was then driven until it made contact with the surface of the plate.

This procedure resulted in the nail being exposed 1 inch on both sides of the plate.  A
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consequence of this method of nail insertion was that the points of the nails that were

inside the rods were significantly blunted.  At the same time the nails were driven through

the plate they were also being driven into the wood (further described in the component

assembly section)

Fabrication procedure used by MAZE Inc.

The grade of steel bar and rod used for the connectors fabricated by MAZE was

the same as that used in the VA Tech metal shop.  The flat bar was precision cut on a

metal band saw.  The nails were cut to length and pointed with an automated screw

machine.  The holes in the flat bar were drilled with a CNC drill press.  The cut and

sharpened nails were inserted in the plate with an arbor press.  Initial nail insertion

pressure averaged 1400 pounds and decreased to 1100 pounds at completion.

4.5.3 Joint Fabrication

The RTA joint consists of a connector sandwiched and pressed between two

pieces of wood or wood composite.  The bolt-together RTA system requires an accurate

alignment of connector plates in the wood or wood composite.  The engineered wood

products (LVL, Parallam®, and TimberStrand®) were chosen for their strength, stiffness,

uniform moisture content and relative absence of warp, twist and bow.  Accurate

connector placement in straight, dimensionally stable wood products provides the

alignment necessary to construct the RTA system.  SPF is the most common wood used

in conventional wood frame construction in the southeastern USA and was chosen as a

performance benchmark and for its economy.  Wood Tech Inc., of Bluefield, VA supplied

the yellow-poplar LVL.  Louisiana Pacific supplied the southern yellow pine LVL.

Parallam® and TimberStrand® are trade names for PSL and LSL and were supplied by

Trus Joist MacMillan™.  The SPF was No. 1 grade, hand selected at a local lumberyard

in order to obtain the clearest straightest specimens possible.

The tested joints were fabricated at two different locations using two different

procedures.  All the LVL samples were prepared and assembled at the Brooks Forest

Products Laboratory at VA Tech.  Wood preparation for the Parallam®, TimberStrand®
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and SPF was preformed at the VA Tech Wood Shop and joint assembly was sub-

contracted to Jeff Downs of Christiansburg VA a machinist specializing in custom work.

VA Tech Joint Fabrication

The yellow-poplar and southern yellow pine specimens were fabricated in the VA

Tech Forest Products Laboratory.  The 2” x 4” x 92” southern yellow pine LVL was

produced by Louisiana Pacific Inc., for use as a construction material.  The 2’ x 7’ x 1 ½”

thick panels of yellow-poplar LVL were manufactured by Wood Tech Inc. for use in

furniture manufacture.  The panels were apparently defect free, i.e. no knots or voids were

visible in the panels.  The panels were cut into lengths with cross sections of 1 ½” x 3 ½”.

In order to allow the interior surfaces of each piece of LVL to make contact after

connector insertion, one piece was routed to the depth of the connector plate (¼ inch) at

the connector placement location.  A plate without the nails was positioned in the routed

wood with the long axis of the plate oriented perpendicular the long axis of the wood for

half the specimens and the long axis of the plate parallel to the long axis of the wood for

the remaining specimens.  The plate was aligned in the routed piece of LVL and held in

place by a C-clamp, which also clamped the wood to a table.  The nails were then driven

in the plate as explained in the connector fabrication section.  As the nails were driven

into the plate they were also driven into the wood that was clamped in position beneath

the plate.  The result was a nail plate connected to one piece of routed LVL.  The plate

was flush with the wood surface with the nails extending 1 inch from the surface of the

plate.  This piece was then placed under the hydraulic ram of the 55 kip MTS with the

second wood piece positioned directly above the first.  The ram was lowered to make

contact, then approximately 5,000 pounds of pressure was applied.  The pressure

laminated the two pieces of LVL and completed the specimen fabrication.  This labor

intensive procedure has disadvantages beyond the time and expense of hand operations.

Driving individual nails through the plate and the wood one at a time negates one of the

advantages of the connector plate nail pattern.  Although not proven, it is hypothesized

that when the nails of a plate are pressed in unison into wood the potential for spitting is

reduced.  These observations are based on solid wood samples of oak and pine, and may

be applicable to engineered wood products.  However, no noticeable splitting occurred in
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the LVL specimens.  Another disadvantage of the labor intensive procedure occurs in

pressing the second piece of LVL on the connector that is already imbedded in the first

piece of LVL. During pressing, the two pieces of LVL may rotate and move out of

parallel alignment.  This motion damages fibers around the nails thereby reducing the

strength of the connection.

Automated Fabrication designed and conducted by Jeff Downs

The joint pressing operation for the Parallam®, TimberStrand® and SPF

experiments was contracted to Jeff Downs of Christiansburg, VA.  He designed and built

a jig for a 40-ton punch press that eliminated the disadvantages of the LVL pressing

procedure.  The connector was pressed in the first piece of wood material maintaining

parallel planes between the connector face and the wood face during a one second

pressing cycle.  The second piece of wood was pressed on to the first maintaining the

same parallel plans.  The pressure of the punch press was adjusted to seat the plate

without crushing the wood.  The end result was a properly aligned pressed sample

without enlarged nail holes.  Dimensional drawings of the tested sample are illustrated in

Figure A 1 - Figure A 6.3

4.5.3.1 Fabrication Options: Rabbeted vs. Unrabbeted

The primary options for connection fabrication were rabbeted and unrabbeted

connections.  A rabbeted connection is prepared by removing ¼ inch of wood material on

the interior face of one of the wood members at the location of the connector plate

insertion.  The plate is pressed into the wood in the rabbeted area which allows the

interior faces of the two wood members to meet.  Two members fastened by the

connector without rabbeting leaves a ¼ inch gap (plate thickness) between the two

interior faces.  The difference between these two joint types is illustrated in Figure 14.

The rabbeted option has three advantages over the unrabbeted joint.  1) Rabbeting places

the interior face of the connector on the centerline of the wood member.  When two built-

up members are joined they share the same centerline, thereby simplifying the next stage

of construction (Figure 15).  2) Rabbeted joints increase fire resistance by decreasing the

                                                
3 All Figures, Tables Photographs or Graphs that are preceded by “A” are located in the Appendix.
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exposed surface area of the wood and metal.  3) Rabbeting engages the sides of the

connector with the wood, which increases the strength, and stiffness of joints exposed to

moment forces.  Three test cells of unrabbeted TimberStrand® joints were included in the

block design (Table 2) to give preliminary information on the effect of rabbeting on

strength and stiffness.

UnrabbetedRabbeted

Figure 14: Two built-up element options, rabbeted and unrabbeted.

Figure 15: Offsetting rabbeted joints align exterior surfaces of the built-up elements in the same planes

4.5.4 Test Setup Design

Each of the testing conditions described in the experimental design required a

special test apparatus.  The fixtures were designed and built at the Brooks Forest Products

Laboratory.  The test setups were designed to simulate the expected loading conditions

that a typical structure built with the RTA connections system would experience.  Each
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test setup is illustrated and photographed (Figure 16 - Figure 22 and Photograph A 1 -

Photograph A 6).  Table 3 defines the test setups and the in-service joint configurations

that they are designed to simulate.

Table 3: Test conditions that simulate the corresponding joint(s).

Test Set-Up Description Description of Simulated Joint

Parallel-to-Grain @ 0° Bottom chord of a truss and
Column in a beam-column connection (“T” configuration)

Parallel-to-Grain @ 45° Column in a column-roof rafter connection (12:12 roof pitch)
Rafter in a rafter-rafter connection with a 12:12 roof pitch

Parallel-to-Grain @ 90° Beam in a beam-column connection

Perpendicular-to-Grain @ 0° Beam in a beam-column connection (“T” configuration)

Perpendicular to Grain @ 45° Rafter in column-roof rafter connection (12:12 roof pitch)

Perpendicular-to-Grain @ 90° Column in a beam-column connection
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Figure 16: Parallel-to-grain @ 0° test set-up

Figure 17: Parallel-to-grain @ 45° test set-up.
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Figure 18: Parallel-to-grain @ 90° test set-up

Figure 19: Perpendicular-to-grain @ 0° test set-up used for the LVL specimens
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Figure 20: Perpendicular-to-grain @ 0° test set-up used for Parallam®, TimberStrand®, and SPF

Figure 21: Perpendicular-to-grain @ 45° test set-up.
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Figure 22: Perpendicular-to-grain @ 90° test set-up.

4.5.4.1 Test Development.

All test set-ups were designed to force failure in the connection while maintaining

the desired load angle and without influencing the mode of failure.  The objective was to

collect data on connector strength and stiffness in relation to the wood that was in

immediate contact with the connector.  To accomplish this objective several experimental

test set-ups were investigated to determine the longest unsupported span that could be

used without failure occurring either in the span of the wood or at the interface of the

wood and the fixture support.  A long span does not restrict failure mode, however, an

excessive span can adversely affect the test by the introduction of bending failures and/or

wood fiber crushing at the fixture supports.  Excessive bending of the specimen changes

the geometry of the test, and the effective angle of the load.  Specimens tested over long

spans can fail in bending prior to the connector reaching ultimate load.  A long specimen

generates a large moment force at the fixture supports that can result in wood fiber

crushing failure at the supports, which can alter the load angle.  These test set-up

considerations were incorporated in the testing program to give realistic strength and
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stiffness values for the connection.  Design values are based on the tests, therefore, it is

important for the tests to replicate actual in-service conditions.  Test fixture set-ups can

significantly affect the final results.  As an example, data from a preliminary experiment

on twelve KD No. 2 SPF samples tested perpendicular-to-grain at 0° is included to

demonstrate the effect of test set-up on maximum load values.  Bearing supports for the

SPF samples, were located 3 inches from the plate centerline on both sides of the plate.

In contrast the LVL perpendicular-to-grain @ 0° test used one bearing support 6 inches

from the plate centerline.  Average SG for the SPF was 0.46, with an average maximum

load of 7,370 pounds.  Average SG for southern yellow pine LVL tested perpendicular-to-

grain @ 0° was 0.61, with an average maximum load of 5,396 pounds.  A direct

comparison of the results of the two test conditions can not be made due to the variables

of species and nail spacing in the nail plates.  The difference between SPF with a specific

gravity of 0.46, and SYP LVL with a specific gravity of 0.61, indicates that the SYP

should yield higher performance values if the test set-ups were identical.  The differences

between the two plate designs are minor and the differences that do exist are assumed to

make the SPF nail plate inferior in connection strength to the LVL plate.  Given a weaker

plate and weaker wood, the SPF specimens had higher values than the LVL specimens.

The explanation is that the SPF set-up reinforced the specimen and forced compression

failure perpendicular-to-grain under the supports and bending failure between the

supports.  The LVL set-up allowed a perpendicular-to-grain failure that was not possible

in the SPF test set-up.  Therefore, the LVL set-up was chosen to allow the joint to fail in

the connection.

The only test set-up change between the LVL tests and the Parallam®,

TimberStrand® and SPF tests was the perpendicular-to-grain at 0º just described.  After

discussions Trus Joist MacMillan, and others, the decision was made to alter the

perpendicular-to-grain @ 0º set-up to support the specimen 6 inches on each side of the

connector center as illustrated in Figure 20.  The change was made to minimize the effect

of bending and moment generation that occurs when the specimen is only supported at

one end.  The justification was that in-service, the wood member would be restrained on

both sides of the plate, however, the restraint distance could not be determined apriori.
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Another important consideration was obtaining strength data that could be used in the

Hankinson formula to predict the strength of angular connections.

4.5.4.2 Design for Mode IIIs Failure

In a mode IIIs failure, the dowel bends and the wood compresses at the dowel

interface.  The objective is to force failure in the dowel so that connector strength can be

more accurately gauged and the safety factor adjusted to realistic capacities.  The

homogeneity of steel provides a narrower distribution of performance values.  The

biological variability of wood causes a wider distribution of performance values which

requires an increased safety factor in order to account for the variability.  Additionally,

the failure mechanism of wood without dowel deformation can be catastrophic.

4.6 Test Procedures

All testing was preformed at the Brooks Forest Products Laboratory at VA Tech.

A 55 kip MTS servo-hydraulic testing was used to apply the loads to the specimens.  The

parallel-to-grain tests were conducted first and used a 50 kip load cell.  Results indicated

that a 20 kip load cell was sufficient and provided higher accuracy, and therefore was

used for all the remaining tests.  The load cells were calibrated with a Soiltest proving

ring, model LC-2.  Two linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT) were used to

measure the plate displacement relative to the wood on all tests except the perpendicular-

to-grain @ 90° condition.  The perpendicular-to-grain @ 90° test set-up used three

LVDTs.  Placement of the LVDTs is shown in Figure 16 - Figure 22 and Photograph A 1

-Photograph A 6.  The LVDTs were calibrated with a voltmeter and an extensometer

prior to use.  Two computerized data acquisition systems were used to collect load and

displacement output from the load cell and LVDTs at a rate of two readings per second.

Global Lab Data Acquisition was used for the LVL tests and Lab Tech was used for

Parallam®, TimberStrand®, and SPF.  A 22 kip MTS servo-hydraulic testing machine

equipped with a 5 kip load cell was used to conduct the dowel bearing tests and nail

bending tests.  A HP X-Y Recorder model 7044A, was used in conjunction with the 22

kip MTS machine to record a load vs. deflection graph.  Moisture content and specific
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gravity measurements were conducted using a Stabil-Therm oven (103° C) and a Mettler

Balance model Dl 300 accurate to 0.01 grams.

4.6.1 Specimen Instrumentation & Data Acquisition

The objective of data acquisition was to collect data that would describe

translational and rotational plate movement in the plane of the connector plate.  The data

was electronically acquired in five channels, 1) MTS load cell, 2) the MTS ram, 3-5)

specimen LVDTs.  The MTS load cell measured the tension or compression load on the

specimen in pounds.  The LVDT internal to the MTS measured the ram travel in inches.

This measurement included slack in the test fixture connection, fixture elongation and

compression, and bending of the wood sample.  Because the ram measurement does not

isolate movement of the connector with regard to the wood surface the ram LVDT data

was only used to verify the ram speed.  To measure the connector plate movement

relative to the wood surface a minimum of two externally mounted LVDTs were

strategically located on the specimen to measure deformation.  This data was used to

compute the angle of rotation and translation by the following equations:

The equation for computation of the angle of rotation is:

Angle of Rotation = Inverse tangent of θ

where tangent of θ =
d

LVDTLVDT 21−
[6]

Equation for computation of translational movement is:

Translation = 
2

21 LVDTLVDT + [7]

An example of the application of these formulas for the parallel-to-grain @ 90°

test condition is illustrated in Figure 23.  Note the translation represents movement at the

midpoint between LVDT 1 and LVDT 2.
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F
LVDT 1

LVDT 2

θ

∆

Figure 23: Example of plate movement and corresponding changes in LVDT readings (F =  force or load).

4.6.2 Moisture Conditioning

All specimens were allowed to come to equilibrium in the unconditioned

laboratory environment.  Approximate conditions were 70° F, with a relative humidity of

65%.  Testing was conducted under the same conditions.

4.6.3 Sample Size

The number of replications was determined through a combination of literature

review and statistical analysis of preliminary data.  The literature sources were the Trus

Plate Institute (TPI) and the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)

standards.  The purpose of TPI 7.1 Standard Method of Test for Determining Lateral

Resistance Strength of Metal Connector Plate Teeth is to measure the lateral resistance of

metal connector teeth in fastened wood members where axial forces are transferred

through the metal connector from one wood member to another.  Section 7.1.7.6 of the

Standard states that: “For each type of metal connector plate evaluated for a species

combination a minimum of five test specimens per metal connector plate/wood

orientation as specified in Sections 7.1.1.6(a) and 7.1.7.6 (b) shall be tested. (TPI, 1995)”.

ASTM D 1761 –88 Standard Test Methods for Mechanical Fasteners in Wood states that

the number of tests depends on the objectives.  This standard recommends a minimum

range of 5 to 10 samples but qualifies this by indicating that the sample size depends on
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the test objective and when precision of 5-10% at 95% confidence is required a large

number of tests are necessary (ASTM 1997a).

The number of replications per cell for the LVL samples was five due to resource

constraints.  As more funding became available the number of replications for the

Parallam®, TimberStrand® and SPF samples were evaluated based on the LVL results.

The coefficient of variance and standard deviation of the LVL tests were

calculated and applied to the standard statistical equation (Equation 8) for the

determination of sample size (Freund 1970).  A probability level of 95% (alpha = 0.05)

and a standard error (E) equal to half the standard deviation was set as parameters for

sample size determination.  Solving Equation 8 for n, results in a sample size of 15,

therefore 15 replications were tested in the second sample group.

 [8]

where:

α/2=0.025

z =-1.96

E = error of estimate (stdev/2)

s = standard deviation of the sample

n = required sample size

4.6.4 Rate of Testing

Since this is a new invention, no test methods or procedures directly apply to the

connector.  The Truss Plate Institute (TPI, 1995), ASTM (ASTM 1997a) and previous

experiments on LVL were used to arrive at a rate of testing.  TPI Standard Method of Test

for Determining Lateral Resistance Strength of Metal Connector Plate Teeth 7.1.8.2

specifies a rate of testing to attain maximum load in no less than five minutes nor more

that 20 minutes.  Two sections of ASTM D 1761 – 88 Standard Test Methods for

Mechanical Fasteners in Wood can be applied to the RTA connector.  The standard for

2

22

2

E

sz

n

⋅
=

α
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lateral nail, staple, or screw resistance tests specifies a rate of 0.1 inch/minute.  However

the standard for testing bolted and timber connector joints specifies a target time of 10

minutes to reach maximum load with minimum and maximum times of 5 and 10 minutes

respectively.  The recommended rate to achieve this target is 0.035 in/min.  The LVL

tests were conducted at speeds of 0.1 inches per minute failed before the minimum five

minute time period.  Therefore, the Parallam®, TimberStrand® and SPF tests were

adjusted to achieve failure in the 5 to 20 minute time range.  Table 4 contains the loading

rates used to fulfill this time requirement.

Table 4: Loading rates [in/min] applied to the test specimens.

|| @ 0° || @ 45° || @ 90° ⊥ @ 0° ⊥ @ 45° ⊥ @ 90°

Parallam® 0.05 0.0.20 0.0.16 0.025 0.0.10 0.05

TimberStrand® 0.05 0.20 0.16 0.025 0.10 0.05

Spruce-Pine-Fir 0.05 0.20 0.16 0.025 0.10 0.05

LVL (SYP) 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.10 0.20 0.20

LVL (Yellow-poplar) 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.10 0.20 0.20

4.6.5 Testing

The test fixture was mounted on the MTS table.  The stroke control was enabled

and the speed of the ram was programmed into the MTS.  The sample was mounted in the

test fixture and the LVDTs attached as noted in the test set-up drawings (Figure 16-Figure

22) and photographs (Photograph A 1 -Photograph A 6).  Data collection was started

before the MTS ram movement.  Load and displacement values were recorded during the

test.  The test was terminated after the maximum load was reached.
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4.7 Supplemental Tests

4.7.1 Nail Yield Strength

Nail yield strength is a property that affects connector strength and stiffness and is

used in modeling the strength and stiffness of a connection.  Three different grades ¼

inch diameter of steel were evaluated: commercial quality (CQ) hot rolled, CR1018 cold

rolled and drill rod.  The ASTM F 1575 –95 Standard Test Method for Determining

Bending Yield Moment of Nails (ASTM 1997b) was followed to arrive at bending

strength values.  The 22 kip MTS machine with a 5,000 lb. load cell was used to apply

the loads.  Four inch lengths of the steel rod specimens were placed on 0.125 inch radius

load supports over a span of 2.5 inches.  Load was applied at the center point.  The load

radius was 0.25 inches.  Speed of the test was 0.1 in./min.  CR1018 had the highest

stiffness and yield strength with a small increase in cost and was chosen as the nail

material for all connectors used in this study.

4.7.2 Moisture Content and Specific Gravity

Moisture content (MC) specimens were made after connection testing in

accordance with, ASTM-D 4442-92 Method B-Oven-Drying (Secondary) (ASTM

1997c).  A total of 120 LVL specimens and 30 each of Parallam®, TimberStrand®, and

SPF were measured.  Specific gravity samples were measured immediately after moisture

content determination according to ASTM D2395 - 93 Method B, Mode ΙΙ - Volume by

Water Immersion (ASTM 1997d).

4.7.3 Dowel Bearing Strength Tests

Dowel bearing strength (embedment strength) is a property that effects connection

behavior.  The tests were in accordance with ASTM D 5764 – 97 Standard Test Method

for Evaluating Dowel-Bearing Strength of Wood and Wood-Base Products (ASTM,

1997e).  Fifteen replications in the parallel-to-grain and perpendicular-to-grain

orientations on the five sample groups were conducted for a total of 150 tests.
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Chapter 5

5. Results & Discussion

This chapter begins with a presentation of the results from the experimental block

design, dowel bearing tests, and the specific gravity and moisture content measurements.

This data is used in the development of the strength and stiffness prediction

methodologies.  Effects of nail pattern and joint fabrication methods on strength are

evaluated.  Utilization of joint stiffness values as input parameters to a structural analysis

program is presented.  Preliminary issues of test protocol for the evaluation of the RTA

connector identified by the National Evaluation Service are listed and discussed.  The

chapter concludes with and economic analysis of the RTA system.

5.1 Organization of Data

Load and deformation measurements were collected for 375 tests, 21 cells @ 15

replications per cell and 12 cells @ 5 replications per cell.  The load vs. translation or

moment vs. rotation relationship was plotted for each specimen and two different master

curves were plotted for each group of specimens.  Preliminary test results indicated that

TimberStrand® had the highest performance of any of the sample groups.  Therefore

TimberStrand® was tested in more cell conditions than any other sample group.  The

additional tests were conducted to evaluate the affects of nail pattern and joint fabrication

on performance.  Nine TimberStrand® cell conditions are presented in. The remaining 24

cell conditions are located in the Appendix, Figure A 7- Figure A 30.  The cell condition

determined the units for the X and Y axes.  In the cell conditions of parallel and

perpendicular-to-grain @ 0° an axial load measured in pounds on the Y axis

corresponding to a connector translation in inches on the X axis was graphed.  In all cells

loaded at 45° or 90° a moment force measured in inch pounds on the Y axis

corresponding to a connector rotation in radians measured on the X axis was graphed.
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Figure 24: Load translation graph of TimberStrand® parallel-to-grain @ 0°
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Figure 25: Moment rotation graph of TimberStrand® parallel-to-grain @ 45°
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Figure 26: Moment-rotation graph of TimberStrand® parallel-to-grain @ 90°.
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Figure 27: Load translation graph of TimberStrand® perpendicular-to-grain @ 0°
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Figure 28: Moment rotation graph of TimberStrand® perpendicular-to-grain @ 45°
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Figure 29: Moment rotation graph of TimberStrand® perpendicular-to-grain @ 90°
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Figure 30: Load translation graph of TimberStrand® parallel-to-grain @ 0° (circular pattern, unrabbeted)
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Figure 31: Moment rotation graph of TimberStrand® perpendicular-to-grain @ 90° (circular pattern, unrabbeted)
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Figure 32: Moment rotation graph of TimberStrand® perpendicular-to-grain @ 90° (linear pattern, unrabbeted)

Test results for the six primary loading conditions are summarized in Table 5.

The additional TimberStrand® tests used to evaluate nail pattern and joint fabrication

were: 1) parallel-to-grain @ 0°, circular nail pattern, unrabbeted, 2) perpendicular-to-

grain @ 90°, circular nail pattern, unrabbeted, and 3) perpendicular-to-grain @ 90°, linear

nail pattern, unrabbeted.  These results are summarized in Table 6.
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Table 5: Summary of test for 30 cell conditions

Species

Max Load Load @ 0.1 Kt Max. Moment Moment @ 0.05 Kr Max. Moment Moment @ 0.05 Kr

[lb.] [lb.] [lb./in.] [in.-lb.] [in.-lb.] [in.-lb./rad.] [in.-lb.] [in.-lb.] [in.-lb./rad.]

Parallam® Mean 9631.51 9419.27 417933.09 16072.59 14673.63 501041.26 10830.86 10385.16 596988.82

G(0)=0.74 Stdev. 481.45 503.05 83666.89 1132.41 1687.33 164377.12 718.41 764.10 144824.14

m.c.=9.33% C.O.V. [%] 5.00 5.34 20.02 7.05 11.50 32.81 6.63 7.36 24.26

TimberStrand® Mean 11649.69 10787.53 451021.45 17111.52 15025.94 582821.08 12963.67 11090.62 591286.06

G(0)=0.69 Stdev. 932.48 972.89 137288.16 1198.71 1402.07 227238.27 692.23 662.39 63367.64

m.c.=9.43% C.O.V. [%] 8.00 9.02 30.44 7.01 9.33 38.99 5.34 5.97 10.72

LVL Southern  Pine Mean 9140.63 8896.48 257568.09 13987.02 13431.55 465962.80 10554.69 9898.44 388778.68

G(0)=0.60 Stdev. 154.98 167.91 114106.90 398.64 287.89 80432.34 515.20 551.99 104120.58

m.c.=10.58% C.O.V. [%] 1.70 1.89 44.30 2.85 2.14 17.26 4.88 5.58 26.78

LVL Yellow-poplar Mean 10322.27 9692.38 382400.80 12868.36 11525.98 319355.48 12250.00 9132.81 357315.28

G(0)=0.53 Stdev. 449.97 385.25 83546.03 1075.45 1555.79 123364.43 988.74 178.25 106825.93

m.c.=9.39% C.O.V. [%] 4.36 3.97 21.85 8.36 13.50 38.63 8.07 1.95 29.90

Spruce-Pine-Fir Mean 7862.63 7220.70 221244.32 15730.57 13737.57 377476.70 9183.85 7455.73 276541.08

G(0)=0.43 Stdev. 256.76 232.65 50248.46 627.64 898.14 76034.46 853.83 511.73 50338.65

m.c.=13.56% C.O.V. [%] 3.27 3.22 22.71 3.99 6.54 20.14 9.30 6.86 18.20

Species

Max Load Load @ 0.1 Kt Max. Moment Moment @ 0.05 Kr Max. Moment Moment @ 0.05 Kr

[lb.] [lb.] [lb./in.] [in.-lb.] [in.-lb.] [in.-lb./rad.] [in.-lb.] [in.-lb.] [in.-lb./rad.]

Parallam® Mean 9585.29 9407.55 336600.78 10584.47 9963.38 269210.81 12988.28 12431.64 779135.01

G(0)=0.74 Stdev. 464.21 538.65 96839.43 392.32 529.79 61765.63 1138.68 1221.73 378819.68

m.c.=9.33% C.O.V. [%] 4.84 5.73 28.77 3.71 5.32 22.94 8.77 9.83 48.62

TimberStrand® Mean 10260.42 10057.29 266472.78 12704.82 10751.82 335928.99 15112.30 13386.23 783187.32

G(0)=0.69 Stdev. 519.77 559.67 69463.82 608.21 716.70 48603.47 1604.58 1483.68 231799.62

m.c.=9.43% C.O.V. [%] 5.07 5.56 26.07 4.79 6.67 14.47 10.62 11.08 29.60

LVL Southern  Pine Mean 5390.63 5214.84 131210.26 9202.54 8177.73 380312.66 11799.32 11345.21 454787.62

G(0)=0.60 Stdev. 179.74 131.02 60276.45 1015.33 802.24 124855.71 348.77 303.54 95559.18

m.c.=10.58% C.O.V. [%] 3.33 2.51 45.94 11.03 9.81 32.83 2.96 2.68 21.01

LVL Yellow-poplar Mean 5810.55 5136.72 88797.31 9921.97 8084.57 289529.32 11718.75 10590.82 308895.24

G(0)=0.53 Stdev. 413.96 403.98 34969.88 836.89 706.03 125874.32 925.72 1059.93 54460.17

m.c.=9.39% C.O.V. [%] 7.12 7.86 39.38 8.43 8.73 43.48 7.90 10.01 17.63

Spruce-Pine-Fir Mean 6692.06 6338.54 140638.62 8107.00 6837.21 178878.40 10146.48 9184.57 284880.94

G(0)=0.43 Stdev. 528.21 502.00 28930.02 515.86 367.18 20984.55 911.17 713.23 70316.26

m.c.=13.56% C.O.V. [%] 7.89 7.92 20.57 6.36 5.37 11.73 8.98 7.77 24.68

Perpendicular-to-Grain @ 45° Per pendicular-to-Grain @ 90°Perpendicular-to-Grain @ 0°

Parallel-to-Grain @ 0° Parallel-to-Grain @ 45° Parallel-to-Grain @ 90°
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Table 6: Summary of test data for alternative nail pattern and joint condition evaluation.

Nail Pattern & 
Joint Fabrication Max. Load Load @0.1 Kt Max. Moment Moment @0.05 Kr

[lb.] [lb.] [lb./in.] [in.-lb.] [in.-lb.] [in.-lb./rad.]

Linear Mean --- --- --- 10605.47 9250.49 592049.71
Unrabbeted Stdev. --- --- --- 922.18 598.52 202318.30

C.O.V. [%] --- --- --- 8.70 6.47 34.17
Linear Mean 11649.69 10787.53 451021.45 15112.30 13386.23 783187.32
Rabbeted Stdev. 932.48 972.89 137288.16 1604.58 1483.68 231799.62

C.O.V. [%] 8.00 9.02 30.44 10.62 11.08 29.60
Circular Mean 11486.33 10695.96 439778.85 10651.86 9208.98 494803.22
Unrabbeted Stdev. 991.04 1051.87 76453.23 819.91 649.20 144951.56

C.O.V. [%] 8.63 9.83 17.38 7.70 7.05 29.29

Parallel-to-Grain @ 0° Perpendicular-to-Grain @ 90°

5.2 Dowel Bearing Strength

Dowel bearing strength values are required inputs of the NDS (Equation 1) to

compute allowable design strength.  Research on solid lumber has established an

empirical relationship between dowel bearing strength and specific gravity.  Equations

were derived from empirical tests to quantify this relationship.  The equations established

that an increase in specific gravity increases dowel bearing strength (Wilkinson 1991).

The NDS includes dowel bearing strength values for solid wood but, not for engineered

wood products, consequently it was necessary to empirically determine dowel bearing

strengths for the specimen groups.  The experiments by Wilkinson used the 5% offset

method to establish dowel bearing values, therefore, the 5% offset method was used for

the specimen groups.  The mean dowel bearing strengths, standard deviations and

coefficients of variation are listed in Table 7 for each specimen group.

This correlation between specific gravity and dowel bearing strength that exists in

solid wood did not occur in the tested engineered wood products.  TimberStrand® had

the highest dowel bearing strength, however Parallam® had the highest specific gravity.

In the LVL specimens the specific gravity of SYP was greater than the Yellow-poplar, but

in the parallel-to-grain orientation, Yellow-poplar had a higher dowel bearing strength.  A

possible explanation for the apparent discrepancy is the ½ inch thick dimension of the

tested specimens.  This dimension is in accordance with the ASTM D 5764 standard,

however ½ inch may not be sufficiently large to average out the voids present in some

engineered wood products.  The Parallam® specimens contained more voids than the

TimberStrand® and the SYP LVL contained more voids than the Yellow-poplar.
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Splitting in the southern Yellow Pine specimens in the parallel-to-grain orientation

resulted in lower parallel to grain values than perpendicular-to-grain, a phenomenon that

does not occur in solid lumber.  The ratio of parallel-to-grain dowel bearing strength was

lower in the engineered wood product specimens than the solid sawn SPF (Table 7).  The

differences in the properties of solid sawn lumber and engineered wood products indicate

the need to use real dowel bearing strength values rather than values generated from the

Wilkinson formula.

Table 7: Dowel bearing strength test values

Parallel Perpendicular Parallel Perpendicular Parallel Perpendicular

Mean 5425.3 5406.3 7221.0 6640.4 4248.4 2505.7
Stdev 1343.2 1206.3 1215.7 1057.1 555.3 414.4
C.O.V. [%] 24.8 22.3 16.8 15.9 13.1 16.5
Ratio in % of 
Parallel/Perpendicular 1.004 1.087 1.695

Parallam® TimberStrand® Spruce Pine Fir

Parallel Perpendicular Parallel Perpendicular

Mean 5425.3 5406.3 7221.0 6640.4
Stdev 1343.2 1206.3 1215.7 1057.1
C.O.V. [%] 24.8 22.3 16.8 15.9
Ratio in % of 
Parallel/Perpendicular 1.004 1.087

SYP LVL Yellow-poplar LVL

5.3 Specific Gravity and Moisture Content

Specific gravity is the single most important quantitative value for predicting

wood product performance.  In general terms as specific gravity increases performance

properties increase.  However as noted in the dowel bearing tests specific gravity does not

accurately predict dowel bearing strength for Parallam®, TimberStrand®, and LVL.  The

specific gravity measurements were used to compare variation within the sample groups.

The coefficient of variation (C.O.V. = standard deviation/mean) of the EWP ranged from

a low of 2.82% for Yellow-poplar LVL to a high of 9.31 for southern yellow pine LVL.

The relatively high 9.31% C.O.V. for southern yellow pine is explained by voids present

in the veneer sheets.  The yellow-poplar LVL was manufactured as a furniture product

under strict quality controls.  All voids and defects were removed from the veneers prior
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to fabrication.  Consequently the yellow-poplar LVL was the most homogeneous of all

the products tested and had the lowest coefficient of variation for specific gravity.

Moisture content also influences wood product performance.  All of the specimens were

stickered and stored in the environmentally unconditioned Brooks Laboratory for a

minimum of 60 days prior to testing.  The average values for specific gravity and

moisture content are presented in Table 8.

Table 8: Summary of Specific Gravity and Moisture Content Measurements

Species
parallel perpendicular average parallel perpendicular average

Parallalm® Mean 9.26 9.41 9.33 0.73 0.74 0.74
Stdev. 0.32 0.47 0.40 0.05 0.02 0.04
C.O.V. [%] 3.50 4.95 4.30 6.37 2.53 4.86

TimberStrand® Mean 9.30 9.56 9.43 0.69 0.68 0.69
Stdev. 1.37 0.65 1.06 0.03 0.04 0.03
C.O.V. [%] 14.73 6.81 11.26 3.73 5.46 4.63

LVL Mean 10.27 10.88 10.58 0.59 0.61 0.60
(Southern Yellow Pine) Stdev. 1.20 1.88 1.58 0.06 0.05 0.06

C.O.V. [%] 11.68 17.32 14.97 10.04 8.69 9.31
LVL Mean 9.33 9.45 9.39 0.53 0.53 0.53
(Yellow-poplar) Stdev. 0.31 0.21 0.27 0.01 0.02 0.02

C.O.V. [%] 3.32 2.19 2.84 2.05 3.48 2.82
Spruce-Pine-Fir Mean 13.43 13.69 13.56 0.45 0.42 0.43

Stdev. 1.10 0.92 1.01 0.07 0.02 0.05
C.O.V. [%] 8.21 6.74 7.43 15.00 5.54 12.16

Moisture Content [%] Specific Gravity (oven-dry)  

5.4 Calculation of Loads

5.4.1 Axial

Axial load values were taken directly from the MTS load cell.  Two load

categories were summarized, the maximum load and the load at 0.1 inches deformation.

The arbitrarily defined load at 0.1 inches was collected for future use in stiffness

comparisons.  In all cases of axial loading the maximum load was reached after 0.1 inches

of deflection.

5.4.2 Moments

Moments were calculated at the maximum moment and at 0.05 radians of

rotation. The arbitrarily defined moment of 0.05 radians was collected for future use in

rotational stiffness comparisons.  In all cases of rotational loading the maximum moment

was reached after 0.05 radians of rotation.  A moment is equal to force times distance.
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The moment arm length was computed as the perpendicular distance from the centroid of

the nail pattern to the center of the bolt hole where the load was applied.  An example of a

moment arm measurements for the parallel-to-grain @ 45° test is illustrated in Figure 33.

F

Figure 33: Moment arm measurement for parallel-to-grain @ 45° test.

5.5 Prediction of Connector Strength

The ability to predict connector strength is a requirement for building code

approval.  The NDS has national acceptance and recognition in the development of

design values for wood connections; therefore the use of NDS design methodology to

establish design values for the RTA connector was given a high priority.  The RTA

connector is essentially a grouping of 5 nails, therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the

NDS values would be applicable to the RTA connector.

NDS design equations are based on the European Yield Model (EYM).  The 1991

NDS applies adjustment factors of load duration, safety, and correlation with design

values from previous NDS editions to the EYM.  The NDS values are based on connector

yield not maximum connector strength.  Connector yield data to date has been sufficient

to establish USA allowable design values, but is incomplete information if one is
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investigating connection performance beyond allowable loads.  To model building

performance in severe loading conditions such as earthquakes and hurricanes data on

maximum connector strength and stiffness is needed.  Many countries are moving to

allowable connection design values based on ultimate (maximum) load divided by a

safety factor of 3 (Jorissen 1996).  Testing of the RTA connectors established maximum

connector capacity.

To use the NDS equations to establish design values for the RTA connector the

relationship between maximum loads and NDS allowable design loads must be

determined.  To determine this relationship the EYM in failure mode 2 (Equation 9) was

calculated for a RTA connector in the parallel-to-grain @ 0° test condition.  The

equivalent failure mode in the NDS model for bolted connections (failure mode IIIs)

(Equation 1) was calculated and compared to the EYM.  The EYM model results in a

value 3.2 times higher than the NDS model.  Therefore 3.2 represents a combined

duration of load, safety, and NDS correlation factor, that adjusts maximum load

according to the EYM to the NDS allowable design load for a mode IIIs failure.  The

NDS recognizes a grain angle effect for bolts but not for nails.  Consistent with Equation

1 the perpendicular-to-grain @ 90° maximum loads were divided by 4.0 to account for

the strength reduction in connections loaded at an angle to the grain.  The 4.0 factor was

derived by solving for kυ in Equation 1 (υ = 90°) and multiplying that value by 3.2.

The equations for bolts require the prior knowledge of material properties such as

dowel bearing strength of the main and side members of the connection, and yield

strength of the dowel.  However to the author’s knowledge no published design data are

available for the dowel bearing strength of wood-based composite materials.  The dowel

bearing strength and the nail yield strength of the tested materials were incorporated in

the NDS design equations for bolts to obtain preliminary design values for the RTA

connector.

A comparison between the maximum values of the RTA connector tests, adjusted

to an apparent design value, and the NDS allowable design value for parallel-to-grain @

0° loading is presented in Table 9 and Figure 34.  The NDS allowable design value was

calculated for one RTA nail.  This value was multiplied by five to account for all five
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nails in the connector.  Mean values of the maximum loads of the five nail RTA

connectors were reduced by 3.2 to adjust the maximum load to a design load.  The

difference between the NDS design value and the adjusted maximum load was computed

and divided by the NDS design value.  The result is the error between the two values

expressed as a percentage.  A positive percentage indicates that the NDS value is higher

than the adjusted maximum load, the converse is indicated for a negative percentage.

European Yield Model for Failure mode 2 (Jorissen 1996).
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where:

F = force

d = diameter dowel type fastener

ts = timber thickness of the side member4

fh,s = embedding strength of the side member

fh,m = embedding strength of the middle member

Mpl = full plastic bending capacity of the dowel type fastener (=1/6 fe d3)

fe = yield strength of the dowel type fastener

                                                
4 Length of nail penetration (1 inch) was used in the calculation.
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Table 9: Calculated NDS design values and measured maximum loads of the RTA connector parallel-to-grain @ 0°
(with and without a combined safety, load duration and correlation factor of 3.2)

Material NDS NDS RTA Max load NDS design value
design
value

design
value

max load reduced by
3.2

compared to
adjusted

1 nail 5 nails maximum load
(lb.) (lb.) (lb.) (lb.) (% difference)

Parallam® 601 3006 9632 3010 0.14
TimberStrand® 713 3565 11650 3641 2.12
LVL SYP 545 2727 9141 2856 -6.31
LVL  YP 616 3081 10322 3226 4.70
SPF 525 2623 7863 2457 4.75

Figure 34: Comparison between the NDS design value and the maximum load adjusted to the NDS design value.

Predicted values according to the NDS and the measured maximum load bearing

capacity of the joint in perpendicular to grain @ 0° loading direction, together with the

percentage differences between NDS and adjusted maximum loads are summarized in

Table 10, and Figure 35.
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Table 10: Predicted and measured load bearing capacity of the nail plate connection perpendicular to grain

Material NDS NDS RTA Max load NDS design value
design
value

design
value

max load reduced by
4.0

compared to
adjusted

1 nail 5 nails maximum load
(lb.) (lb.) (lb.) (lb.) (% difference)

Parallam® 480 2400 9585.2 2396 0.13
TimberStrand® 542 2709 10260.4 2565 5.31
LVL SYP 489 2446 5390.6 1348 44.89
LVL  YP 413 2067 5810.5 1453 29.71
SPF 322 1608 6692 1673 -4.07

Figure 35: Comparison between NDS and measured load bearing capacities of nail plate connection perpendicular to
grain

It can be seen from the above results that the NDS equations accurately predict the

load carrying capacity of the RTA connector in parallel-to-grain loading.  The percentage

error that measured the agreement between the NDS and the adjusted maximum load

ranged from 4.75% to -6.31%.  Considering that the NDS design equations are

constructed from dowel bearing and nail yield parameters that are themselves

approximations the error percentages are low.  However, for the perpendicular to grain
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loading direction, the NDS significantly overestimates the load carrying capacity of the

connection fabricated with LVL.  In case of southern yellow pine LVL the difference is

44.89%, and in the case of yellow poplar the difference is 29.71%.  This discrepancy is

explained by the test fixture effect.  The LVL perpendicular-to-grain @ 0° tests were

conducted with the fixture illustrated in Figure 19.  During LVL specimen testing,

bending of the specimens changed the loading geometry, which resulted in the generation

of a moment.  The moment, subsequent connector rotation, and specimen bending caused

the LVL specimens to fail in tension perpendicular-to-grain (the weakest wood failure

mode).  The observations of the LVL perpendicular-to-grain @ 0° tests demonstrated that

the test set-up did not accurately represent perpendicular-to-grain loading @ 0°.  The

Parallam®, TimberStrand®, and SPF tests were conducted with a modified test fixture

designed to eliminate the introduction of a moment during the test (Figure 20).  The

difference between the predicted and measured loads for the Parallam®, TimberStrand®,

and SPF specimens demonstrates that the NDS equations accurately predict the load

carrying capacity of the RTA connector in perpendicular-to-grain loading.

The NDS bolt design equations predict Mode IIIs failure.  This failure mode was

validated by the observance of Mode IIIs failure in every test specimen.  In the Mode IIIs

failure two plastic hinges develop in the dowel and the wood in the two side members is

crushed by the dowel.  The failure mode is shown in Figure 6.

Given the RTA connector failure mode as IIIs and the ability to accurately predict

the design values parallel and perpendicular to the grain, a means to predict strength of

connections loaded at an angles between 0° and 90° is necessary to complete a prediction

methodology.  The NDS states that for bolted connections loaded at an angle to grain

between 0° and 90° the Hankinson formula shall be used to determine the design value.

However, the Hankinson formula can not be used to predict loads at angles to the grain if

the connector is subjected to moment forces.  The test fixtures for angular connections

(45° and 90°) developed moment forces in the connection consequently the Hankinson

formula is not applicable.  The options were to develop a different methodology to predict

angular connections or redesign the connector to conform to the Hankinson formula.  The
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latter option was chosen.  The original connector design (A) and the new design (B) are

illustrated in (Figure 36).

Connection A Connection B

Figure 36: Connection design changes from Connection A to Connection B.

The Connection A design was originally chosen because it conformed to the

design criteria of standardization and simplification of parts.  The rafter connector in

Connection B is illustrated Figure 37.  The new connector is larger and more complex

than the original connector, consequently it results in higher production and joint

fabrication costs.  However, the expected advantages of the new design should outweigh

the additional expense.  The assumptions to be tested in future research beyond the scope

of the dissertation, are that Connection B in the column-to-rafter assembly is stronger and

stiffer than Connection A and that the Hankinson formula will accurately predict the

strength values of the angular connections.  The development of a moment in the

connection was a concern to the NES (section 5.10.1) therefore reducing or eliminating

the moment addresses a potential obstacle for building code approval.  The new test set-

up for Connection B will apply the load at a 45° angle to the grain but will not introduce a

moment (Figure 38).
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Figure 37: New connector design for angular connections.

In, summary, based on this analysis, the NDS equations accurately predict axial

load carrying capacity of the RTA connector in parallel and perpendicular-to-grain

loading direction regardless of the side member material.  The NDS equations accurately

predicted the load carrying capacity of all tested materials with the exception of LVL

perpendicular-to-grain direction @ 90°.  It is reasonable to assume that retests of LVL

connections using the fixture illustrated in Figure 20 would produce strength data

equivalent to NDS predictions.  Capacity of RTA connection in other loading directions

(testing @ 45° and @ 90° loading directions) could not be assessed by the NDS equations

with the current connector design due to the rotation of the joint.  Experiments outside the

scope of the dissertation that verify use of the NDS angular prediction methodology for

the new angular connection design will complete a strength prediction model for the RTA

connector.
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Figure 38: New test set-up configuration for angular testing compatible with the Hankinson formula

5.6 Stiffness (K) values

A methodology to predict connector stiffness is not a requirement for USA

building code approval.  However safety requires that connection design loads be in the

linear range of the load deformation curve.  The maximum loads were adjusted to design

loads for the perpendicular and parallel to grain loading conditions as described in the

previous section.  These design loads are indicated on all of the perpendicular and

parallel-to-grain @ 0° graphs.  The graphs illustrate that the design levels intersect the

load deformation curves at loads within the linear range of the connection.  Lack of a

building code requirement for a stiffness prediction methodology does not negate the

importance of a stiffness prediction capability.  Knowledge of how a building will

perform through the entire range of loading permits a more comprehensive structural

analysis of buildings.  This benefit has particular application for building design in

earthquake and hurricane prone areas.  The greater the knowledge of structural

performance the greater the opportunity to design safe efficient structures.  Therefore a

sub-objective was to develop a methodology to model connector stiffness for buildings

constructed with the RTA connection system.

A method to model wood structures with the matrix method or FEM is to

represent the joints as a spring element between two nodes.  The nodes represent the

boundaries of the element.  In a three dimensional system there are six possible directions

of movement (degrees of freedom) for every boundary condition.  Translational

movement can occur in the X, Y, or Z axes and rotation can occur around each of the

three axes.  In computer modeling of structures the spring elements are assigned stiffness
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coefficients that correspond to connector behavior in each of the six degrees of freedom.

The scope of connector stiffness quantification was limited to two dimensions or three

degrees of freedom: translation in the X and Y direction and rotation around the Z axis (in

the XY plane).  The stiffness coefficients for the three degrees of freedom were derived

from the test data.  Equation 4 was used to compute the translational stiffness coefficients

(Kt) in the linear range for the parallel-to-grain @ 0° (translation on the Y axis) and the

perpendicular-to-grain @ 0° (translation on the X axis) cell conditions.  Equation 4 was

also used to compute the rotational stiffness coefficients (Kr) in the linear range for all

cells loaded at either 45 °or 90°.  Average linear translation or rotation stiffness

coefficients were calculated for each cell condition.  This data can be used to model the

RTA connector behavior in a structure provided loading does not exceed the linear

behavior of the connection.  To accurately predict connection performance beyond the

linear range non-linear stiffness coefficients are required.  Non-linear stiffness

coefficients were derived by fitting a master cure to the specimen tests in each

experimental cell condition.  Table Curve, a curve fitting software program was used to

fit equations to the test data.  Two master curves per cell condition were generated.  The

equations for the master curves labeled “fitted” in the experimental cell graphs were

generated by Table Curve.  The masters curve labeled “Blass” in the cell graphs were

generated by inputting the Blass (Blass 1994) equation (Equation 2) in Table Curve and

fitting the equation to the data.  The Blass equation is the preferred equation because it

was derived from empirical nail load-slip data.  The fitted curve is included for

comparison purposes.

The translational and rotational stiffness coefficients in either the linear or non-

linear range can be used to represent fictitious zero length spring elements within a

computerized structural analysis program.  The behavior of the connector can be modeled

as the superposition of these spring stiffness’ as shown in Figure 38.  Table 11 includes

the stiffness coefficients for each master curve and r2 values, which correlate the master

curve to the actual data.
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K translation

K shear

K rotation

Figure 39: Graphic representation of the three spring elements used to model connector stiffness
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Table 11 : Master curve equations (Plam = Parallam®, Tsd = TimberStrand®, Spf = Spruce-Pine-Fir, Lvlsp =
Southern yellow pine LVL, Lvlyp = Yellow poplar LVL, Circ = Circular pattern, Unrab =Unrabbeted, Pl = parallel-
to-grain, Pp = perpendicular-to-grain

K1 K2 K3 r2
a b r2

PlamPl@0 608582.15 9438.23 -3304.63 0.91706 -2732.73 -16386.48 0.92951
PlamPl@45 1019288.90 15723.10 -3849.79 0.89507 -4778.57 -27990.57 0.89532
PlamPl@90 705672.80 11455.19 -8677.13 0.94932 -4439.10 -21375.10 0.92194
PlamPp@0 446845.88 9055.49 2671.53 0.95112 -4265.99 -18567.69 0.93992
PlamPp@45 443039.58 12475.27 -15613.62 0.96405 -5832.94 -22389.36 0.92830
PlamPp@90 1230233.10 12968.00 -7889.99 0.82688 -1936.07 -21038.86 0.78645
TsdPl@0 805035.74 9550.50 9236.09 0.89672 -3574.59 -20359.05 0.88456
TsdPl@45 909063.18 16843.36 -4061.72 0.90105 -5645.94 -30388.16 0.90598
TsdPl@90 652085.98 11642.45 6082.72 0.97381 -5952.23 -25234.97 0.96611
TsdPp@0 325345.39 15785.05 -46076.00 0.91258 -5964.43 -21147.34 0.86902
TsdPp@45 580925.49 11651.36 5404.98 0.95441 -5408.06 -24143.05 0.94875
TsdPp@90 968725.40 12560.73 16523.54 0.88229 -4636.34 -26209.04 0.88605
LvlspPl@0 596024.96 8341.19 1938.96 0.90716 -2285.10 -15194.75 0.90851
LvlspPl@45 930063.17 14652.10 -9605.76 0.98602 -4200.98 -25178.74 0.94661
LvlspPl@90 913140.86 10175.38 -4099.86 0.92530 -1484.00 -16340.85 0.90064
LvlspPp@0 492281.78 5172.57 -546.87 0.94046 -920.27 -8908.08 0.91051
LvlspPp@45 820834.55 8452.00 2323.64 0.86463 -1597.97 -14543.83 0.84996
LvlspPp@90 948686.13 12410.47 -11359.18 0.96966 -2243.68 -19161.70 0.89635
LvlypPl@0 741644.73 8784.72 5702.28 0.88105 -3150.50 -18163.03 0.86011
LvlyPl@45 765809.13 12961.07 -9164.44 0.83170 -2950.88 -20703.54 0.81300
LvlypPl@90 645529.99 8757.70 17281.05 0.96867 -4556.88 -21376.35 0.92663
LvlypPp@0 307268.74 6750.78 -13787.58 0.90436 -1502.50 -9498.41 0.83652
LvlypPp@45 617042.81 8016.01 11004.55 0.93174 -3048.80 -17123.30 0.91822
LvlypPp@90 702683.12 10618.55 -279.43 0.95539 -3248.78 -19262.37 0.91994
SpfPl@0 432210.90 6891.73 3235.36 0.94783 -2620.00 -14294.71 0.86995
SpfPl@45 677134.21 16415.16 -7479.64 0.94520 -8660.35 -32895.66 0.92779
SpfPl@90 431674.66 6679.61 21658.52 0.94860 -4449.62 -17853.39 0.92544
SpfPp@0 273234.59 5997.16 6248.63 0.95368 -3708.37 -13956.75 0.93214
SpfPp@45 359173.22 7218.61 4741.05 0.95947 -3837.32 -15833.79 0.93784
SpfPp@90 547804.11 10185.45 -1418.32 0.92286 -3766.15 -19078.21 0.91378
CircPl@0 656641.54 10156.03 3960.10 0.90141 -4137.55 -20941.52 0.89894
CircPp@90 967614.76 8397.98 17487.24 0.91284 -2215.87 -17312.74 0.92427
UnrabPp@90 1000297.70 8175.61 23110.69 0.95930 -2527.43 -18046.35 0.96189

f(x)=(K2+K3*x)*(1-exp(-K1*x/K2)) f(x)=a+b*sqrt(x)*ln(x)

The sub objective to develop a methodology to model connector stiffness for

buildings constructed with the RTA connection system was limited to acquiring the

stiffness input data for modeling with a commercially available FEM programs.

Additional material property input parameters (modulus of elasticity, shear modulus,

Poisson’s ratio etc.) are necessary to perform the finite element analysis of the full size

structure.  Some of these material properties can have a stronger influence on model

results than other properties. Sensitivity studies on material properties can provide insight

on the most important properties and can be used to check the effect of these variables on

the model predictions.  Once stiffness coefficients are integrated into a structural model,
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experimental evaluation of the numerical model is necessary to verify the validity of the

predicted results.  The validation procedure is to construct a full size frame that has the

dimensions of the modeled building.  Application of loads to a full scale structure with

the corresponding deflection measurements would be compared to model predictions of

the same structure to gauge the accuracy of the model.  The data developed in this thesis

can be used in the future to evaluate full scale buildings.

5.7 Circular vs. Linear Nail Pattern

The hypothesis for the experiment on circular nail pattern connector plates was

that the capacity of the circular pattern would be equivalent to that of the linear pattern in

the parallel-to-grain @ 0° test condition and stronger in the perpendicular-to-grain @ 90°

test condition.  When an axial load is applied to the connector it is hypothesized that the

shear force is distributed nearly equally to all the nails.  When a rotational force is applied

it is hypothesized that the nails farthest from the center of rotation (centroid of the nail

pattern) would carry the largest portion of the load.  In a circular pattern all nails are

equidistant from the centroid therefore all nails may equally share the load.  In the linear

pattern the second nail in the row of three nails is closest to the centroid and in theory

does not carry a significant portion of the load.  The assumption that rabbeted and

unrabbeted joints have the same strength was based on the mechanics of the parallel-to-

grain tests.  The results of the linear nail pattern rabbeted joint tests were compared to the

circular nail pattern unrabbeted tests.  Given the assumption that rabbeting does not effect

joint performance in the parallel-to-grain @ 0° test condition, the comparison was to

determine the effect of circular vs. linear nail pattern in parallel @ 0° loading. Figure 40

shows the master curves of the two nail patterns demonstrating the nearly identical

performance of the two connector plate patterns in the parallel-to-grain @ 0° condition.

Student’s t-test was used to compare the mean values of the maximum load of the

connection fabricated with the different nail patterns.  At the 95% confidence level there

is no significant statistical difference between the maximum load capacity of the circular

and linear nail patterns loaded parallel-to-grain @ 0° (p=0.65).
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Comparison Between Nail Patterns
(Parallel-to-Grain @ 0°)
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Figure 40: Comparison between the circular and linear nail pattern in the parallel-to-grain @ 0° test direction based
on the master curves of 30 specimens.

The expected result of increased moment resistance of the circular nail pattern in

the perpendicular-to-grain @ 90° test condition was not verified by the test results. Figure

41 compares the average load vs. rotation curve of 15 unrabbeted circular nail pattern

tests to the average load vs. rotation curve of 15 unrabbeted linear pattern tests loaded

perpendicular-to-grain @ 90°.  Performance of the circular nail pattern is slightly weaker

than the linear nail pattern in the perpendicular-to-grain @ 90° test condition at high

angles of rotation.  However at low levels of rotation the two nail patterns behaved

similarly.  A student’s t test was used to compare the maximum moment resistance of the

two different nail patterns.  The result of the test showed that there is no significant

statistical difference between the maximum moment resistance of the circular and linear

nail patterns in the perpendicular-to-grain @ 0° loading condition at the 95% significance

level (p=0.8853).  The reason for this is not immediately known and is a subject area for

future research.
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Comparison Between Nail Patterns and Joint Fabrication
(Perpendicular-to-Grain @ 90°)
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Figure 41: Comparison between the linear vs. circular nail patterns and the rabbeted vs. unrabbeted connections

5.8 Rabbeted vs. Unrabbeted Connection Assembly

The strength of the rabbeted connection is derived from the contact between the

sides of the connector and the wood.  For contact to take place, rotation of the connector

must occur.  Three unrabbeted conditions with 15 replications each were tested.  Of the

three unrabbeted conditions the unrabbeted linear nail pattern was the only test used to

determine the effect of rabbeting.  The other unrabbeted joints were used to test the effect

of connector nail patterns.  All unrabbeted connections were fabricated with

TimberStrand®.  A description of the three unrabbeted connection conditions and the

purpose of each condition is listed below.

5.8.1 Condition 1: Unrabbeted circular nail pattern parallel-to-grain @ 0°

Fifteen replications of unrabbeted TimberStrand® joints fastened with circular

nail pattern connectors were tested in the parallel-to-grain @ 0° condition.  This loading

condition does not introduce a moment into the joint and was not designed to test the
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effect of rabbeting on joint strength.  The purpose of the test, as indicated in Section 0,

was to test the effect of different nail patterns.  Results of the comparison between

unrabbeted circular nail patterns connections vs. rabbeted linear nail patterns confirmed

the assumptions that neither of the two nail pattern options or the two joint condition

options affected ultimate strength in parallel-to-grain @ 0° loading.

5.8.2 Condition 2: Unrabbeted circular nail pattern perpendicular-to-grain @ 90°

The perpendicular-to-grain @ 90° test condition does introduce a moment to the

connection.  Fifteen replications of unrabbeted circular nail pattern connectors loaded

perpendicular-to-grain @ 90° were compared to 15 linear unrabbeted nail pattern

connectors loaded in the same manner.  The objective was to determine the nail pattern

effect on connections subjected to a moment.  The conclusion as stated in 6.1 was that

there was no significant statistical difference between the two nail patterns.

5.8.3 Condition 3: Unrabbeted linear nail pattern perpendicular-to-grain @ 90°

To determine the effect of rabbeting on connection strength 15 unrabbeted linear

nail pattern connectors were compared to 15 rabbeted linear nail pattern connectors.  Both

groups were loaded perpendicular-to-grain @ 90°.  The increased strength of the rabbeted

connection due to metal-to-wood contact at the sides of the connector is clearly illustrated

in Figure 41.  The mean maximum moment of the rabbeted connection was 42% higher

than the mean maximum moment of the unrabbeted connection (Table 6).

5.9 Modeling RTA Connected Structures

The integrity and reliability of a structure largely depends on its connections.

Most of catastrophic failures in structures are initiated at inadequately designed

connections.  The challenge is to optimize the safety and performance of connections

while minimizing the fabrication and installation cost of connectors.  Computer modeling

has become an important tool in wood design.  Roof and floor truss designs fabricated

with light gauge metal plate connectors are almost exclusively done using specialized

software.

To illustrate the computer modeling process a simple RTA structure was modeled

with SAP 2000 (CSI 1997), a commercially available structural analysis program.  The
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objective of the modeling example was to determine if the geometries of the tested

connections were capable meeting local building code requirements.  The forces in the

members and at the joint locations were compared to the allowable design loads of the

structural members and to the apparent design loads derived from the joint tests.  The

results yield preliminary design guidance for structural configurations that could meet

local building code standards.

5.9.1 Model Parameters

5.9.1.1 Geometry of the Model

A simple frame 8 feet wide, 16 feet long with a with a 12:12 roof pitch was

analyzed.  The 8’ x 16’ frame was evaluated with column spacing of 4’, 8’, and 16’.  The

columns of the frame were laminated with four 2” x 4” elements (1.5” x 3.5” actual size),

therefore the vertical frame elements were modeled with a 3” x 7” cross-section.  The roof

rafter elements were laminated with two 2” x 4” elements, consequently their cross-

sections were 3” x 3.5”.  The bases of the columns were connected with 3” x 3.5” tie-

beams.  TimberStrand® material properties were assigned to all frame elements.  The

mechanical properties (MOE, shear, tension, compression and bending strength) of

TimberStrand® were taken from Truss Joist MacMillan™ product data sheets and are

summarized in Table 12.

Table 12: TimberStrand® material properties published by Trus Joist MacMillan™

MOE

psi

Tension
Strength

psi

Compression
Parallel

psi

Bending
Strength

psi

Shear
Strength

psi

Compression
Perpendicular

psi

(x106) Ft Fc par. Fb Fv Fc perp.

1.5 1500 1950 2250 400 775

TimberStrand® was selected as material for the computer modeling example

because this material has a high strength to weight ratio combined with an affordable

cost.  The RTA connectors were modeled as steel frame elements with a 3.5” x 0.25”

cross section.  The mechanical properties of A36 steel were incorporated in the model.

The connections were modeled as rigid joints that connected the frame elements.
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5.9.1.2 Loading Conditions

The objective was to analyze the building response at joint locations to 30 psf

snow load and a 70 mph wind load (building code requirements for Blacksburg VA).

The design loads were calculated according to the Uniform Building Code (UBC)

requirements.  The following section summarizes the design load assumptions:

Vertical Loads:

Roof Dead Load

Roofing (5 ply 1”) 2.5 psf

Provision for reroofing 2.5 psf

Structural insulated panel 3.5 psf

RTA framing 1.00 psf

Total Roof Dead Load 9.5 psf

Roof Live Load (Method 2 UBC Table 23-C)

Roof Live Load 16 psf

Snow Load

Snow Load on horizontal plane 30 psf

Snow Load along roof slope: 20 psf

Horizontal Forces:

Wind Forces (Normal Force Method):

Equation to calculate wind pressure (P) (Breyer, 1993).

P = Ce x Cq x qs x I [10]

where

P = wind pressure
Ce = combined height, exposure, gust factor (Exposure B5, Ce = 0.62)
Cq = pressure coefficients
qs = wind stagnation pressure (qs  @ 70 mph = 12.6 psf)
I = importance factor (for standard occupancy I = 1)

                                                
5 Exposure B Includes terrain, which has buildings, forests or surface irregularities 20 ft or more in height covering 20

% or more of the area extending 1 mile or more from the site.
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Pressure coefficients (Cq) for a 12:12: roof pitch:

Leeward wall: -0.5

Leeward roof: -0.7

Windward wall:  0.8

Windward roof: 0.4

Solving Equation 10 for P gives the following wind pressures (negative values

indicate suction, positive values indicate pressure).

Wind Forces (P):

Leeward wall:- 3.91 psf

Leeward roof: -5.47 psf

Windward wall: 6.25 psf

Windward roof: 3.15 psf

The design loads for the three different cases according to the distance between

the columns are summarized in Table 13.
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Table 13: Design loads for column spacings of 4, 8, and 16 feet

Column
Spacing

[ft]

Roof
Dead
Load

@ 9.5 psf

Roof Live
Load

@16 psf

Snow
Load

@ 20 psf

Wind Force
Leeward

Wall
@ -3.91 psf

Wind Force
Leeward

Roof
@ -5.47 psf

Wind Force
Windward

Wall
@ 6.25 psf

Wind Force
Windward

Roof
@ 3.15 psf

4 38 lb./ft. 64 lb./ft. 80 lb./ft. -15.64 lb./ft -21.88 lb./ft. 25 lb./ft. 12.6 lb./ft.

  8 76 lb./ft. 128 lb./ft. 160 lb./ft. -31.28lb/ft. -43.76 lb./ft. 50 lb./ft. 25.2 lb./ft.

16 152 lb./ft. 256 lb./ft. 320 lb./ft. -62.56 lb./ft. -87.52 lb./ft. 100 lb./ft. 50.4 lb./ft.
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The building code specifies certain load combinations, which must be considered

during the design of a structure.  These combinations define which vertical loads and

lateral forces have to be examined simultaneously.  The following load combinations

were used in the model:

• Dead Load + Roof Live Load (or snow)

• Dead Load + Snow Load

• Dead Load + Wind Force

• Dead Load + Wind Force + ½ Snow Load

• Dead Load + Snow Load + ½ Wind Force

The prevailing load case was the Dead Load + Snow Load + ½ Wind Force

combination.  The results of the analysis are given for this load case only.

5.9.2 The SAP 2000 Computer Model

A two-dimensional computer model of a RTA system was constructed using SAP

2000.  The frame elements are identified in Figure 42.  The joint elements are identified

in Figure 43.  Figure 44 represents the wind load and Figure 45 represents the gravity

load, which is the combined roof dead and snow load.  The wind and gravity loads were

applied simultaneously to determine the loads and reactions on the structure for the

prevailing load case of dead load, plus snow load, plus ½ wind load.
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Figure 42: Identification of the RTA system frame elements in the SAP 2000 computer model

Figure 43: Identification of the RTA system joints in the SAP 2000 computer model
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Figure 44: Illustration of wind loading conditions in the SAP 2000 Computer model

Figure 45: Illustration of the combined gravity load (snow and dead) in the SAP 2000 Computer model
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5.9.3 SAP 2000 Computer Model Results

The joint displacements (Table 14) and the axial force, shear force and moment

values (Table 15) are given for various points of the structure at a column spacing of four

feet on center.  Axial (Figure 47) shear (Figure 48) and moment (Figure 49) diagrams for

the prevailing loading condition of dead load plus snow load plus ½ wind on a RTA

structure with column spacing of four feet on center were generated with SAP 2000.

Structural deformations and forces for eight and sixteen feet on center column spacing are

listed in the Appendix, Table A 1 - Table A 4.

Figure 46 : Deflection under applied load (magnitudes are listed in Table 14)
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Figure 47: Axial force diagram (magnitudes are listed in Table 15).

Figure 48: Shear force diagram (magnitudes are listed in Table 15).
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Figure 49: Moment diagram (magnitudes are listed in Table 15).
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Table 14: Joint displacement values for column spacing of four feet n center.

Joint ID X -axis Z-axis Y-axis
(inches) (inches) (radians)

J1 0 0 -7.4E-03
J2 -1.1E-05 0.0383 -6.3E-03
J3 -1.5E-04 0.0601 2.9E-03
J4 -2.8E-04 -0.0125 -1.9E-03
J5 -3.0E-04 0 -2.6E-03
J6 -0.0443 -1.3E-04 -8.4E-03
J7 -0.0174 -1.0E-04 -3.4E-03
J8 -0.4109 -9.1E-04 -8.5E-03
J9 -0.1847 -7.3E-04 -4.4E-03
J10 -0.7389 -1.7E-03 -6.6E-03
J11 -0.3901 -1.4E-03 -5.3E-03
J12 -0.7707 -1.8E-03 -4.7E-03
J13 -0.4221 -1.5E-03 -6.1E-03
J14 -0.7855 0.0129 -2.9E-03
J15 -0.4481 -0.0276 -6.8E-03
J16 -0.7772 4.0E-03 3.7E-03
J17 -0.5222 -0.102 -7.4E-03
J18 -0.7243 -0.0493 6.3E-03
J19 -0.5863 -0.1664 -5.0E-03
J20 -0.6612 -0.1128 5.9E-03
J21 -0.6179 -0.1982 -1.2E-03
J22 -0.6113 -0.1629 3.8E-03
J23 -0.6092 -0.1896 2.8E-03
J24 -0.5969 -0.1773 3.3E-03

Dead, Snow and 1/2 Wind @ 4’ Column Spacing
Joint Displacements for Combination Load
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Table 15: Axial force, shear force and moment values for column spacing of four feet on center.

Frame  Axial (max) Shear (max) Moment (max)
ID (lb.) (lb.) (lb.-in.)

F1 -50.64 92.37 -5055.18
F2 -50.64 92.37 -4537.89
F3 -50.64 92.37 3295.35
F4 -50.64 92.37 3812.64
F5 -582.94 -180.24 -5055.18
F6 -468.17 50.64 -3812.64
F7 -582.94 -176.6 -4056.03
F8 -468.17 44.82 -3545.36
F9 -582.94 -149.04 8582.6
F10 -468.17 -43.38 -3484.35
F11 -482.94 -121.48 9252.7
F12 -468.17 -49.2 -3743.56
F13 -495.53 -328.87 -9252.7
F14 -365.83 296.25 -3743.56
F15 -464.01 -302.5 -7466.9
F16 -334.31 261.79 -2165.17
F17 -385.21 -236.57 -3655.08
F18 -255.51 175.64 2802.6
F19 -306.41 -170.64 1171.37
F20 -176.71 89.48 3458.89
F21 -227.61 -104.71 2186
F22 -97.91 -82.82 3458.89
F23 -148.81 -38.78 2330.78
F24 -19.11 -117.29 2896.77

Dead, Snow and 1/2 Wind @ 4’ Column Spacing
Frame Element Forces for Combination Load
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5.9.3.1 Structural Member Analysis

The results of the Sap 2000 computer model predicted forces at the connections

and along the lengths of the members.  In a properly designed structure, the predicted

forces must be less than or equal to the allowable design forces.  Given the allowable

design stress for TimberStrand® (Table 12) and the member cross sections, the allowable

axial (equation 11), shear (equation 12), and moment design forces (equation 13) can be

computed.  The column and rafter members will be fully sheathed in the real

construction, therefore the lateral displacement of these elements in one direction is

prevented.  This assumption that the elements will be sized to resist buckling in the

unbraced direction negates buckling as a failure mode.  In this case the column stability

and beam stability factor take the value of unity, which simplifies the force and moment

design value calculations.  The sheathing distributes the loads to the framing members

and stiffens the structure.  In this analysis the stiffness contribution of the sheathing is not

considered.

5.9.3.2 Compression Force Design Values

Compression allowable design stress for TimberStrand® Fc =1950 psi.

Cross section area of rafter and tie-beam: A = 3” x 3.5” = 10.5 in2

Cross section area of column: A = 3” x 7”  = 21 in2

Calculation of the compression design force

AFP
A

P
F cc

c
c ⋅=⇒=

[11]

Compression force design value of the rafters and tie-beam: Pc = 20,475 lb.

Compression force design value of the columns: Pc = 40,950 lb.

5.9.3.3 Shear Force Design Values

Shear allowable design stress for TimberStrand®: Fv = 400 psi.

Cross section area of rafter and tie-beam: A = 3” x 3.5”

Cross section area of column: A = 3” x 7”
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Calculation of the design shear force

3

2

2

3 dbF
V

db

V
F v

v

⋅⋅⋅=⇒
⋅⋅

⋅=
[12]

Shear force design value of the rafters and tie-beam: V = 2,800 lb.

Shear force design value of the columns: V = 5,600 lb.

5.9.3.4 Bending Moment Design Values

Bending allowable design stress for TimberStrand®: Fb = 2250 psi.

Cross section area of rafter and tie-beam: A = 3” x 3.5”

Cross section area of column: A = 3” x 7”

Calculation of the design bending moments

6

6 2

2

dbF
M

db

M

S

M
F b

b

⋅⋅=⇒
⋅
⋅==

[13]

Bending moment design value of the rafters and tie-beam: M = 13,781.25 in.-lb.

Bending moment design value of the columns: M = 55,125 in.-lb.

5.9.3.5 Structural Member and Connector Evaluation

A comparison between the design values and the predicted model values for

TimberStrand® demonstrates that the axial compression and shear forces in the members

are within design limits in all three frame models.  The bending moment capacity of some

elements (rafters and tie-beams) is lower than the induced bending for column spacing of

16 feet on center (Table A 4).  The selected model has not been optimized in terms of

cost or structural efficiency.  Once a computer model is established optimization through

parametric studies on component dimensions and structural configurations can be applied

to the RTA system.  Computer optimization is beyond the scope of the dissertation.

Section 5.5 explains how the apparent connector design loads were derived.  The

moment design load was estimated by applying a safety factor of 3.6 to the mean

maximum load of TimberStrand® parallel-to-grain @ 45°.  Table 16 illustrates that the

induced moment predicted by the model exceeds the estimated allowable design load for

the connector at the column/beam ground support on the leeward wind side and the
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column rafter connection on that same side.  It therefore becomes necessary to reduce the

moment at these two locations.  The column/beam ground connection will be fixed by

means other than the RTA connector consequently the apparent under capacity of this

connection is not considered a problem.  It is hypothesized that sheathing such as SIPs

could reduce the moment at the column rafter connection to allowable levels for 4’ on

center column and rafter spacing.  This hypothesis will be tested in future research that is

beyond the scope of this dissertation.  An alternative method of reducing the moment

force is to alter the structural design.  Figure A 31 is an example of a design change that

reduces the induced moment to below apparent design levels in all joints and members

for column spacing four feet on center.

Table 16: Locations where the induced moments exceed the apparent allowable design load.

Frame Identification Moment (max)
(lb.-in.)

F1 -5055
F5 -5055

F11 9253
F13 -9253
F15 -7467

Apparent Allowable Design Load 4735

Frame Element Forces for Combination Load
Dead, Snow and 1/2 Wind @ 4’ on Center Column Spacing

5.10 Building Code Acceptance

Building code acceptance was identified by the IDDP model as a critical need for

RTA system acceptance in residential structures.  The engineering data required for

building code acceptance is useful for optimizing structures that do not require code

approval.  For these two reasons the RTA connector test procedures were designed to

conform to anticipated building code requirements.  Test set-up drawings were submitted

to the NES for preliminary evaluation.  The NES responded with a letter (Figure A 32)

that outlined issues of concern that would have to be addressed before a NER could be

issued.

5.10.1 Response to NES Preliminary Evaluation

All of the issues raised by the NES were addressed in the experimental objectives

(see specific sections for details).
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NES issue 1: testing methodology.  The number of replications was justified, the

fixtures were intentionally designed to replicate in-service moment and axial stresses and

the instrumentation was adjusted to measure connector movement excluding wood

deformation or fixture movement.

NES issue 2: concern of fixture friction and clamping adding to capacity.  To

determine if the fixtures did increase connector capacity fixture adjustments such as

loosening bolts and lubricating clamping surfaces were made to some test specimens.

Preliminary test results indicated that the fixtures did not artificially increase load

capacity.

NES issue 3: pre-drilling.  The fastener dimensions and materials are specified

and pre-drilling is not necessary.

NES issue 4: development of moment capacity, quantification of performance and

full scale testing.  The NES concern is that most connections avoid the development of

moment by design application.  An attribute of the RTA connector is the ability to resist

moments making it unique compared to other common wood connectors.  Proving this

moment resisting capacity to the NES through approved test procedures should give the

RTA connector a competitive advantage in the marketplace.

A quantification methodology for predicting connector strength and measuring

connector stiffness was an accomplished objective of the experimental plan.

5.11 Economic Analysis

A definitive economic analysis is not feasible because the RTA connection system

is still in the development stage.  However, the economic viability of the RTA system can

be gauged through a preliminary analysis.  One difficulty in determining the economic

competitiveness of the RTA system is the wide variety of applications for the connection

system.  Different construction applications require different connector designs.  The

RTA connector must be sized for an application just as nails are sized for different

fastening requirements.  The research discussed in this dissertation has been directed

toward establishing a performance database so that theoretical strength and stiffness

models can be developed and applied to numerous connector design problems.  The long-
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range objective is to develop low cost, high performance structures with a primary

application in the low-cost residential housing market.  The current connector design and

test regimes were developed in accordance with this long-term goal.  Historically, the

construction industry has resisted innovative construction techniques, therefore an

incremental strategy for market entry of the RTA system is anticipated.  The first stage of

market entry is planned for small utility buildings such as garages, garden sheds and

workshops.  The commercially available prefabricated or kit utility buildings are typically

lower in quality than residential construction.  The performance guarantees of the

products in this category ranged from 2 to 20 years (based on surveys of the six different

companies included in the economic analysis).  Metal building systems carry the longest

guarantees; most wood buildings limited their guarantees to two years.  Two series of cost

comparisons were performed.  The first series compared the RTA system to site built

construction of residential quality.  The second series compared the RTA system to lower

quality utility buildings that do not meet building code approval for residential

construction.

5.11.1 Comparison of the RTA System to Site-built Construction

In the first series, a cost comparison between a high quality 8’ x 16’ utility

building using site built construction practices and three RTA system designs was

conducted.  Potential uses for a high quality insulated utility building with a finished

interior are detached home offices and high end workshops and garages.  The base design

for comparison was an 8’ x 16’ structure with 8’ high walls and a 6–12 roof pitch.  Roof

and wall insulation were specified at R 13 or better.  No wall openings or shingles were

included in the estimate.  Exterior walls were to be finished and all interior surfaces ready

for painting.  All designs were with a concrete slab foundation that was not included in

the estimate.

The 1997 edition of the National Construction Estimator was used to arrive at an

estimate for a conventional site built structure (Table 17).
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Table 17: Estimate for conventionsal site constructiton (National Constructin Estimator1997)

Conventionally framed roof assembly  2" x 8" @ 24" O.C
Framing per Sq (Sq=100 square feet)

Quantity Craft Hours Unit Material
$

Labor
$

Equip.
$

Total
$

1.28 B16@ 5.248 Sq 153.60 123.78 0.00 277.38

Ceiling frame and assembly  2" x 4" ceiling joists at 16" on center (.59 BF per
SF at $610 per MBF), with insulation and 1/2" gypsum drywall

128.00 B1@ 6.784 SF 115.20 160.00 0.00 275.20

Ceiling frame and assembly  2" x 4" ceiling joists at 16" on center (.59
BF per SF at $610 per MBF), with insulation and 1/2" gypsum drywall

128.00 B1@ 6.784 SF 115.20 160.00 0.00 275.20

Exterior wall framing  2" x 4" stud walls with drywall interior, wood
siding exterior, 1/2" gypsum drywall inside face ready for painting, over 3-1/2"
R-11 insulation with 5/8" thick rough sawn T-1-11 (4 ply, 4’ x 8’ panels at $820
per MSF), exterior grade plywood siding on the outside face.
Cost per running foot, for 8’ high walls

48.00 B1@ 26.11 LF 763.20 614.40 0.00 1,377.60

Gable end framing  2" x 4" spaced 16" OC (5.54 BF per SF)

32.00 B1@ .7360 SF 10.56 17.28 0.00 27.84

Gable end finishing  Exterior wall framing, 2" x 4" studs, 1/2" gypboard and
wood siding
Cost per square foot
32.00 B1@ 2.176 SF 63.68 51.20 0.00 114.88

Total before markup $2072.90

Total with 25% mark-up $2591.13
Table Abbreviations: Sq = square = 100 square feet; SF = Square feet; BF = Board foot; MBF =
thousand board feet; LF = Linear foot

To cover contingency costs, profit and overhead the typical residential contractor

marks-up the total job cost by 25% (National Construction Estimator 1997).  Therefore

total estimated cost to build the 8 x 16 foot structure with conventional construction is

$2591.13.

The National Construction Estimator is designed for cost estimates for residential

construction.  A contractor incurs fixed costs associated with job set-up and take down

                                                
6 B1 is the National Construction Estimator labor code designation for a crew of 1 carpenter and 1 laborer.
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(clean-up and removal of tools and equipment).  These costs are amortized over the

length of the job.  A small utility building contract still incurs the set-up and take-down

costs, however the amortization time is significantly less.  It is reasonable to assume that

a contractor may charge an additional premium for small utility building contracts.

Small scale RTA systems are designed for the do-it-yourself (DIY) builder,

therefore the RTA system’s labor costs are not included in the estimates.  TimberStrand®

was chosen as the structural material for each of the three RTA designs because of its

availability in any cross section, and its superior performance compared to the other

tested specimens.  Insulated foam core wall and roof panels were chosen as the RTA

system sheathing materials.  Wall panels are constructed of 5/8” thick T 1- 11 siding on

the exterior, ½” gypsum drywall on the interior face, and a 3 5/8” inch expanded

polystyrene core (EPS).  Roof panels are constructed with 7/16” oriented strand board on

both faces with a 3 5/8” EPS core.  Insulated panels are relatively expensive compared to

standard site built practices.  They were chosen for ease of assembly by unskilled labor

and high strength and stiffness properties that permit use between large unsupported

spans.

Design Option 1 uses the connector and TimberStrand® components in their

tested dimensions.  Since the system was designed for the DIY market the preferred frame

spacing was 4’ on center so that two people could easily handle all building materials.

The 8’ high columns, spaced four feet apart, were designed to accept a standard insulated

wall panel in each 4’ x 8’ structural bay.  Insulated wall panels provide insulation and a

finished interior and exterior surface in one operation.  An illustration of the Option 1

plan is not provided, however, the basic plan is the same as Option 3, Figure 51.  The

only difference between Option 1 and Option 3 design is the column and connector

dimensions.  Option 1 uses the tested connector and cross section dimensions; Option 3

reduces connector and cross section dimensions by 43%.  The estimate for Option 1 is in

Table 18.

Option 2 uses the tested connector and wood cross-sections but increases column

spacing to 8’ on center to better utilize connector capacity.  The connection system meets

the design load of 8’ column spacing, however to span 8’ feet with roof panels requires a
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5 ½” thick structural panel.  The additional panel thickness raises roof panel costs from

$2.88/ square foot for a 4 ½” panel that can span 7’ to $3.22/square foot for the 5 ½” panel

(Winter Panel 1997).  The Option 2 design is illustrated in Figure 50 with the

accompanying estimate in Table 19.  Option 3 reduces the column cross-section from 21

square inches (four 2 x 4s) to 9 square inches (four 3 x 3s).  The connectors are sized to

the lumber, consequently the connector width is reduced from 3 ½” to 1 ½”.  This design

is illustrated in Figure 51 with the accompanying estimate in Table 20.
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Figure 50: Option 2, 3 x 7 inch columns 8 feet on center

Figure 51: Option 3 - Reduced column and connector dimensions, columns spaced 4 feet on center.
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Table 18 : Estimate for RTA Sytem-Option 1, 3 x 7 columns 4 feet on center

Quantity Units Unit Price $ Total $

Roof System

Panels 205.2 Square foot 2.28 467.86

Panel
Hardware

205.2 Square foot 0.25 51.30

Rafters 10 each 8.00 80.00
Connectors 20 each 4.00 80.00

Connector
Hardware

40 each 0.25 10.00

Wall System
Panels 416 Square foot 2.88 1198.08

Panel
Hardware.

416 Square foot 0.25 104.00

Columns 10 each 16.00 160.00
4’ Beams 16 each 4.00 64.00

8’ Beams 4 each 8.00 32.00

Connectors 90 each 4.00 360.00

Connector
Hardware

180 each 0.25 45.00

Total $2,652.24
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Table 19: Estimate for Option 2, 3 x 7 columns 8 feet on center

Quantity Units Unit Price $ Total $

Roof System

Panels 205.2 Square foot 3.22 660.74

Panel
Hardware

205.2 Square foot 0.25 51.30

Rafters 6 each 8 48.00

Connectors 12 each 4 48.00

Connector
Hardware

12 each 0.25 3.00

Wall System 0.00

Panels 416 Square foot 2.88 1198.08

Panel
Hardware.

416 Square foot 0.25 104.00

Columns 6 each 16 96.00

Connectors 6 each 4 24.00

Connector
Hardware

24 each 0.25 6.00

Total $2,239.12
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Table 20: Estimate for Option 3, 3 x 3 columns 4 feet on center

Quantity Units Unit Price $ Total $

Roof System

Panels 205.2 Square foot 2.28 467.86

Panel
Hardware

205.2 Square foot 0.25 51.30

Rafters 10 each 3.44 34.40

Connectors 20 each 1.72 34.40

Connector
Hardware

40 each 0.11 4.40

Wall System

Panels 416 Square foot 2.88 1198.08

Panel
Hardware.

416 Square foot 0.25 104.00

Columns 10 each 6.88 68.80

4’ Beams 16 each 1.72 27.52

8’ Beams 4 3.44 13.76

Connectors 90 each 1.72 154.80

Connector
Hardware

180 each 0.11 19.80

Total $2,179.12
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Cost estimates of the four building systems are listed in the Table 21.

Table 21: Cost comparison of the four building designs

Conventional 2 x 4 construction $2,591.13

RTA Option 1, 3 x 7 columns 4 feet on center $2,652.24

RTA Option 2, 3 x 7 columns 8 feet on center $2,239.12

RTA Option 3, 3 x 3 columns 4 feet on center $2,179.12

The results of the comparison indicate that Option 3 of the RTA design is

economically viable in the DIY market for outbuildings of high quality.  Option 3 is the

most economically competitive design saving 16% over the cost of site built construction.

Option 3 utilizes the preferred four foot column and rafter spacing which reduces

assembly time and effort.  It should be noted that continued design optimization could

further reduce the cost of the RTA system.  At this stage of system development a direct

comparison with conventional construction is not completely applicable but is useful in

that it offers guidance for system development and application.  The three RTA system

options actually produce a building superior to the conventional 2 x 4 site built design.

The insulated panels have an R15 rating for the walls and roof as opposed to the R 11 in

the conventional design.  The RTA structures have cathedral ceilings.  Standard practice

in conventional construction is to construct and insulate an 8’ ceiling.  The RTA

structures are stronger, stiffer, and more economical to heat or cool.  The RTA estimates

assume the owner is assembling the building for personal use.  However, an objective of

the system development is to streamline the assembly process and optimize the material

efficiencies to the point that contractors gain an economic advantage by using the RTA

system.

The economic analysis of high quality utility buildings identifies design

opportunities and application issues for the RTA system.  The connector has sufficient

strength for column spacing at 4 or 8 feet, however standard sheathing products are

designed for 16 to 24 inch spans.  The initial solution was to use insulated panel products.

The disadvantage of the insulated panels is high cost.  Table 22 compares the cost

components of the site built utility building with the RTA Option 3 design.  Table 23
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illustrates the break down of component costs for Option 3 and the cost percentage of the

components to the total cost.

Table 22: Category costs for the site built and Option 3, 8’ x 16’ utility building

Man-hours Material Labor Cost Equipment Overhead,
Profit
Contingencies

Total

Site Built 41.1 $1,106.24 $966.66 0.00 $518.23 $2,591.13
Option 3 207 $2,179.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 $2,179.12

Table 23: Component cost break down of the Option 3 design.

Framing members
TimberStrand®

Connectors &
hardware

Sheathing materials
accessories/hardware

cost % of
total

cost % of total cost % of total

Total

RTA
Option 3

$144.48 6.6 $213.4 9.8 $1821.24 83.6 $2,179.12

Since labor is not included in the RTA estimate, materials comprise the entire

costs, which are more than double the material costs of the site built estimate.  The

insulated panels and panel hardware components of Option 3 comprise 83.6 % of the total

system cost.  The design opportunity is how to economically sheath a RTA structure with

4’ to 8’ spans.  As the insulated panel market share grows, economies of scale in panel

production will narrow the price differential between panels and conventional sheathing

systems.  That eventuality is not guaranteed nor is it sufficient to markedly improve the

economic viability of the RTA system.  There are alternatives to insulated panels for

sheathing spans of 4 feet and greater in residential construction.  Exterior plank siding

and interior tongue and grove wallboards can span 4’ to 8’, however these are expensive

treatments and require some skill for proper installation.  Another approach is to

reevaluate the application of the RTA system.  Rather than restricting spans to 4’ to 8’to

accommodate structural insulated panels (SIP) or other residential interior and exterior

sheathing materials, an alternative is to maximize spans between structural members.

Applications that do not require insulation or finished interiors such as warehouse and

                                                
7 Estimate based on actual frame assembly time by a crew of two.  The frame assembly time included unpacking

building components and continued through completed frame assembly.
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agricultural buildings are two building types that meet these criteria.  Exterior sheathing

with corrugated metal and minimal supporting purlins could provide an economic

advantage over present construction methods.  A strength and stiffness analysis of large

spans would have to be preformed to determine connector and structural cross-section

requirements for specific spans.  These are the kinds of issues that a wood/connector

optimization methodology is designed to address.  This dissertation provides a database

for the development of an optimization methodology for the RTA system.  The

optimization methodology is a subject of continuing research beyond the scope of the

dissertation.

5.11.2 Comparison of the RTA System to Commercially Available Utility Buildings

The second series of economic comparisons evaluated the category of lower

quality utility buildings that are not designed to meet building code approval for

residential construction.

Lower quality utility buildings are not insulated, therefore insulated panel

products are not a viable sheathing alternative for walls or roofs.  Typical roofing and

siding panel products are designed for spans no greater than two feet.  To meet this

criterion a modified RTA system was developed.  Column and rafter spacing were

reduced to two feet by nailing 2 x 4 wall studs and rafters between the four foot column

and rafter spacing on the side walls of the RTA frame.  Door placement and conventional

2 x 4 stud use between columns in the end walls of the modified RTA design also

reduced costs. Figure 52 shows how the column and rafter spans were reduced to two feet

in seven typical utility building dimensions.  The two foot column and rafter spans permit

the use of oriented strand board for roof and wall sheathing.  The modified system

requires more labor and the ability to drive a nail, however the cost savings are

significant.  The cost for the Option 3 design (Table 20) was $2,179.12.  The cost of the

modified Option 3 design which replaces insulated panels with OSB and uses additional 2

x 4 material for the wall and roof systems is $543.99 (Table 24), a cost reduction of

approximately 75%.  Cost estimates for seven modified RTA designs of typical utility

building dimensions were performed (Table A 5 through Table A 10).  The modified
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RTA estimates were compared to utility building prices from six different companies

(Figure 53).

Figure 52: Modified RTA system designs for seven commonly available utility building dimensions.  Red lines
represent RTA components; blue lines represent 2 x 4 lumber.  Modified drawing by John Montgomery (Howard 1998)
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Table 24: Itemized costs of the modified 8’ x 16’ Option 3 RTA design.

Quantity Units Unit Cost $ Total $

Roof System

Roof Sheathing
(7/16 OSB)

205.2 Square foot 0.193 39.60

Nails 205.2 Square foot 0.017 3.49
Rafters (RTA) 10 each 3.44 34.40

Rafters (2 x 4) 8 each 2.53 20.24

Connectors 20 each 1.72 34.40

Connector Hardware 40 each 0.11 4.40

Wall System

Wall Sheathing
(7/16” OSB)

416 Square foot 0.193 80.29

Nails 416 Square foot 0.017 7.07
Columns (RTA) 10 each 6.88 68.80

Columns (2 x 4) 14 each 2.53 35.42

4’ Beams 16 each 1.72 27.52

8’ Beams 4 3.44 13.76

Connectors 90 each 1.72 154.80

Connector Hardware 180 each 0.11 19.80
Total $543.99
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Utility Building Cost Comparison
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Figure 53: Cost comparisons between the modified RTA system and six companies producing utility buildings.

Each of the companies in Figure 53 has different attributes and cost

considerations.  The three companies that are the most cost competitive with the modified

RTA system are Lowe’s, Arrow, and 84 Lumber.  The Lowe’s price is a materials and

construction plan package that does not include shipping, pre-fabricated components, or

assembly.  The Lowe’s package represents site built material costs without labor.  Arrow

buildings are lightweight metal structures that require assembly.  The 84 Lumber package

is similar to Lowe’s however some of the structural members are precut to size.  All of

the building components in Handy utility building kits are pre-cut.  The two most

expensive companies are Heartland and Backyard buildings.  Heartland costs include on

site assembly by the company.  Heartland advertises itself as the nations largest builder of

quality, wooden, installed, storage barns, however the warranty is limited to two years.

The Backyard Store’s prices are for local delivery of completed steel buildings.  Delivery

outside of the San Antonio, Texas is billed at $1.85 per mile.  Do-it-yourself kits are

available and are priced per request.

In summary the economic analysis indicates that the RTA system can be

competitive in specific applications.  RTA material costs were priced at retail and are in
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line with Lowe’s and 84 Lumber.  The RTA system has the advantage of ease of

construction over Lowe’s and 84 Lumber.  It has an aesthetic advantage over metal

buildings.  Profit margin can be built into the RTA system through cost reductions

available by volume purchasing and product differentiation.  Promoting the attributes of

the RTA system may convince customers to pay more for the RTA system to get the

quality and convenience of RTA buildings.  An objective of continuing research is to

identify the market applications for which the RTA system is best suited, and to optimize

the connector/wood dimensions in order to build safe, efficient, economical, structures for

that market.
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Chapter 6

6. Conclusions, Summary and Recommendations for Future Research

6.1 Conclusions

The dissertation objective to develop a low-cost high performance framing system

for use in the USA that incorporates the product adoption and diffusion issues of

technology, social acceptance, physical environment, economy, and government

regulations in the system design was accomplished.  The Innovation Development

Decision model (IDDP) developed for this project, incorporated adoption and diffusion

issues in the development of the RTA system.  The technology is simple and easily

understood by the potential adopters.  The building archetype does not deviate from

socially accepted norms.  The two major components of the system are environmentally

responsible.  Engineered wood products are renewable and utilize small fast grown

species that do not threaten old growth forests.  Steel is a minor component of the system

and although it is not a renewable resource it is recyclable.  The economic viability of the

system was proven through comparisons with current construction practices.

Government regulations, specifically USA building codes, were addressed through the

validation of the NDS design equations to predict the strength of the RTA connector.

Conclusions specific to the empirical tests of the RTA connector were:

1. Dowel bearing strength values computed by ASTM D 5764 – 97 for the tested wood

composites were not equivalent to values computed with the NDS dowel bearing

equations.

2. At the 95% confidence level there is no significant statistical difference between the

maximum load capacity of the circular and linear nail patterns loaded parallel-to-grain

@ 0° (p=0.65).

3. The mean maximum moment of the rabbeted connection was 42% higher than the

mean maximum moment of the unrabbeted connection loaded perpendicular-to-grain

@ 90°.
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4. Yield theory equations for laterally loaded dowel connectors can be used to predict

the RTA connector strength parallel and perpendicular to the grain, in the tested

specimen groups, within a margin of error of ± 6.31%.

5. The conclusion that grain angle affects RTA connector design strength as specified by

the NDS was supported by the test data.  Maximum test values for parallel-to-grain

strength were reduced by a factor of 3.2 to agree with NDS design values.  Maximum

test values for perpendicular-to-grain strength were reduced by a factor of 4.0 to agree

with NDS design values.

6.2 Summary

This dissertation began with the realization that the majority of the global

population is either homeless or living in unsafe conditions.  In 1996 the United Nations

estimated that out of the world population of nearly six billion people, between 100

million and one billion were homeless.  An estimated two to three billion people were

living in inadequate shelters (United Nations 1996).  An expected doubling of the world

population within the next 40 years further magnifies this untenable position.  Even if one

is not concerned about the living conditions of others there are real consequences for

people of all socioeconomic-economic categories.  With this scenario in place and the

introduction of a low tech building technology used in a small region of Russia a

conceptual idea for a low-cost construction system was born.  The concept was to design

an inexpensive building system that could be assembled quickly by small crews of

unskilled labor using common hand tools.  Integral to the system was a modification of

the low cost Russian technology.  The Russian building technology was designed to use

green lumber in either prismatic or round, unprocessed cross-sections.  Little capital

outlay was required for processing, manufacturing, or erection equipment.  Assembly

time was rapid and could be completed in harsh environmental conditions.  Performance

criteria of the system were supported by 20 years of academic research.  The obvious

question was, if the system was in fact an effective means of low cost building, why was

this technology used only in a small region of Russia?  What restricted diffusion of the

technology?  The failure of the Russian system to diffuse as well as historical examples of

slow or no diffusion of superior products led to the decision to incorporate diffusion and
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adoption theory in the development of the conceptual low-cost building system.  The

assimilation and modification of two of Everett M. Rogers’ innovation process models,

provides a structure for developmental decision making from conceptual idea to

marketable product.

Development of a global housing system is a monumental task beyond the scope

of one dissertation.  The scale of the project was therefore reduced from the development

of a global system to one with application in the United States.  Application of the

innovation decision development model to the RTA housing construction indicated that

the risks, regulatory barriers, and disruptions to traditional construction were significant.

These barriers to innovation prompted an incremental approach to product introduction.

The proposed strategy, which is in progress, is to first introduce the technology in the

form of small utility buildings, and once proven and accepted, extend the RTA system to

residential housing.  The classification of utility is broad and includes structures such as

garden sheds, gazebos, garages, storage buildings and free standing or attached home

offices.  A benefit of the development of a low cost utility building for USA consumption

is that the same unit could conceivably be used as a residential structure in a developing

country.

United States regulatory barriers were given the most scrutiny because building

code regulations are the most formidable obstacle to a construction innovation, assuming

the innovation has market appeal.  A testing regime was designed to demonstrate the

performance characteristics of the RTA system to the National Evaluation Service (NES)

and to provide data for input parameters for joint strength and stiffness of the RTA

system in a structural analysis program.  With the ability to model the performance of the

RTA system in numerous structural designs, code approval and optimization of the RTA

system can be economically attained.

In theory, an innovation that has a perceived advantage, is compatible with

adopters values, is understandable, can be tried with little risk, and is observable will be

adopted.  With the RTA technology proven and observable in the form of utility

buildings, uncertainty and risk would be diminished and the advantages demonstrated.

The simplicity of the RTA system and its compatibility with existing construction
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methods indicates that the incremental step from utility buildings to low-cost, high

performance residential construction systems can be successful.

6.3 Recommendations for Future Research

Development of the RTA system continues beyond this dissertation.  The

following future research objectives were identified through the IDDP model:

Strength predictions for connectors loaded at an angle to the grain.

A strength prediction methodology for the RTA connector parallel and

perpendicular to the grain was established in the dissertation research with a proposed

methodology for determining connections loaded at an angle to the grain.  The proposed

methodology is to test a new connector design (Figure 37) in a new test set-up (Figure 38)

and correlate the empirical tests to the Hankinson formula prescribed by the NDS.

Optimization Procedure for the Structures Assembled with the RTA Connector

The framework for an optimization procedure was established in the dissertation.

A process to derive the input parameters of connector strength and stiffness was

developed.  These parameters in addition to the performance values of the structural

components are all that is needed to optimize a building design.  A future research

objective is to develop a reiterative process that identifies the optimum combination of

connector and structural member dimensions that meet a predetermined structural

performance criteria.

Full Scale System Testing

Full scale testing is a requirement to obtain USA building code approval and is

necessary to validate the performance prediction and optimization methodologies.

Cyclic Testing

Cyclic testing of the RTA connector will determine the performance of RTA

structures under simulated earthquake load conditions.  Preliminary test data indicates the

RTA connector is highly ductile and would therefore perform well in an earthquake.

Verification though testing would give RTA structures a competitive advantage over

structures without a proven ability to resist earthquake forces.
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Marketing Research

The RTA system has several attributes that could give it a competitive advantage

in the marketplace.  Some of those attributes are: low cost, high performance, ease of

transport, ease of assembly, low skill and labor-hour requirement for assembly, use

disassembly and reuse, potential high resistance to hurricane and earthquake forces.

Marketing research that matches the unique attributes of the RTA system to market

segments that could most benefit from those attributes will identify market areas for

product development.

Diffusion Research

Most diffusion research is postdiction; data gathering takes place after the

diffusion process.  Development of the RTA system is an opportunity to study adoption

and diffusion as it occurs.

Housing Systems Integration Research

Traditional residential construction is an amalgamation of components that

comprise the structure, envelope, mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems and

interior and exterior finishes.  The research opportunity in architectural and engineering

design is to approach housing as an integrated system rather than an assemblage of

components.
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8. Appendix
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Figure A 1: Dimesional drawing of parallel-to-grain @ 0° test specimens

Figure A 2: Dimensional drawing of parallel-to-grain @ 45° test specimens
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Figure A 3: Dimensional drawing of parallel-to-grain @ 90° test specimens.

Figure A 4: Dimensional drawing of perpendicular-to-grain @ 0° test specimens.
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Figure A 5: Dimensional drawing of perpendicular-to-grain @ 45° test specimens
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Figure A 6: Dimensional drawing of perpendicular-to-grain @ 90° test specimens.
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Figure A 7: Load translation graph of Yellow poplar LVL parallel-to-grain @ 0°

Figure A 8: Moment rotation graph of Yellow poplar LVL parallel-to-grain @ 45
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Figure A 9: Moment rotation graph of Yellow poplar LVL parallel-to-grain @ 90°

Figure A 10: Load translation graph of Yellow poplar LVL perpendicular-to-grain @ 0°
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Figure A 11: Moment rotation graph of Yellow poplar LVL perpendicular-to-grain @ 45°

Figure A 12: Moment rotation graph of Yellow poplar LVL perpendicular-to-grain @ 90°
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Figure A 13: Load translation graph of Southern Yellow Pine LVL parallel-to-grain @ 0°

Figure A 14: Moment rotation graph of Southern Yellow Pine LVL parallel-to-grain @ 45°
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Figure A 15: Moment rotation graph of Southern Yellow Pine LVL parallel-to-grain @ 90°

Figure A 16: Load translation graph of Southern Yellow Pine LVL perpendicular-to-grain @ 0°
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Figure A 17: Moment rotation graph of Southern Yellow Pine LVL perpendicular-to-grain @ 45°

Figure A 18: Moment rotation graph of Southern Yellow Pine LVL perpendicular-to-grain @ 90°
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Figure A 19: Load translation graph of Parallam® parallel-to-grain @ 0°

Figure A 20: Moment rotation graph of Parallam® parallel-to-grain @ 45°
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Apparent  NDS design value = 3006 pounds
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Figure A 21: Moment-rotation graph of Parallam® parallel-to-grain @ 90°

Figure A 22: Load translation graph of Parallam® perpendicular-to-grain @ 0°
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Figure A 23: Moment rotation graph of Parallam® perpendicular-to-grain @ 45°

Figure A 24: Moment-rotation graph of Parallam® perpendicular-to-grain @ 90°
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Figure A 25: Load translation graph of SPF parallel-to-grain @ 0°

Figure A 26: Moment rotation graph of SPF parallel-to-grain @ 45°
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Figure A 27: Moment rotation graph of SPF parallel-to-grain @ 90°

Figure A 28: Load translation graph of SPF perpendicular-to-grain @ 0°
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Figure A 29: Moment rotation graph of SPF perpendicular-to-grain @ 45

Figure A 30: Moment rotation graph of SPF perpendicular-to-grain @ 90
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Figure A 31: Alternative frame design that reduces the moments below apparent design levels for 4’ column spacing
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Figure A 32: Letter from the NES identifying NER acceptance issues for the RTA connector.
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Table A 1: Joint displacement values for column spacing of eight feet n center

Joint ID X -axis Z-axis Y-axis
(inches) (inches) (radians)

J1 0 0 -1.5E-02
J2 -2.2E-05 0.0766 -1.3E-02
J3 -3.0E-04 0.1202 5.8E-03
J4 -5.6E-04 -0.025 -3.8E-03
J5 -5.9E-04 0 -5.3E-03
J6 -0.0886 -2.6E-04 -1.7E-02
J7 -0.0348 -2.0E-04 -6.9E-03
J8 -0.8218 -1.8E-03 -1.7E-02
J9 -0.3694 -1.5E-03 -8.8E-03
J10 -1.4778 -3.4E-03 -1.3E-02
J11 -0.7802 -2.8E-03 -1.1E-02
J12 -1.5414 -3.6E-03 -9.4E-03
J13 -0.8442 -3.0E-03 -1.2E-02
J14 -1.571 0.0258 -5.7E-03
J15 -0.8962 -0.0552 -1.4E-02
J16 -1.5544 8.0E-03 7.4E-03
J17 -1.0444 -0.204 -1.5E-02
J18 -1.4486 -0.0986 1.3E-02
J19 -1.1726 -0.3328 -1.0E-02
J20 -1.3224 -0.2256 1.2E-02
J21 -1.2358 -0.3964 -2.3E-03
J22 -1.2226 -0.3258 7.7E-03
J23 -1.2184 -0.3792 5.5E-03
J24 -1.1938 -0.3546 6.7E-03

Dead, Snow and 1/2 Wind @ 8’ Column Spacing
Joint Displacements for Combination Load
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Table A 2: Joint displacement values for column spacing of sixteen feet on center

Joint ID X -axis Z-axis Y-axis
(inches) (inches) (radians)

J1 0 0 -2.9E-02
J2 -4.4E-05 0.1532 -2.5E-02
J3 -5.9E-04 0.2404 1.2E-02
J4 -1.1E-03 -0.05 -7.5E-03
J5 -1.2E-03 0 -1.1E-02
J6 -0.1772 -5.2E-04 -3.3E-02
J7 -0.0696 -4.0E-04 -1.4E-02
J8 -1.6436 -0.00364 -3.4E-02
J9 -0.7388 -0.00292 -1.8E-02
J10 -2.9556 -0.0068 -2.6E-02
J11 -1.5604 -0.0056 -2.1E-02
J12 -3.0828 -0.0072 -1.9E-02
J13 -1.6884 -0.006 -2.5E-02
J14 -3.142 0.0516 -1.1E-02
J15 -1.7924 -0.1104 -2.7E-02
J16 -3.1088 0.016 1.5E-02
J17 -2.0888 -0.408 -3.0E-02
J18 -2.8972 -0.1972 2.5E-02
J19 -2.3452 -0.6656 -2.0E-02
J20 -2.6448 -0.4512 2.4E-02
J21 -2.4716 -0.7928 -4.6E-03
J22 -2.4452 -0.6516 1.5E-02
J23 -2.4368 -0.7584 1.1E-02
J24 -2.3876 -0.7092 1.3E-02

Joint Displacements for Combination Load
Dead, Snow and 1/2 Wind @ 16’ Column Spacing
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Table A 3: Axial force, shear force and moment values for column spacing of eight feet on center

Frame  Axial (max) Shear (max) Moment (max)
ID (lb.) (lb.) (lb.-in.)

F1 -101.28 184.74 -10110.36
F2 -101.28 184.74 -9075.78
F3 -101.28 184.74 6590.7
F4 -101.28 184.74 7625.28
F5 -1165.88 -360.48 -10110.36
F6 -936.34 101.28 -7625.28
F7 -1165.88 -353.2 -8112.06
F8 -936.34 89.64 -7090.72
F9 -1165.88 -298.08 17165.2
F10 -936.34 -86.76 -6968.7
F11 -965.88 -242.96 18505.4
F12 -936.34 -98.4 -7487.12
F13 -991.06 -657.74 -18505.4
F14 -731.66 592.5 -7487.12
F15 -928.02 -605 -14933.8
F16 -668.62 523.58 -4330.34
F17 -770.42 -473.14 -7310.16
F18 -511.02 351.28 5605.2
F19 -612.82 -341.28 2342.74
F20 -353.42 178.96 6917.78
F21 -455.22 -209.42 4372
F22 -195.82 -165.64 6917.78
F23 -297.62 -77.56 4661.56
F24 -38.22 -234.58 5793.54

Frame Element Forces for Combination Load
Dead, Snow and 1/2 Wind @ 8’ Column Spacing
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Table A 4: Axial force, shear force and moment values for column spacing of sixteen feet on center

Frame  Axial (max) Shear (max) Moment (max)
ID (lb.) (lb.) (lb.-in.)

F1 -202.56 369.48 -20220.72
F2 -202.56 369.48 -18151.56
F3 -202.56 369.48 13181.4
F4 -202.56 369.48 15250.56
F5 -2331.76 -720.96 -20220.72
F6 -1872.68 202.56 -15250.56
F7 -2331.76 -706.4 -16224.12
F8 -1872.68 179.28 -14181.44
F9 -2331.76 -596.16 34330.4
F10 -1872.68 -173.52 -13937.4
F11 -1931.76 -485.92 37010.8
F12 -1872.68 -196.8 -14974.24
F13 -1982.12 -1315.48 -37010.8
F14 -1463.32 1185 -14974.24
F15 -1856.04 -1210 -29867.6
F16 -1337.24 1047.16 -8660.68
F17 -1540.84 -946.28 -14620.32
F18 -1022.04 702.56 11210.4
F19 -1225.64 -682.56 4685.48
F20 -706.84 357.92 13835.56
F21 -910.44 -418.84 8744
F22 -391.64 -331.28 13835.56
F23 -595.24 -155.12 9323.12
F24 -76.44 -469.16 11587.08

Frame Element Forces for Combination Load
Dead, Snow and 1/2 Wind @ 16’ Column Spacing
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Table A 5: Cost estimate for an 8' x 10' x 8’ modfied RTA structure

Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost

Roof System

Roof Sheathing (7/16 OSB) 172.8 sq.ft. $0.193 $33.35

Nails 172.8 sq.ft. 0.017 2.87

Rafters ( RTA ) 8 each 3.430 27.44

Header Rafters ( RTA, 4’ ) 12 each 2.120 25.44

Rafters ( 2" x 4" ) 6 each 2.530 15.18

Connectors 16 each 1.720 27.52

Connector Hardware 48 each 0.110 5.28

Roofing Felt 172.8 sq.ft. 0.022 3.88

Shingles (20 year) 172.8 sq.ft. 0.210 36.29

Roofing Nails 172.8 sq.ft. 0.005 0.85

Wall System

Wall Sheathing ( 7/16" OSB ) 304 sq.ft. 0.193 58.67

Nails 304 sq.ft. 0.025 7.60

Columns ( RTA ) 9 each 6.880 61.92

Columns ( 2" x 4" ) 10 each 2.530 25.30

4’ Beams 4 each 1.720 6.88

8’ Beams 2 each 3.440 6.88

Connectors 80 each 1.720 137.60

Connector Hardware 80 each 0.110 8.80

Miscellaneous

Door ( 4’ x 8’ ) 1 each 100.000 100

Primer 304 sq.ft. 0.035 10.52

Paint 304 sq.ft. 0.032 9.86

Total Cost $612.13
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Table A 6: Cost estimate for an 8' x 12' x 8’ modfied RTA structure

Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost

Roof System

Roof Sheathing (7/16" OSB) 207.04 sq.ft. 0.193 $39.96

Nails 207.04 sq.ft. 0.017 3.44

Rafters ( RTA ) 8 each 3.430 27.44

Header Rafters ( RTA, 4’ ) 12 each 2.120 25.44

Rafters ( 2" x 4" ) 6 each 2.530 15.18

Connectors 16 each 1.720 27.52

Connector Hardware 48 each 0.110 5.28

Roofing Felt 207.04 sq.ft. 0.022 4.65

Shingles (20 year) 207.04 sq.ft. 0.210 43.48

Roofing Nails 207.04 sq.ft. 0.005 1.01

Wall System

Wall Sheathing ( 7/16" OSB ) 336 sq.ft. 0.193 64.85

Nails 336 sq.ft. 0.025 8.40

Columns ( RTA ) 8 each 6.880 55.04

Columns ( 2" x 4" ) 11 each 2.530 27.83

4’ Beams 12 each 1.720 20.64

8’ Beams 4 each 3.440 13.76

Connectors 72 each 1.720 123.84

Connector Hardware 72 each 0.110 7.92

Miscellaneous

Door ( 4’ x 8’ ) 1 each 100 100.00

Primer 336 sq.ft. 0.03245 10.90

Paint 336 sq.ft. 0.03235 10.87

Total Cost $637.45
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Table A 7: Cost estimate for an 10' x 10' x 8’ modfied RTA structure

Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost

Roof System

Roof Sheathing (7/16 OSB) 212.8 sq.ft. $0.193 $41.07

Nails 212.8 sq.ft. 0.017 3.53

Rafters ( RTA ) 8 each 4.028 32.22

Header Rafters ( RTA, 3’4") 12 each 1.766 21.19

Rafters ( 2" x 4" ) 6 each 2.530 15.18

Connectors 16 each 1.720 27.52

Connector Hardware 48 each 0.110 5.28

Roofing Felt 212.8 sq.ft. 0.022 4.78

Shingles (20 year) 212.8 sq.ft. 0.210 44.69

Roofing Nails 212.8 sq.ft. 0.005 1.04

Wall System

Wall Sheathing ( 7/16" OSB ) 345 sq.ft. 0.193 66.59

Nails 345 sq.ft. 0.025 8.63

Columns ( RTA ) 12 each 6.880 82.56

Columns ( 2" x 4" ) 11 each 2.530 27.83

4’ Beams 2 each 1.720 3.44

3’ 4" Beams 2 each 1.433 2.87

2’ 8" Beams 2 each 1.147 2.29

Connectors 104 each 1.720 178.88

Connector Hardware 104 each 0.110 11.44

Miscellaneous

Door ( 4’ x 8’ ) 1 each 100.000 100.00

Primer 345 sq.ft. 0.035 11.94

Paint 345 sq.ft. 0.032 11.20

Total Cost $704.16
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Table A 8: Cost estimate for an 10' x 12' x 8’ modfied RTA structure

Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost

Roof System

Roof Sheathing (7/16" OSB) 242.88 sq.ft. $0.193 $46.88

Nails 242.88 sq.ft. 0.017 4.03

Rafters ( RTA ) 8 each 4.023 32.18

Header Rafters ( RTA, 4’ ) 12 each 2.120 25.44

Rafters ( 2" x 4" ) 6 each 2.530 15.18

Connectors 16 each 1.720 27.52

Connector Hardware 48 each 0.110 5.28

Roofing Felt 242.88 sq.ft. 0.022 5.45

Shingles (20 year) 242.88 sq.ft. 0.210 51.00

Roofing Nails 242.88 sq.ft. 0.005 1.19

Wall System

Wall Sheathing ( 7/16" OSB ) 377 sq.ft. 0.193 72.76

Nails 377 sq.ft. 0.025 9.43

Columns ( RTA ) 12 each 6.880 82.56

Columns ( 2" x 4" ) 11 each 2.530 27.83

4’ Beams 12 each 1.720 20.64

3’ 4" Beams 12 each 1.433 17.20

Connectors 104 each 1.720 178.88

Connector Hardware 104 each 0.110 11.44

Miscellaneous

Door ( 4’ x 8’ ) 1 each 100.000 100.00

Primer 377 sq.ft. 0.035 13.04

Paint 377 sq.ft. 0.032 12.23

Total Cost $760.17
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Table A 9: Cost estimate for an 10' x 12' x 8’6 modfied RTA structure

Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost

Roof System

Roof Sheathing (7/16" OSB) 242.88 sq.ft. 0.193 $46.88

Nails 242.88 sq.ft. 0.017 4.03

Rafters ( RTA ) 8 each 4.023 32.18

Header Rafters ( RTA, 4’ ) 12 each 2.120 25.44

Rafters ( 2" x 4" ) 6 each 2.530 15.18

Connectors 16 each 1.720 27.52

Connector Hardware 48 each 0.110 5.28

Roofing Felt 242.88 sq.ft. 0.022 5.45

Shingles (20 year) 242.88 sq.ft. 0.210 51.00

Roofing Nails 242.88 sq.ft. 0.005 1.19

Wall System

Wall Sheathing ( 7/16" OSB ) 399 sq.ft. 0.193 77.01

Nails 399 sq.ft. 0.025 9.98

Columns ( RTA ) 12 each 7.310 87.72

Columns ( 2" x 4" ) 11 each 2.688 29.57

4’ Beams 12 each 1.720 20.64

3’ 4" Beams 12 each 1.433 17.20

Connectors 104 each 1.720 178.88

Connector Hardware 104 each 0.110 11.44

Miscellaneous

Door ( 4’ x 8’ ) 1 each 100.000 100.00

Primer 399 sq.ft. 0.035 13.81

Paint 399 sq.ft. 0.032 12.95

Total Cost $773.34
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Table A 10: Cost estimate for an 10' x 16' x 8’ modfied RTA structure

Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost

Roof System

Roof Sheathing (7/16" OSB) 303.6 sq.ft. 0.193 $58.59

Nails 303.6 sq.ft. 0.017 5.04

Rafters ( RTA ) 10 each 4.023 40.23

Header Rafters ( RTA, 4’ ) 16 each 2.120 33.92

Rafters ( 2" x 4" ) 8 each 2.530 20.24

Connectors 20 each 1.720 34.40

Connector Hardware 60 each 0.110 6.60

Roofing Felt 303.6 sq.ft. 0.022 6.82

Shingles (20 year) 303.6 sq.ft. 0.210 63.76

Roofing Nails 303.6 sq.ft. 0.005 1.49

Wall System

Wall Sheathing ( 7/16" OSB ) 441 sq.ft. 0.193 85.11

Nails 441 sq.ft. 0.025 11.03

Columns ( RTA ) 14 each 6.880 96.32

Columns ( 2" x 4" ) 13 each 2.530 32.89

4’ Beams 16 each 1.720 27.52

3’ 4" Beams 12 each 1.433 17.20

Connectors 122 each 1.720 209.84

Connector Hardware 122 each 0.110 13.42

Miscellaneous

Door ( 4’ x 8’ ) 1 each 100.000 100.00

Primer 441 sq.ft. 0.035 15.26

Paint 441 sq.ft. 0.032 14.31

Total Cost $893.98
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Table A 11: Cost estimate for an 12' x 24' x 8’6” modfied RTA structure

Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost

Roof System

Roof Sheathing (7/16" OSB) 487.76 sq.ft. 0.193 $94.14

Nails 487.76 sq.ft. 0.017 8.10

Rafters ( RTA ) 7 each 4.616 32.31

Header Rafters ( RTA, 4’ ) 24 each 2.120 50.88

Rafters ( 2" x 4" ) 12 each 2.700 32.40

Connectors 24 each 1.720 41.28

Connector Hardware 72 each 0.110 7.92

Roofing Felt 487.76 sq.ft. 0.022 10.95

Shingles (20 year) 487.76 sq.ft. 0.210 102.43

Roofing Nails 487.76 sq.ft. 0.005 2.39

Wall System

Wall Sheathing ( 7/16" OSB ) 648 sq.ft. 0.193 125.06

Nails 648 sq.ft. 0.025 16.20

Columns ( RTA ) 18 each 7.310 131.58

Columns ( 2" x 4" ) 17 each 2.688 45.70

4’ Beams 36 each 1.720 61.92

Connectors 158 each 1.720 271.76

Connector Hardware 158 each 0.110 17.38

Miscellaneous

Door ( 4’ x 8’ ) 1 each 100.000 100.00

Primer 648 sq.ft. 0.035 22.42

Paint 648 sq.ft. 0.032 21.03

Total Cost $1,195.85
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Photograph A 1: Test setup for the parallel-to-grain @ 0° test condition
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Photograph A 2: Test set-up for the parallel-to-grain @ 45° test condition
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Photograph A 3: Test set-up for the parallel-to-grain @ 90° test condition
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Photograph A 4: LVL test set-up for the perpendicular-to-grain @ 0° test condition
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Photograph A 5: Test set-up for the perpendicular- to-grain @ 45 ° test condition
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Photograph A 6: Test set-up for the perpendicular-to-grain test condition.
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